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OCCASIONAL PAPERS

Papers for publication in this series of monographs are produced by
or for the four branches of the Historical Resources Division of Alberta
Culture: the Provincial Archives of Alberta, the Proyincial Museum of
Alberta, the Historic Sites Service and the Archaeological Survey of
Alberta. Those persons or institutions interested in particular subject
sub-series may obtain publication lists from t e appropriate branches,
and may purchase copies of the publications from the following address:

Alberta Culture
The Bookshop
Provincial Museum of Alberta
12845 - 102 Avenue
Edmonton, Alberta
T5N OM6
Phone (403) 452-2150

Objectives
These Occasional Papers are designed to permit the rapid dissemination

of information resulting from Historical Resources· programmes. They are

intended primarily for interested specialists, rather than as popular
publications for general readers. In the interests of making information
available quickly to these specialists, normal production procedures have
been abbreviated.
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~BSTRACT

Fifteen end-of-season permit reports and short paper(s) are in
cluded in this year1s annual review. The reports, written by the
Archaeological Survey of Alberta staff archaeologists and consul
tants, reflect the wide variety of research and mitigative archaeo
logical projects_that occurred through the province, even though
active association with only 24 of the 201 permit numbers assigned
are discussed here. These reports also reveal the rich and varied
nature of Alberta's archaeological historical resources for even
the most magnificant site or piece of data contributes to our overall
understanding of Alberta's past and allows for better management of
its cultural resources in the future.
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS IN ALBERTA, 1979

W.J. Byrne

Archaeological Survey of Alberta

Over the past year there seems to have been a rather substantial

increase in the amount of a~chaeological investigations being conducted
in the province. This observation is supported by a simple comparison
of the figures concerning the number of Archaeological Research Permits
issued, which "reveals that a total of 207 permits were authorized in
1979 (Table 1) as compared with some 116 in 1978 (Byrne 1979: Table'l).
What is not revealed by the substantial difference in the total number
of permits issued, however, is that this increase is -reflected not just
in the change in numbers of projects but a'l so by the fact that many of
the individual projects are growing ever larger in scale.

For the most part the increased number of projects is accounted
for by the large volume of subdivision assessment projects being under
taken. This acceleration of effort is in no small measure an outgrowth
of the pilot programme undertaken with the Edmonton Regional Planning
Commis$ion to test the utility of examining proposed subdivisions in
areas where historical resources could reasonably be expected to occur.
Although the subdivision referral system necessary to systematically
evaluate various subdivision applications and identify projects poten
tially hazardous to historical resources has not been formally insti
tuted across the province, many of the other regional and city plan
ning commissions have noted the considerable success achieved with the
Edmonton regional pilot programme, and consequently they have begun to
independently forward various applications for review by the Archaeo
logical Survey of Alberta. The direct result of this process has been
the identification of many subdivision development projects of concern
throughout the province, and the subsequent investigation of many of
these to alleviate the historic and archaeological problems. In all,
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TABLE 1: 1979 PROJECT PERMITS ISSUED BY

Canadian Superior Oil Red Deer R.
Valley energy resource site dev. &
access road

Picture Butte to Oldman R. Calgary
Power transmission tower pads

Head-Smashed-In faunal' analysis and
record reorganization

THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF ALBERTA

PROJECTPERMIT NO. ARCHAEOLOGIST

79-1 B. Reeves
(Lifeways)

79-2 Ron McFee
(Aresco)

79-3 John Brumley

79-4 B. Reeves
(Lifeways)

79-5 R. Heitzmann

79-6 R. Heitzmann

79-7 R. Heitzmann

79-8 J. Calder
(Lifeways)

79-9 T. Losey

79-10 T. Losey

79-1 J. Wood
(Aresco)

79-12 R. Heitzmann

79-13 R. Heitzmann

79-14 R. Heitzmann

79-15 T. Losey

79-16 G. Fedirchuk
(A. HO. R. C. )

79-17 G. Fedirchuk
(A.~.R.C.)

DjPo 9 excavation

Kreler Management Corp. Gibbons
subdivision

Nasoti and Company Limited
Riverbend subdivision

Weber Brothers Realty Ltd. Looma
subdivision

Melcor Developments Ltd. Calgary
subdivision .

Fort George F10q 1

Frost Perry &Assoc. Ltd. Carvel,
Alberta subdivision

Nu-West Sherwood Park subdivision

Carma Dev. Riverbend subdivision

Anell Properties Surrey Lane subdivision

Waybrook Enterprises Lily Lake/Gibbons
subdivision

Berg Realty Sherwood Park subdivision

Kiss Construction Leduc development

Hartson Red Deer Lake development



PERMIT NO.

79-18

79-19

79-20

79-21

79-22

79-23

79-24

79-25

79-26

79-27

79-28

79-29

79-30

79-31

79-32

79-33

79-34

ARCHAEOLOGIST

G. Fedirchuk
(A.H.R.C.)

G. Fedirchuk
(A.H.R.C.)

W.J. Wood
(Aresco)

J. Whelan

G. Fedirchuk
(A.}i.R.C.)

J. Brumley

G. Fedirchuk
(A.H.R.C.)

J. Brink
(A.S.A.)

J. Brink
(A.S.A.)

J. Brink
(A.S.A.)

J. Brink
(A.S.A.)

J. Brink
(A.S.A.)

G. Fedirchuk
(A.H.R.C.)

G. Fedirchuk
(A.M.R.C.)

J. Wood
(Aresco)

S. Minni

S. Minni

- 3 -

pROJECT

Coughlan Edmonton Beach development

Daon Development Corp. Gibbons
subdivision

Calgary Power Sundance-Entwistle transm.
survey line corridor

Genstar Riverbend subdivision excavatinns
of FiPj 16, 20 &22

Werner Jappsen (Jappsen and Assoc.
Consulting Ltd.) Stony Plain subdivision

Medicine Hat bridge

Northwestern Utilities Limited Viking
(to Fort Saskatchewan) lateral pipeline

Provincial Parks - Eastern Slopes

Alberta Forest Service Campgrounds
Eastern Slopes

Travel Alberta Evans-Thomas Creek alpine
villages

Grande Cache exc. F1Qs 19, 27,30,31

Mary hregg Lake, SW of Hinton

w.O. Usher &Assoc. Ltd. Westcove
(Lac Ste. Anne) development

W.O. Usher &Asso~. Ltd. Lodgepole
development

Cairns Homes l Okotoks development

Pacific Petroleums Ltd (Mr. R. Schell)
developments (S. Pigeon L., N. Hwy. 13)

Hilldale Developments Ltd. development
M.D. Sturgeon, N. Fort Saskatchewan



PERMIT NO. ARCHAEOLOGIST

79-35 J. Brumley

79-3 T. Losey

79-3Z T. Losey

79-3 R. Heitzmann

79-39 R. Heitzmann

79-40 R. Heitzmann

79-41 J. Pollock
(A.S.A.)

79-42 S. Minni

79-43 E. Gryba

79-44 P'roj.ect Cancell ed

79-45 D. Steer
(D.S. Consulting)

79-46 W.J. Wood
(Aresco)

79-47 R. McFee
(Aresco)

79-48 M. Forsman
(A.S.A. )

79-49 M. Forsman
(A.S.A. )

79-50 M. Forsman
(A.S.A. )

79-51 M. Forsman
(A.S.A.)

79-52 J. Calder
(Aresco)

79-53 T. Losey

79-54 T. Losey

- 4 -

PROJECT

Ocelot Industries Red Deer R. well site &
gas gathering system (N.Brooks)

HoldenO& Drayton Valley subdivision

Collin Development Corp. Pigeon lake
subdivision

Barsida Enterprises Lessard Lake subdivision

Reynolds Manufacturing Edmonton industrial
park

City of Edmonton Riverbend exc. FiPj 12
Prosser Site

Strathcona Science Park, FjPi 29

Esch Realty ltd. Duffield area subdivision

N.S. Trouth Gull lake area subdivision

Texas Pacific Oil R.M.H. pipeline

Genstar Edmonton N. & St. Albert
excavations FjPi 83, FjPj 17

Amoco Canada Drayton Valley pipeline

Lille test excavation program

Macleod House investigations

Beauvais Lake Provincial Park test
excavations

Old Fort Macleod investigations

Kelwood Corp. Okotoks development

Century 21, Birch Realty Stony Plain
subdivision

Chickadee &Snowlanch Developments Ltd.
Sherwood Park subdivision



PERMIT NO.

79-55

79-56

79-57

79-58

79-59

79-60

79-61

79-62

79-63

79-64

79-65

79~66

79-67

79-68

79-69

79-70

79-71

79-72

ARCHAEOLOGIST

D. Crowe-Swords

G. Conaty

J. Wood
(Aresco)

G. Fedirchuk
(A.~.R.C.)

G. Fedirchuk
(A.~.R.C.)

M. Forsman
(A.S.A. )

M. Forsman
(A.S.A.)

M. Forsman
(A.S.A. )

J.M. Quigg
(A.S.A. )

R.D. McFee
(Aresco)

R. Heitzmann

E. Gryba

R. Heitzmann

E. Gryba

Doll &Kidd

B. Reeves
(Lifeways)

D. French
(A.H.R.C.)

D. French
(A.H.R.C.)

- 5 -

PROJECT

Fish Creek Provincial Park - U of Calgary
field school, EfPm 2, 27

Alsands Project Group tar sands lease
Fort MacKay

Genstar Sherwood Park subdivision

Ballantyne west Edmonton subdivision

Zalapski &Walker Looking Back Lake
subdivision

Northwest Frank, DjPo 30, testing

Fort Whoop-Up

Kipp Post/For Kipp

Cypress Hills &Kinbrook Park development

Montreal Engineering Hanna project
Sheerness coal strip mining

Roy Smith Sherwood Park subdivision

Foothills highway mitigation

Highway Survey North

Highway Survey South

Boss Hill FdPe 4 &Metis FdPe 1 Sites

Bill White Site DjPo 25

Richard Beck Cooking L. subdivision

Matson Engineering Edmonton Beach (Spring
Lake) subdivision

79-73 Project Cancelled



PER~1IT NO. ARCHAEOLOGIST

79-74 Project Cancel1~q

79-75 s. Minni

79-76 D. French
(A.bf.R.C.)

79-77 B. Wright
(Aresco)

79-78 D. French
(A.~.R.C. ).

79-79 J. Whelan

79-80 B. Reeves
(Lifeways)

79-81 B. Apland
(Aresco)

79-82 G. Fedirchuk
(A.H.R.C.)

79-83 J. Wood
(Aresco)

79-84 J. Brumley

79-85 T. Losey

79-86 G. Fedirchuk
(A.if.R.C.)

79-87 R. McFee
(Aresco)

79-88 s. Minni

79-89 s. Minni

79-90 D. French
,(A . H" .R.C. )

79-91 J. Brumley

- 6 -

~ROJECT

Excavation of EbPp 64 (Bow-Crow
Forest Reserve)

Big Valley Development Beaumont sub
division

Montreal Engineering Sheerness cooling'
pond/plant site areas

Interspire Management Gibbons subdivision

Diplomat Mine Extension survey &monitoring
of well drilling near FcPb 4,6 for
Forestburg Collieries

EePj 65 mitigation - Calgary Power

AGTL Sundre - Coleman stockpile sites

Deyard Syndicate Ardrossen subdivision

Sherwood Park subdivision

City of Medicine Hat industrial subdivision

Canadian Engineering Surveys Ltd. Onoway
subdivision

Lasner Construction Stony Plain subdivision

Makale &Kyllo Edm9nton area subdivision

Hilldale Development Parkland County
subdivision

J.D. Marl &Assoc. Ltd. Sandy Lake
subdivision

Lesser Slave Lake canal &cutoff alternates

Elkwater Park H.R.! .A. and mitigation



PERMIT NO.

79-92

79-9

79-94

79-'95

79-96

79-9

79-98

79-99

79-100

79-101

79-102

79-103

79-104

79-105

79-106

79-107

79-108

ARCHAEOLOGIST

G. Fedirchuk
(A.H.R.C.)

G. Fedirchuk
(A.H.R.C.)

B. Reeves
(Lifeways)

J. Whelan

B. Wright
(Aresco)

R. Heitzmann

D. Steer
(D.S. Consulting)

D. French
(A.H.R.C.)

R. Heitzmann

M. Forsman
(A.S.A.)

M. Forsman
(A.S.A.)

J. Wood
(Aresco)

J. Wood
(Aresco)

B. Apland
(Aresco)

J. Whelan

R. LeBlanc
(A.S~A.)

J. Ives
(A.S.A. )

- 7 -

P,ROJECT

w.o. Usher Cold Lake subdivision

McLean Stony Plain subdivision

Shell Canada Limestone Mountain 
Willson Creek gas gathering system
mitigation of E1Pu 8, EkPt 3

Glynn Developments Ltd. Ft. Saskatchewan
subdivision

AGTL Alaska Hwy. Pipeline mitigation 
Western Leg

Greif, Manzie &Dant Edmonton subdivision

Texas Pacific Clearwater/Prairie Ck. gas
gathering system &water injection system

Jappsen Devon subdivision

Fort Chipewyan leOs 3 excavation

Tail Creek Settlement

Green Wintering Site

Peace Pipe pipeline near Grande Prairie

AGTL Alaska Highway Pipeline Eastern Leg

AGTL Alaska Highway Pipeline Eastern Leg
stockpile sites

Bruyer Partnership Riverbend Neighbourhood
#6

Northwestern Alberta Provincial Parks

Cold Lake Provincial Park excavations
GcOm 3,5.7



PERMIT NO. ARCHAEOLOGIST

79~l09 J. Ives
(A.S.A.)

79-110 D. Steer
(D.S. Consulting)

79-111 S. Minni

79-112 G. Fedirchuk
(A.~.R.C.)

79-113 S. 'Minni

79-114 M. Kelly
(P.S.I.)

79-115 E. McCullough

79-116 J. Brumley

79-117 E. McCullough

79-118 W.J. Wood
(Aresco)

79-119 D. French
(A.H.R.C.)

79-12Q G. Fedirchuk
(A.~.R.C.)

79-121 D. French
(A.H.R.C.)

79-122 J. Calder
(Lifeways)

79-123 G. Fedirchuk
(A.M.R.C.)

79-124 O. Mallory
(P.S.I.)

79-125 E. McCullough

79-126 G. Fedirchuk
(A.H.R.C.)

79-127 E. McCullough

- 8 -

PROJECT,

Strathcona Science Park Site

Legislative Grounds

Paddle River dam project

Edmonton Beach Tritek subdivision

Town of Sedgewick subdivision survey

Dixon Dam project

Bow Valley Consulting Okotoks
subdivision

Town of Bassano reservoirs

AGTL Goodfair lateral

Fort Hills, Alsands townsite overview/
reconnaisance

Carvel Developments Carvel subdivision

Nu-West Clover Bar subdivision

Peter Towp;ch Bashaw subdivision

Red Deer to Brooks Calgary Power power
line

Walter A. Gooder Red Deer Lake subdivision

SR 963 ·(Ft. MacKay)

Kananaskis Campgrounds

John Walker Pigeon Lake subdivision

SR 956:16 borrow pits



.PERMIT NO.

79-128

79-129

79-130

79-131

79-132

79-133

79-134

79-135

79-136

79-138

79-139

79-140

79-142

79-143

79-144

79-145

,ARCHAEOLOGIST

J . Pollock
(S.S.)

J. Pollock
(S.S.)

J. Calder
(Lifeways)

J. Calder
(Lifeways)

E. McCullough

J. Calder
(Lifeways)

D. Steer
(D.S. Consulting)

Project Cancelled

B. Wright
(Aresco)

J. Pollock
(S.S.)

J. Pollock
(S.S.)

G. Fedirchuk
(A.H.R.C.)

R. McFee
(Aresco)

J. Fromhold

B. Reeves
{Lifeways)

R. Heitzmann

S. Minni

R. LeBlanc
(A.S.A.)

- 9 -

PROJECT

De Clerq subdivision

Madison Development Lake Isle
subdivision

Mitigation of EgPn 147-153 subdivision

Carma Calgary subdivision

AGTL Ralston pipelines

Kelwood Corp. Calgary subdivision

Esso Cow Lake (RMH) pipeline

Walker/Newby West Jasper Place
subdivision

WalkerI ewby Stony Plain subdivision

Building Bunch Ltd. St. Albert subdivision

Blackfoot grazing reserve

AGTL Gold Creek Valley Alaska Highway
pipeline re-alignment

Fort McMurray subdivision

Renton &Partners Okotoks subdivision

Earthscapre Seba Beach Cobble Ridge
subdivision

Morrison Squair Cooking Lake subdivision

Calling Lake Road ROW



PERMIT NO.

79-146

79-147

79-148

79-149

79-150

79-151

79-152

79-153

79-154

79-155

79-156

79-157

79-158

79-159

79-160

79- 161

79-162

79-163

79-164

ARCHAEOLOGIST

J. Pollock
(S. S. )

D. Steer
(O.S. Consulting)

E. Gryba

J. Brumley

J. Brumley

J. Brumley

J. Wood
(Aresco)

E.J. McCullough

G. Fedirchuk
(A.H.-R.C.)

R. Heitzmann

o. Steer
(O.S. Consulting)

E.J. McCullough

Mike Wilson

E.J. McCullough

D. Steer
(O.S. Consulting)

G. Fedirchuk
(A.H.R.C.)

J. Pollock
(S.S.)

B. Reeves
(Lifeways)

B. Reeves
(Lifeways)

- 10 -

P-ROJECT

J.A.R. Holdjngs SW 3/55/1/5 subdivision

Ocelot Industries Edson area pipeline

SR 554 excavations

Petro Canada southern pipelines

PanCanadian Alderson search for first
gas well in Alberta

City of Medicine Hat Seven Persons Creeks
subdivision

AGTL Ferintosh pipeline

Bow Valley Consulting Calgary subdivision

Metropolitan Engineering Ltd. Peace River
pipeline (East Peace Co-op Gas)

Waybrook Enterprises Lily Lake subdivision

Hudson's Bay Oil &Gas Rocky Mountain
House area pipeline

AGTL Two Hills pipeline

Marketplace Properties EgPn 19 mitigation

Bow Valley Consulting for Marketplace
Properties Calgary subdivision

Ocelot Industries Edson pipeline

Suvan, Fettig & Assoc. Twin Is. Lake
subdivision

Colt Engineering High Level, Fort
Vermilion, Buffalo Head Prairie gas
transmission line

DAON Calgary McKenzie area subdivision

DAON Calgary Bowness area subdivision



PERMIT NO. ARCHAEOLOGIST

79-165 S. VanDyke
(Lifeways)

79-166 E.J. McCullough

79-167 .. W.J. Wood
(Aresco)

79-168 T. Losey

79-169 J. Brumley

79-170 D. Steer
(D. S. Consulting)

79-171 G. Fedirchuk
(A.,H•R•C. )

79-172 W.J. Wood
(Aresco)

79-173 T. Losey

79-174 B. Reeves .
(Lifeways)

79-175 J. Calder
(Lifeways)

79-176 J. Calder
(Lifeways)

79-177 J. Pollock
(S.S. )

79-178 B. Wright
(Aresco)

79-179 J. Pollock
(5.5.)

79-180 G. Fedirchuk
(A.H.R.C.)

79-181 G. Fedirchuk
(A~H.R.C.)

79-182 W. Wood
(Aresco)
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PROJECT

Suncor Calling Lake gathering system
&plant

AGTL Rizinus West lateral pipeline
(Caroline)

Gulf proposed foothills (Robb) plant
site

E. Schmitz Genessee subdivision

Bow Island 'Kill site investigation

Esso Resources R.M.H. pipeline

Calgary Power Keephil1s transmission line

Hudson's Bay Oil & Gas Lloydminister area
plant site & road widening

Western Shelter Development Project Seba
Beach subdivision

Franklin Properties Ltd. Calgary
development

Gulf Oil Canada Edmonton to Calgary
byproducts pipeline

AGTL Fox Creek area South Kaybob lateral

SOl.Jthridge Properties Ltd. Kitscoty
subdivision

Walker Newby Assoc. Jamieson Place
subdivision

Tom Reed subdivision

Jappsen &Assoc. Spruce Grove subdivision

North Peace Gas Co-op Manning area pipeline

Nu-West ArdroSsan subdivision



PERMIT NO. ARCHAEOLOGIST

79-183 A. Bryan
(A.R.I.)

79-184 R. McFee
(Aresco)

79-18 A Bryan
(A.R.I.)

79-186 J. Po 11 ock
(S.S.)

79-187 E. McCullough

79-188 Project Cancelled

79-189 W. Wood
(Aresco)

79-190 B. Wright
(Aresco)

79-191 S. Minni

79-192 J. Pollock
(S.S.)

79-193 T. Losey

79-194 R. McFee
(Aresco)

79-195 J. Fromhold

79-196 J. Ives
(A.S.A.)

79-197 B. Wright
(Aresco)

79-198 o. Steer
(O.S. Consulting)

79-199 G. Fedirchuk
(A.H.R.C.)

79-200 A. Br.yan
(A.~.R.C.)

79-201 D. Steer
(O.S. Consulting)
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PROJECT

All-West Athabasca subdivision

Amoco Pembina River area pipeline

UMA Grand Centre subdivision

Andex Highvale pipeline

AGTL Rocky Mountain House pipeline

Cold Lake Provincial Park

AGTL Alderson north lateral loop

Interprovincial Cooking L. & Sedgewick
lines

Bruyer Partnership Dickinsfield
subdivision

Warwa Bros. Lac Ste Anne subdivision

Chevro.n Fo.x .Creek pipeline

Nu-West Airdrie, Erin Woods, Homestead,
Scenic Acres &Shawnee Slopes subdivision

Fawcett Lake burials

Cairns Homes Calgary subdivision

Ocelot Industries Edson area pipeline

Northwestern Utilities pipeline,
Wainwright

Kaskitayo subdivision (Edmonton) UMA GorP

HBC oil/gas pipeline, Rocky Mtn. House



PERMIT NO. ARCHAEOLOGIST

79-202 B. Reeves
(Lifeways)

79-203 J. Calder
(Lifeways)

79-204 Project Cancelled

79-20 T. Losey

79-206 A. Graspointer

79-207 J. Pollock
(S.S.)
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PROJECT

Midnapore Phase 11 subdivision, Calgary
Costain Ltd. &Genstar Ltd.

Okotoks Development Kelwood Corp.

Leduc County subdivision Eric Schmitz

Lethbridge subdivision for Westview
Invest.

Subdivision near Calahoo for Warwa
Bros.
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a total of 98 permits were issued last year for investigations in con
junction with proposed subdivision projects, as contrasted with 17 in
1978.

As a result of these investigations a great many new archaeolo
gical sites have been located. Although many of them are of rather
limited size and complexity, they are significant in reflecting basic
parameters of aboriginal settlement patterns in defined geographical
situations. Consequently, in order to further process this data a
study has begun on the nature and location of archaeological sites
first recorded as a result of historical resources impact assessments
undertaken prior to subdivision construction. The results of this
study will not only provide valuable insights into the variables in
volved in the selection of transitory campsites in prehistory, but
will also further refine the process of identifying project localities
which might be expected to encounter historical resources.

The second most frequent type of archaeological investigation
was that conducted as part of developments in the petroleum industry.
Oil and gas exploration, development and transportation projects occur
virtually throughout the province, and by virtue of their nature they
frequently threaten archaeological resources. Consequently, some 43
archaeological research permits were issued as a result of development
project proposals being reviewed by this office, some of considerable
scale. Of the latter, possibly the most significant was the proposed
Alsands tar sands mining project north of Fort McMurray where a sys
tematic survey was conducted on the entire lease, covering not only
the immedi.ate mining area, but ancillary developments as well.

The remaining permits for archaeological research projects
necessitated by developments in the private sector total'led fourteen
in all, and the developments concerned involved such things as power
line construction, mining sites, or new plant locations. The elec
trical transmission projects are themselves proving to be an interest
ing field of study, in that they generally involve relatively long
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traverses across the countryside with little alteration in routes over
major spans. As such they constitute a valuable testing medium, pro
viding a vehicle for archaeological surveying over considerable ranges
of country. At the same time they frequently pose less of a hazard
than do some of the other developments requiring extended rights-of
way, since land surface modifications are generally confined to pro
viding ease of passage, with no subsequent disturbance aside from pole
or power placement. Consequently, in open countryside their only real
disturbance is often confined to the immediate tower or pole sites,
and to the visual environment,;. the latter, of course, can become a
significant factor in some situations.

As for government development schemes, they also necessitated
impact assessment and subsequent mitigation work. For the most part
these projects i~vo1ved highway construction, forest management pro
grammes, or provincial park developments, and a number of the conse
quent archaeological investigations are reported upon on this volume
(Figure 1). Highway-related programmes dominated the scene, and these
were invariably undertaken by archaeological consultants, while the
balance of the projects were divided between staff archaeologists of
the Archaeological Survey o.f Alberta and private investigations work
ing under contract. Of the latter, probably the most significant was
the investigation of archaeological sites to be affected by the de
velopment of a new campground along the shores of E1kwater Lake in
Cypress Hills Provincial Park. This project led to a major excava
tion in a series of significant, related pre-historic occupations in
the park which reflected a long and complicated history of Native
occupation (Figure-l).

Basic research programmes were somewhat less frequent than in previous
years. Altogether some 13 research permits were issued to staff ar
chaeologists at the Survey, but none were for major programmes (Table
1, Figure 1). In part this was a reflection of the fact that major
staff changes occurred just prior to the 1979 field season; and new
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FORSMAN
79-49

'YES
79-4'
79-'08
79-109

McCULLOUGH
79-'27

'--------.... FORSMAN
79-'0'
79-'02

FORSMAN.....-=t==~;z;..--li
79-48
79-50
79-5'
79-6'
79- 62

BRINK --- ..........

79-25
79-26
79-27
79-28
79-29

Figure 1:
Archaeological Investigations, 1979

--~----------- ----------- ----
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staff members generally preferred to limit their investigations to
familiarization operations rather than the initiation of major pro
grammes. However, some critical research areas have since been de
fined, and the 1980 season is expected to see the beginnings of some

important long-term projects.

Of the programmes which were undertaken, one of the most interest
ing involved the attempt by Michael Forsman to determine the effective

ness of using remote sensing mapping techniques as an aid to delimit
ing historical archaeological resources. In addition, he pursued.
investigations at a number of early historic police and whiskey posts
in southern Alberta, as well as Metis sites in central parts of the
province. Jack Brink, on the other hand, continued research in the
Grande Cache area, combining both survey work in the upper montane
area with excavation of a relatively large and complex campsite along
the shores of Grande Cache Lake. In addition, he also inspected a
major pictograph find in the Longview area (Figure 1).

The remaining basic research permits issued generally involved
university research work or the pursuit of ongoing investigation by
private investigators (Table 1). Much of the university work was
undertaken in the form of field school investigations, with the Depart
ment of Anthropology of the University of Alberta again conducting a
full field session at the Fort George site along the North Saskatchewan
River. This site has now been investigated by the University of
Alberta Field School for the past three years, and the results of
these investigations have added a tremendous volume of information
about the early phase of the development of the dur trade in this pro
vince. The Field School of the Department of Archaeology, University
of Calgary, on the other hand, initiated a major study of an important
bison pound within Fish Creek Provincial Park. This is a particularly
significant investigation, as bison pounds have not received a great
deal of attention in this province in the past.

In any event, the total pattern becoming evident in the archaeo-
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logical discipline in Alberta is that of ever-increasing volume and
ever-increasing dispersion of areas of activity. More and more indus
trial programmes are being subjected to archaeological impact assess
ments prior to the initiation of construction, and most government

programmes are now undertaken to full conformity to archaeological
conservation, ptintiples. Perhaps one of the most exciting developments
in the whole field, however, may not be a specific investigation or
finding, but rather the fact that a decision was reached to provide

a unique showcase for archaeology in Alberta. That is, as part of
the Strathcona Science Park development outside Edmonton, a pavillion
is being developed for the 1980 park opening which will house dis
plays specifically designed to acquaint the public with the growth
of archaeological resource management in Alberta, and an exposition
of some of the fascinating new discoveries being made as a result.
What is hoped will make the displays all the more effective, however,
is that an interesting archaeological site is located immediately
adjacent to the building, and it is planned to feature guided tours
of the site as part of the interpretive package. Since it is also

anticipated that the site will be actively researched for at least
the next five years, it should provide an unusual opportunity for
the public to gain a better appreciation of many facets of the disci
pline of archaeology.
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EXCAVATIONS AT DjPo 9

Permit 79-4-C
R. Steinhauser

Lifeways of Canada Ltd.

Further excavations in the southern portion of DjPo 9 located in
the Maple Leaf areas of Bellevue, Crowsnest Pass, were undertaken for
Alberta Culture by a Lifeways of Canada crew from late March through
April, 1979. Upon completion of excavation the western section of
DjPo·9 was buried' through- highway construction.

DjPo 9 is located in a swale defined by a bedrock ridge to the
west and glacial outwash deposits in the other directions. The nor
thern and western areas are located on outwash terraces. The south
ern site area is low-lying, becoming progressively more water satur
ated as one proceeds northward to the central portion- where a spring
line keeps the ground permanently boggy.

Testing programmes and large scale excavations have established
DjPo 9 as a bison kill/campsite complex dating mainly from r1id~le Pre
historic times and containing cultural material typical of Late Mummy
Cave. For a more complete discussion of previous research at DjP~ 9
see Lifeways 1976 and 1977.

Areas for excavation in DjPo·9 south were to be selected through
use of a backhoe. The following objectives were proposed:

1. obtain information on camp activities
2. obtain information on seasonality
3. retrieve a representative artifact sample, and
4. collect soil samples

\~ork began at DjPo 9 the third week in March when a backhoe
trench was dug to quickly establish stratigraphy and locate bone
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concentrations. On the basis of this information two areas were se

lected for excavation.

Frozen ground necessitated thawing, first by coal fire and fi
nally by propane burners under foil-lined . plywood covers.

Excavation was by shovel and trowel in ten centimeter levels.
All soils were heavily water saturated and required water screening.
A deep topsoil was underlain by heavy clay soils, the proportion of
clay progressively increasing with depth. These conditions required
special treatment. The soils were washed and reduced, turned out in
to appropriately labelled containers to which Calgon water softener
(later trisodium phosphate) was added. This mixture was left for
the day or overnight and then rescreened.

An additional problem was the weather, which turned inclement
the day we arrived; snow was our faithful companion throughout the
period.

A 4X4 meter block was laid out in two meter units in the south
ern part of the site (Area A). Excavation showed a high degree of
disturbance by historic activities, including a 1975 test excavation.
A conc~ntration of bone fragments occurred at thirty centimeters.
Bone fragments, fire fractured rock, and artifacts were scattered
from thirty centimeters to sterile soil at a depth of ninety centi
meters.

Area B was located further north in an area disturbed by
garden plots. The top twenty centimeters was stripped and discarded.
This area was found to be most productive, and the original 4X4
meter block was extended north four more units by the conclusion
of the project. Bone fragments, fire fractured rocks, and arti
facts were found throughout the excavations. A good living floor,
consisting of concentrations of fire fractured rock and bone frag
ments, occurred between seventy and eighty centimeters mainly in
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Units 5 and 6. The bulk of artifacts were also concentrated at this
general depth. Excavation was terminated at 110 centimeters in Area
B due to scarcity of cultural material, degree of di.gging difficulty,
proximity of the water table, and lack of ti.me.

A good artifact sample was obtained at DjPo, 9 as well as adequate
data to meet our other objectives.
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS AT

FORT GEORGE 1979: END OF SEASON REPORT
Permit 79-9

Timothy C. Losey
University of Alberta

INTRODUCTION

Archaeological investigation of the Northwest Company post
(F18q/l located in SE 1 4 25-56-6-W4), Fort George (1972 - ca.1800)
was renewed during the 1979 field season and excavations were con
ducted from 9 May through 20 August, 1979. The investigation was
made possible by a contract awarded by the Archaeological Survey of
Alberta to the University of Alberta and by continued financial and
logistical support from the Department of Anthropology and Special
Session Division. Field work was coordinated through the Univer
sity of Alberta Archaeology Field School. A total of 12 individuals
were actively involved during the 1979 season.

This report will summarize information related to building lay
out, construction techniques, stockage configuration and internal
chronology. Analyses of artifactual and faunal remains is not suf
ficiently advanced at this time to allow any comprehensive state
ments concerning frequencies or distributions of these data. Refer
ence to Kidd (1970) will provide the reader with a general range of
materials at Fort George. Structural dimensions given in this re
port are approximate due to the preliminary nature of data analyses ..

OBJECTIVES

The overall archaeological goals of the Fort George Project are
to recover information necessary for planning and consideration of a

-- ---------------
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reconstruction of this historic fur trade site. To this end, the
1979 season objectives as set forth in the contract agreement were
as follows:

Structural - - to-obtain ground plan data of buildings and features;
to describe construction characteristics; to record timber dimensions
and elevations of buildings and features; to record size, type and
location of structural hardware; and to obtain wood'samples, as-
found drawings; profiles and photographs. Specific structural objec
tives were considered relative to two groups of architectural features:

(a) Palisades: To expose all palisade lines and trenches in
cluding exterior perimeter stockage and interior partitions;
to determine the locations of bastions, gates or other di
rectly associated features; to examine the possible exis
tence of construction phases and changes in ground plan lay
out through time.

(b) Structures: To complete the excavation of the east rank of
buildings exposing all structural remains and associated
features (e.g. cellars, pits, fireplaces, etc.).

Artifactual - to provide descriptive data on the artifacts and faunal
remains, provenience records, item classification and catalogue, and
artifact frequencies by class and provenience.

RESULTS

Palisades and Related Features

WEST TRIANGLE - A total of 265 linear feet of the triangular enclo
sure forming the extreme west end of the Fort George stockade peri
meter was exposed using both hand and mechanized techniques. The
palisade trench is defined by differential soil coloration and spor
adic remains of the wood pales. Refuse accumulation within tre~ch_ f~ll
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is minimal. This portion of the stockade represents the westernmost
limits of the site at the postulated time of maximum size (ca. 1794-97).
This feature is to be differentiated from the later (ca. 1978) tri
angular enclosure identified by Kidd (1970) which is similar in size
and outline configuration but lay some 100 feet to the east.

Following maximum exposure of the north and south arms of the
west triangle, effqrts were made to define any existing gateways or

similar features along the palisade line. Evidence such as gate
posts, trench enlargmen~s, post pits, or gate pivot stones were not

observed. The only feature identified which relates to the structure
is a possible watch platform located at the apex of the west triangle.
This feature is represented by a line of post pits spanning a distance
of 10 feet. Posts which presumably existed in the pits but are no
longer extant may have functioned, along with the stockade wall it
self, to support a platform. Aside from the southeast corner bastion
identified in 1978, this is the only other defensive structure noted
on the stockade perimeter.

EAST TRIANGLE - Investigation of this feature was accomplished by
hand excavation methods as tbe interior area was deemed too sensitive
to employ a machine stripping technique. The north and south arms

of this feature~ as projected by Kidd (1970) and Losey et ale were
confirmed by spot-test excavations." The nortn-south line thought
to form the base of this enclosure however was not confirmed. Simi
larly, no gate openings were discerned although incomplete exposure
of this feature does not preclude the possibility of their existence.

INNER EAST PALISADE - Approximately 15 feet of the projected early,
(ca. 1792-94) east stockade line was exposed at various points ex
tending north from the former southeast corner. This stockage lay
parallel to and east of the east rank of buildings also excavated
in 1979 (see below). The palisade trench is devoid of wood pales
and clearly predates a portion of the expanded men's quarters.

INNER SOUTH PALISADE - Thirty-two linear feet of the early or inner
south palisade was exposed in the course of excavation. Like the

---------_.- - --~---- ----_._---~--~--------------
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early east stockade line, no pales are evident, and portions of the
men's quarters component of the east rank of buildings overlay the

feature. The inner south palisade forms an angle of 1000 with the
east wall line and lay parallel to and approximately 20 feet interior

to the later south palisade perimeter.

EAST PICKET FENCE - A line of pickets in a narrow trench was discovered
in the course of excavation which lay parallel and 5 feet west of the
men's quarters in the east rank of buildings. The fence appears to
be contemporaneous with the men's quarters as evidenced by a short

branch which extends eastward to join the west wall of the latter.
Approximately 75 linear feet of this feature was exposed and it ap
pears to terminate at the north and south perimeter stockade. A
footer trench containing no wood pales was also observed extending

north from the north-east corner of the blacksmith's forge component
of the east rank of buildings. Nine linear feet of this line was
exposed and it also appears to terminate at the north palisade line.
This line ~ay parallel and 5 feet west of the early east palisade

curtain.

SUMMARY - Discovery of the postulated early stockade enclosure as
exemplified by the inner east and inner south palisade lines provides
a temporal link for relating building structures in the east area of
the site with those already investigated to the west. That these
inner lines represent an early phase of stockade building is con
firmed. It is also evident that they predate the expansion of the

men's quarters complex and were removed to accommodate the growing
fort population and ground plan layout.

The function of the large area enclosed by the west triangle
is yet unknown although generally it is believed to have been added
to allow certain activities to be conducted within the defensive
structure in the event of conflict with unsettled native groups
threatening destruction of the trading forts. This hypothesis coin
cides well with historic fact and the observed alterations in de
fensive structures of Fort George.
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That-the west triangle was later removed and a similar structu~e

erected to the east to close a somewhat smaller compound area in the
later period is evidenced by the lack of palisade pales over large
expanses of the former trench location. Similarly no post remains
were recovered in the relatively large post pits located at the apex
of the west triangle, believed to relate to a watch platform structure.

The east picket fence appears to have served to partition the
east rank of buildings from the remainder of the compound. It does
not have a counterpart, however, in the west area, and is a curious
feature. It does allow interpretation of building chronologies in the
east area but these will be discussed below.

EAST RANK OF BUILDINGS - Kidd's (1970:68) hypothetical ground plan of
the Fort George site portrays the east rank of buildings as a ca. 100
ft. X 20 ft. complex containing a blacksmith's forge, men's quarters
and storehouse. As in other cases, renewed excavation has made re
visions in building size necessary and has proven the site to be
more complex that at first presumed. The east rank of buildings is
no exception and the 1979 investigations have again altered the pre
liminary ground plan layout.

Excavations have shown that the east rank of buildings are com
prised of two structural components each of differing dimension and
not necessarily contemporaneous. These two components are: 1) the
blacksmith's forge and living quarters and 2) the men's quarters.

The blacksmith's forge and living quarters is a c~. 18 -ft. X -4.0

ft. structure originally identified by Kidd (1970). It is located
at the northernmost extremity of the east rank of buildings complex.
The shop area itself (if correctly identified) is a ca. 16 ft. X 18 ft.
structure at the north end of the building. The forge as identified
previously, is positioned against an interior wall partition which
separates the shop area from the living quarters.

The living quarters is situated on the south half of the
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building and is ca. 18 ft. X 24 ft. in size. The remains of a stone
fireplace is situated centrally along the east wall of the structure
with a storage cellar ca. 8-10 ft. in dimension located directly to
the west. A large refuse pit or perhaps souvenier hunter's excava
tion has destroyed a portion of the north wall of this building.

The men's quarters are comprised of three compartments of equal
size measuring ca. 16 ft. X 22 ft. thus producing an overall size of
16 ft. X 66 ft. for the structure. Although deficient by one room,
the structure resembles the west living quarters excavated in 1978

(Losey et al.) in every respect. Each compartment has a fireplace
located centrally against the east wall with a storage cellar situa
ted directly to the west. The fireplaces are constructed of field
stone on a prepared clay platform which has fire hardened by repeated
use. Overall, fireplace dimensions are ca. 4 ft. X 4 ft. Cellars
are approximately 8 ft. in diameter and at least one extends to over
5 ft. in depth. Cellars are uncribbed but because of the loose sand
substrate, must have contained some type of support structure during
their functional life span.

The construction technique employed in the east rank of build
ings complex is exclusively post-in-ground. Approximately 50% of
the posts which formed the original structures were observed intact
and these are the structural elements upon which building dimensions
are based. Horizontal wood remains such as sills, sleepers and
flooring are not well preserved except along the east wall. This is
due to apparent building removal prior to site abandonment in ca.
1800. Horizontal wood remains that do exist represent exterior wall
sills, and interior sleepers which presumably supported wood flooring
no longer extant.

Vertical post-in-ground elements differ between the men's quar
ters and blacksmith's forge with respect to intervals of placement.
As noted, the blacksmith's forge-living quarters is 2 ft. wider than
the men's quarters. Posts along the east and west walls of the
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former occur at intervals of 12 ft. and 16 ft. while the latter struc
ture has post intervals which occur consistently between 11-12 ft.
End walls as well as interior partitioning walls of the men's quarters
have additional posts set centrally ca. 8 ft. from the east and west

. walls. These posts are presumably ridgepole supports for the 66 ft.
long structure. No central supports or end-wall supports were posi
tively identified in the blacksmith's forge-living quarters.

The southernmost compartment in the men1s quarters complex is
superimposed on the early or inner south palisade and thus at least
that room if not the entire structure post-dates it .. The inner south
stockade, in turn is cut by the east picket frence which because of
its spatial and stratigraphic relationship to the men1s quarters
appears to be contemporary with the latter structure. Because of the
greater width of the blacksmith's forge-living quarters, this picket
fence ;s so close to the west wall as to scarcely admit the passage
of a man. In addition the fence footer trench appears to cut the
northwest corner post pit and thus apparently post-dates the black
smith's complex. This, in turn, suggests that the two buildings are
not strictly contemporaneous.

SUMMARY - The east rank of buildings is comprised by two structural
components; a blacksmith1s forge complex (18 ft. X 40 ft.) and a men1s
quarters (16 ft. X 66 ft.). Both structures are constructed using
the post-in-ground technique although the modules of construction
differ significantly. Lack of flooring, poorly preserved sill and
sleeper elements, incomplete fireplace remains and refuse filled cel
lars are pheonomena which provide strong evidence for building removal.

The close proximity and partial superimposition of the east
picket fence over the blacksmith1s forge-living quarters suggests
that the latter was removed prior to the men's quarters. Whether
they co-existed at any time during site occupation is unclear. It
seems unlikely that the blacksmith function could have been discon

tinued during the postulated period of maximum activity (ca. 1794-97).
Yet it is difficult to conceive how or why a 16 ft. wide structure
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was attached to an 18 ft. wide structure given the construction tech

niques employed.

The fact that east men1s quarters is superimposed.on the inner
east palisade is evidence for its contemporaneity with the west men1s
quarters. The appearance of the two large structures is consistent
with the observed stockade enlargement and presumed increased in trad
ing and domestic activity. Building removal prior to abandonment has
created severe problems with respect to identifying discreet artifact
assemblages associated with particular structures so as to make func
tional interpretations possible. Refuse deposited in former storage
cellars is clearly derived from other areas and subsequent activities
over former building sites has resulted in artifact mixture. The
actual physical process of dismantling the structures has also altered
artifact proveniences and thus distorted the data potentially useful
in formulating functional interpretation.

UNKNOWN STRUCTURE - The charred wood structural remains and partial
fireplace structure of an heretofore unknown building was partially
excavated immediately west of the east picket fence adjacent to the
east men1s quarters. Remains of a wall sill and interior sleeper
apparently representing the east wall along with fragments of east
west trending wood floor covering were exposed. Unsuccessful efforts
to de~ermine the locations of corners resulted in exposure of ca.
16 ft. of the wall. The fireplace which faces west, is placed wholly
interior to the east wall and is constructed of field stone resting
on a prepared clay apron. The back of the firebox ;s comprised of a
double course of stone while the sides are constructed of a single
course. The building is presumed of late {post-1797} period origin
on the basis of the burned remains which is.characteri?tic of all
structures known to have existed at the time of site abandonment.

MAGNETOMETER SURVEY - During the latter half of May and the first
two weeks of June, 1979, a proton magnetometer survey was conducted
by Terry Gibson on parts of the Fort George site. The survey, cover
ing 24,000 square ft. of matrix area, in two foot intervals, was
concentrated upon areas within the fort palisades that had not pre-
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viously been tested for the presence of structural features. Pre
liminary mapping of the magnetic data suggests that many areas with
in the fort compound may habour significant cultural remains, in
cluding trench lines, cellar depressions, garbage middens, burning
pits and possible structure foundations. These data are now being
compiled for statistical analysis and plotting by computer. It is
anticipated that once the computer plots are produced, significant
anomalies may be isolated and their importance verified by actual
archaeological testing on the site, in the near future.

CONCLUSION

The 1979 archaeological investigations at Fort George have CQR

firmed the existence of at least three construction phases which were
first recognized following excavations 'in 1978 (Losey 1979:20-72).

Briefly these are as follows: Phase I (ca. 1792-94) is the period of
initial fort construction which consisted of a few· fundamental struc
tures (e.g., main trading house, men1s quarters, blacksmith1s forge)
enclosed by a simple ca. 215 ft. X 155 ft quadrangular stockade. Phase
II (ca. 1794-97) is the period of maximum expansion which occurred
during Duncan McGillivray's residence as factor and coincides with
the period of Native unrest (see Morton ed, 1929). Numerous addi
tional domestic and defensive structures were built at this time and
the stockade perimeter was expanded to a ca. 190 ft. X 400 ft. pen
tagonal configuration. Three sides of the former 'stockade were re
moved. Phase III (ca. 1797-1800) is the period of decline as exem
plified by the removal of buildings and perimeter stockades reducing
the compound size to ca. 190 ft. X 300 ft. while retaining the tri
angular west end enclosure. Several smaller buildings replaced the
larger barrack-like structures which may have been moved upstream
to Fort de llIsle; the Northwest Company post which superceded Fort
George.

Excavations at Fort George have consistently shown the site to
be far more complex and perhaps larger than any site of similar type
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and duration in Western Canada. The level of activity with respect
to population fluctuations as well as building construction and re
moval far outweighs that expected for the relatively short period of
occupation (ca. eight years). More complete excavation of other his
toric fur trade sites may bring with it a clearer understanding of
the nature and origin of this complexity.
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS IN THE

EASTERN SLOPES REGION, 1979

Permit Numbers 79-25, 26, 27, 28, 29

Jack Brink
Archaeological Survey of Alberta

During the 1979 field season archaeological investigations were
conducted at the following locations:

1) Various Provincial Parks in the Eastern Slopes (permit 79-25);
2) Various Forestry campgrounds (permit 79-26);
3. Three alpine village locations in Kananaskis Park (permit

79-27);
4) Grande Cache Lake (permit 79-28); and
5) Mary Gregg Lake (permit 79-29, see Figure 2)

The purpose of this report is to briefly outline the results of
these programmes.

Provincial Parks (79-25)

Three provincial parks in the Mountains/Foothills region were
examined for historical resource sites in conjunction with ongoing
and future developments. The parks include W.A. Switzer, Crimson
Lake, and Big Hill Springs (Figure 2). Completed and ongoing develop
ment areas at Gregg Lake in Switzer Park were examined and 5 prehis
toric sites were located (FjOk 1-5). Only one site was threatened
by impending development, and this was mitigated by re~routing a
hiking trail.

At Crimson lake park the development zone was already badly
disturbed and our survey of the main beach area located only dis
turbed archaeological materials. The single prehistoric site

-------- ---~--------~---
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Figure 2: Map of Eastern Slopes area showing locations of various projects
(and Provincial Parks & Forestry Camos).
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(FcPs 1) identified by Thomson (1973) was re-evaluated and the bound
aries considerably expanded, however, no mitigative work was warranted.

The proposed development area at Big Hill Springs park was like
wise largely disturbed, and for the most part completed at the time
of our arrival. A partially completed hiking trail was examined and
was found to have cut across one protohistoric site (EhPo 45) and
numerous buried deposits of bison bones. Many bones exhibit butcher
marks and are apparently related to late prehistoric and historic
native camps in the Big Hill Springs Valley. Unfortunately, trail
construction through the sensitive areas was already completed and
further mitigation was unnecessary.

Forestry Campgrounds (79-26)

Four existing or proposed forestry campgrounds were visited:
Embarras River, Wildhorse Creek, Fallentimber Creek, and Sandy McNabb
(Figure 2). No sites were found at the Embarras River and Wildhorse
Creek sites, while only an isolated find was identified in the Sandy
McNabb expansion area. Four prehistoric sites were identical at the
Fallentimber locality (EiPs 3-6), including a large site on a high
bench on the north side of the creek (EiPs 6, Figure 3). Testing and
surface collection at this site revealed prehistoric material over an
area of ca. 10,000 m2, and including McKean, Besant and Pelican Lake
projectile points. The proposed access road into the new campground
cut across the site area but was subsequently re-routed to avoid the
site boundaries.

Alpine Villages (79-27)

Alberta Tourism intends to build three alpine village sites near
the northern boundary of Kananaskis park along Highway 40. The three
areas were surveyed and tested with negative results. All three vil
lage locations are in areas which, upon field inspection, were judged
to be of low archaeological potential.

~~----------
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Figure 3: Looking across Fallentimber Creek to EiPs 6 on top of grassy
hill at centre of photograph.

Figure 4: Excavations at F1Qs 30, Grande Cache Lake Site.

-~---~-----------~
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Grande Cache Lake (79-28)

Six weeks of excavation at a prehistoric site on the north shore
of Grande Cache Lake was conducted by a crew of 5 people (Figure 2).

The site (F1Qs 30) is estimated to cover approximately 12,000 m2 on a
raised bench parallel to the 'lake edge (Figure 4). Sixty-four square

metres of contiguous areas was excavated. Cultural material was re
covered from 0 to 30 cm below surface where the pits terminated in
sterile glacio-fluvial gravels. Time'diagnostic artifacts of the.
McKean-Duncan complex were recovered, as well as points believed to
resemble Besant. In addition, numerous points and other tools and
materials indicating relationships with interior British Columbia

and northwestern Alberta were recovered. It is believed that a com
pressed stratification exists at the site, though this will not be
confirmed until full analysis is completed and radiocarbon dates are
returned. Faunal material was abundant but limited entirely to tiny,
smashed calcined bone fragments believed to be a result of bone grease
extraction. No species identification has been possible. Features
consisted on concentrations of charcoal, .fire-cracked-rock and some
times bone interpreted as either hearths or bone boiling pits. No
distinct circular stone hearths were observed.

In addition to the excavations at F1Qs 30, a limited amount of
helicopter assisted survey was undertaken in the Smoky and Jackpine
River basins of the Wilmore Wilderness Park. Small, select locations
of the Smoky and Jackpine Rivers, as well as most of the shore line

of Ptarmigan Lake were examined. Two historic trapper cabins and
two very small prehistoric sites were identified. The general-impres
sion gained, based on very limited field work, was that the upper
Smoky River region may not be an archaeologically rich area.

Mary Gregg Lake (79-29)

A final project intended for the 1979 field season was the sur-
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vey of the small lake located about 30 km south of Hinton known as
Mary Gregg Lake (Figure 2). A prime impetus for this project was
that two lake bottom cores had been extracted from Mary Gregg Lake
the preceeding winter by C. Schweger of the University of Alberta
and it was hoped that prehistoric sites, if present, could be tied
in to the paleoenvironmental record for the region. Unfortunately,
continuing snowfall prevented the completion of our project, and only
the western edge of the lake was surveyed. A single prehistoric site
was identified (FgQi 9) on the western edge of the lake. Modern camp
ing has disturbed much of the site area. Flakes, a large quarzite
biface and a buried charcoal sample were collected. The remainder of
the lake shore will be surveyed during the coming field season.
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ARCHAEOLOGY IN NORTHEASTERN ALBERTA, 1979

Permit Numbers 79-41, 79-108 and 79-109

John W. Ives and Barry M. Newton

Archaeological Survey of Alberta

Fieldwork in northeastern Alberta was confined to a brief recon
naissance of Cold Lake Provincial Park and continued excavations at
the Strathcona Science Park Archaeological Site (FjPi 29). Based on
fieldwork conducted in 1978, Pollock (1979 a and b) noted three sites
in the Cold Lake area which he considered important. Both GcOm 3 and
GcOm 5 produced a number of artifacts while including undisturbed
areas. GcOm 7 was also undisturbed and has produced aboriginal cera
mics. Since these three sites shared some proximity to construction
developments during the summer of 1979 at Lund1s Point, Cold Lake
Provincial Park, Ives returned to the area to mitigate impact at any
of these sites (permit #79-108).

The three sites were relocated with respect to ongoing construc
tion and it was then apparent that they were in no danger of immediate
destruction. Fieldwork involved survey of a road allowance in the east
central area of Lund1s Point, during which no sites were located, and
additional testing at the three sites discovered by Pollock. This
testing confirmed Pollock1s earlier conclusions while adding to exist
ing collections. Quartzite flakes and spalls, cobble cores, and
split chert pebbles dominate the assemblages from each of the three
sites. No ceramics or diagnostic lithic ite'ms were recovered this
summer and it has not been possible to fix the time span of occupation
within Cold Lake Provincial Park any more precisely. Subsequent to
this fieldwork, a consultant undertook fall survey and test excavations
related to developments planned for the Park in 1980.

~------- ~~~---_._----. ---~
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CONTINUED EXCAVATIONS AT FjPi 29, THE STRATHCONA SCIENCE PARK

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE

In the spring of 1978 and acting upon recommendations from ARESCO
Limited of Calgary, John Pollock initiated testing operations at
FjPi 29. At that time, the site was threatened with destruction
through park development. Ten 2 X 2 meter units located along the
eastern edge of the site were excavated to an average depth of 35 cm.
Newton and Pollock (1979) interpreted the site as a single component
Oxbow workshop and campsite probably seasonally occupied between
spring and fall.

During the first portion of the 1979 field season, Pollock and
Newton, (permit #79-41) expanded excavations along the eastern edge
of the site; this was augmented by a magnetometer survey of the
southern portion of the site covering approximately 2330 square meters.
This area of the site wai gridded off at on meter intervals and
anomalies or potential subsurface features recorded during the initial
plan of the survey were then re-examined at 50 cm intervals. A com
puter map based on magnetometer readings along with an analysis is
currently in preparation. Eleven more 2 X 2 meter units were either
partially or completely excavated in an effort to assess the effec
tiveness of the magnetometer survey as well as to recover additional
cultural materials. These excavations revealed that FjPi 29 is in
fact a multi-component site involving occupations related to:

1. Turn of the century coal mining activites in the North
Saskatchewan River valley.

2. The late prehistoric period, as represented by a single
ceramic neck sherd with exterior cord marked impressions
Byrne (pers. comm., 1979) describes this as "... typical

south Saskatchewan Basin complex pottery, late variant ... "
with an estimated temporal range of A.D. 1000 to the 19th
century.
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3. The late Middle Prehistoric period, as represented by a
Besant projectile (300 B.C. to A.D. 700).

4. The Middle Prehistoric Period, as represented by Oxbow pro
jectile (3000 to 1500 B.C.).

FjPi 29 is slated for interpretive development within the Strath

cona Science Park programme. Plans for the archaeological site in
clude a building housing static displays and providing on-site labora
tory facilities. The site itself will be fenced. Within the site
area there will be a seri:es of boardwalks accompanied by interpretive
nodes and observation deck. Each of these features, as well as paved
gate areas and bicycle paths, will involve subsurface disturbance
resulting from construction, necessitating impact mitigation in arch
aeologically sensitive areas. To this end, Ives began a series of
mitigative excavations in August, with fieldwork continuing through
mid-October. During this period an additional 120 square meters
were excavated. This figure is comprised of 2 X 2 meter test units,
one meter trenching, and larger excavation units in the observation
deck and southeast gate areas (2 X 4 meters, 4 X 4 meters, and 8 X 8
meters). Preliminary analysis indicates that at least one additional
component is present at FjPi 29. Fall excavations yielded McKean
complex materials in the form of Duncan and McKean lanceolate points.

Well over 10,000 artifacts have been collected from the site in
the last two years. Since quartzite cobbles were being quarried in
the North Saskatchewan River Valley and then reduced through various
phases from spalls to biface blanks, debitage by far and away pre
dominates in the assemblage. While the density and n.ature of arti
facts leaves no doubt that the site functioned as a lithic workshop,
faunal remains ranging from disarticulated limbs through to highly
fragmented bone do suggest habitation over more extended perioqs of
time. Analysis of the faunal material recovered in 1978 showed bison
to be the most prominent species represented. Moose, elk, porcupine,
ducks, and geese were also present (Praeger 1979: 107-119). It is
now apparent that a considerable time span is represented at FjPi 29.
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On these grounds, it is difficult to use faunal evidence to determine
seasonality or to infer environmental conditions over the course of
occupation.

Four radiocarbon dates have now been reported for FjPi 29. Newton
and Pollock (1979: 16-17) describe one sample of bison bone which
yielded a bone apatite date of 2185± 190 C-14 years S.P.; C-13 cor
rected (GX-G276-A). The same sample produced a bone collagen date
of 2020 ! 105 C-14 years S.P.; C-13 corrected (GX-6276-G). Three
other dates have since been received from the Radiocarbon Dating
Laboratory, Saskatchewan Research Council. One of these, sample
#5-1699, returned a modern date. This has been attributed to a
processing accident in the radiocarbon lab and is not regarded as a
valid result (J. Wittenberg, ~adiocarbon Dating Laboratory, Saskat
chewan Research Council, pers. comm., 1979). Of the remaining two
samples, one yielded a bone collagen date of 2045 ! 45 years S.P.
(#5-1700) while the second produced a bone collagen date of 3730 ±
80 years S.P. (#5-1701).

To conclude, research and mitigation during the two phases of
the 1979 field season served to make clear the complexity of occupa

tions at FjPi 29. Continued research is planned for the site over
the next few years.
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HISTORIC SITES INVESTIGATIONS
IN ALBERTA

Permit Numbers 79-48, 49, 50, 51, 6,., 62, 101, 102

Michael R.A. Forsman

Archaeological Survey of Alberta

Archaeological investigations were carried out at several his
toric sites' during the summer of 1979. The projects were all assess
ment oriented, from mitigation and research perspectives. The sites
are reviewed below in a temporal framework.

Fort-of-the-Forks, HeOu 1,(Permit #79-49)
This site is located on the east bank of the Clearwater River

near its junction with the Athabasca River. Due to the development
pressures of an expanding townsite, the potential for future distur
bance is considerable.

The fort. was reportedly established by Alexander McLeod in 1787
for the Northwest Company, and abandoned about 1802 (Perry 1947:2).
Established as a wintering post, the site was briefly described by
contemporary traders, including Turner, Fidler and Alexander MacKenzie
(Smythe 1968:252). Correlation of historical information and physi
cal location was tentatively reached in 1970 (Nicks 1970:31,32; A.S.A.
site form). No test excavations had been undertaken prior to the
1979 visit.

The site is covered by bush and trees. There was no evidence
that the location had been disturbed by erosion or pot-hunting. The
presence of features was indicated by several shallow depressions and
a low rock mound.

Some bush was cleared and 18 m2 excavated. Part of a shallow

trench, part of a cellar depression, a double fireplace (Figure 5),
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Figure 5: . Fort-of-th-Forks, Double Fireplace, 1m scale.

Figure 6:, Fort-of-the-Forks, Silver Turtle Pendant, Ring, and Beads.
Turtle is 5lmm long.
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and some fragmentary structural remains were exposed. Artifact fre

quently was low (Figure 6). Analysis of the cultural material and
comparison of the assemblage profile to that formulated for the Early
Fur Trade Artifact Pattern (Forsman and Gallo 1979:172) confirms a
late eighteenth - early nineteenth century interpretation. The pau

city of ·artifacts and charred structural elements everywhere indicate
the post burned to the ground following abandonment.

Fort-of-the-Forks is a very early Euro-Canadian site in Alberta.
in excellent condition and should not be impacted ~y development.

Tail Creek, FbPg 4, (Permit #79-101)
The Tail Creek site is reported to be located on the north bank

of the Red Deer River, near Highway 21 and Tail Creek. Identified
from historic records as a late nineteenth century Metis settlement,
the existence of the site had never been verified archaeologically.
The presence of significant archaeological remains could be one fac
tor influencing the ultimate disposition of privately-held property

in the area.

Tail Creek was a large Metis wintering community, first estab
lished by bison hunters from the Red Deer River area. During its
peak, the early 1870's, up to 2,000 people and 400 cabins occupied
the site. As the buffalo disappeared from the Plains, the community
declined in importance. After a fire destroyed most of the cabins,
the town was not rebuilt (Historic Sites Service Research File R 1 E).

Specific assessment requirements directed archaeological inves
tigations to the area east of Highway 21. Surface traverses, exam
ination of fortuitous sub-surface exposures and exploratory test
excavations were undertaken. A great deal of site disturbance was
evident from visual examination and informant interviews. One sub
surface test did recover late nineteenth century materials but in a
mixed association with early twentieth century artifacts. These ma-
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terials were attributed to activities related to the nearby town of
Content, which was of a later date than the Tail Creek community. No
artifacts or structural remains were located which could be assigned
to Tail Creek occupation.

Green Wintering Site, E1Pg 2, (Permit #79-102)
The location of this site is on the east ank of the Red Deer

River, north of the Tolman Bridge (between Trochu and Rumsey). In
response to a departmental request, a cursory investigation was under
taken to determine the possible antiquity of the site and its poten
tial significance. No historical documentation could be obtained
pertaining to the occupation of the site. Available site data (A.S.A.
and H.S.S.) suggested a Metis or Fur Trade occ pation postdating ca.
1830. This assessment was formulated on the II ••• basis of (square)
nails ... (and the) structure of chimneys (which) might suggest a
fu~ trade relationship as they are virtually identical to those ex
cavated at Fort White Earth ll (Nicks 1968). Earlier observers also
reported finding square nails, beads, buttons, and wire. Some ama
teur excavation was also noted.

The site is covered by thick brush and trees. There was no
evidence of recent disturbance. Features were indicated by low rock
mounds and several depressions (Figure 7). About 8 m2 were excavated.
Overburden consisted of river deposited sands and silts, 30-50 cm in
depth. Cut nails and a percussion cap were recovered. The low fre
quency of artifacts and absence of more diagnostic specimens did not
contribute to a more definitive interpretation of the site. Still
another possible explanation for the site is that it was a whiskey
post. Further archival research and considerable archaeological ef
fort will be required before providing a more definitive statement
on the date and function of the site.
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Figure 7:, Green Wintering Site, Rock Mound Under Brush,
Partly Exposed by Amateur Excavation.

Figure 8: Fort Whoop-up.

-------- ~----- --------------
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Fort Whoop-Up, DjPf 2 (Permit #79-61); Urch Ranch, Kipp Outpost
DkPg (Permit #79-62)

Fort Whoop-Up is an important historic whiskey post site located
near the confluence of the Oldman River and St. Ma"ry's River. Several
features are apparent on the surface, and there is some artifact
scatter. There has been considerable potting of the site in the past

but little recent disturbance (Figure 8).

DkPg 27 is an early stopping house and ranch complex. The site
is on the north bank of the Oldman River, about 1 km above its con

fluence with the Belly River. Buildings of the N.W.M.P. Kipp out
post may be located slightly west of the stopping house (Gardner
1975:76).

Both sites were visited to review disturbance factors, and pro
vide additional site form data. No test excavations were undertaken
and no artifacts surface collected.

Fort Macleod, DkPi 17 (Permit #79-51)
The site of the original Fort Macleod was situated on Macleod

Island, northeast of the town of Fort Macleod. There was some un
certainty, on the site form, regarding the precise location of the
site and effects of recent erosion and ploughing activity. It was
unknown if significant historic resources remained which could
further be impacted by future development. A cursory assessment
of the site was carried out.

The Fort was established in 1874 as the first N.W.M.P. post in
the west. The site was occupied for ten yea·rs. During that time it
was closely situated to the original townsite, also relocated from
the island in 1884.

Much of the site is covered by a hayfield, although large por
tions are also covered by trees, grass and brush. The Oldman River
is actively eroding the west edge of the site during Spring run-off
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(Figure 9).

The occupation tiorizon of the site is sporadically evident along

the river cutbank. A shallow trench containing some posts had also
been exposed by river action (FigurelO). Along the north edge of the
site several large and small depression features appeared completely
intact. Other depressions were noted near the old townsite area.
Approximately 10 m2 were excavated in fringe areas of the site,
avoiding disturbance of the hay drop, according to the owner's wishes.
Cultural material dating to the nineteenth century was uncovered in
all units. Overburden in many areas was a result of silt deposition
during periods of high water. In the areas tested, the overburden
appeared sufficiently deep that the historical resources was basically
undisturbed by more recent ploughing activity.

The original fort and townsite of Fort Macleod· were important to
the early history of what is now southern Alberta. Fortunately, the
historic resource from this period also appears to be substantially
preserved. Continuing river erosion, however, is proving to be a
persistent destructive force.

Lille Townsite, DjPo 112 (Permit #79-48)
Lille is located in the Gold Creek valley north of Frank. A re

mote sensing project on the site began in October 1978. Overflights
were made exposing colour infra-red, black and white and thermal
sensitive film. A ground truthing survey was carried out in June
1979.

Lille is an historic resource representing an early twentieth
century coal mining community. The town and local industrial acti
vity, mining and coking, flourished for about ten years. The signs
of potting and vandalism are numerous, but the site is still in good
condition and constitutes a unique resource in an attractive setting.

Surface traverses were carried out to systematically examine
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Figure 9: Fort Macleod on Macleod Island, View to East.

Figure 10: Fort Macleod, Site, Trench Feature Exposed by
River Eorsion, Diameter of lens Cap is 55 mm.
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features indicated by remote sensing data (Figure 11). Several fea
tures that did not manifest themselves on the film were observed on
the ground (Figure 12). These occurred primarily in treed areas and
areas obscured by deep shadow. Two small test excavations were com
pleted to provide additional data to air and ground interpretation.
Both excavations confirmed the presence of buried historic resources.

In addition to the above site-specific projects, a brief Histori
cal Resources Impact Assessment (Permit #79-50) was carried out in a
portion of Beauvais Lake Provincial Park where new administration
quarters are to be erected. Good surface and subsurface exposures
were available. No historic resources were observed.
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Figure 11: Lille Townsite, Building Outline Indicated by Linear
'Rock Formation, Visible on Air Photos, View to Southeast

Figure 12: Lille~ Log Structure Remains in Tree Cover, Not
Visible on Air Photos, View to North
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HIGHWAY ARCHAEOLOGICAL MITIGATION

Permit 79-66

Eugene M. Gryba

INTRODUCTION

Under Archaeological Agreement 79-66 the writer, with the aid of

Nigel Moses from the University of Calgary and Robert Hall from the
University of Manitoba, tested and evaluated eight archaeological
sites which were threatened by proposed highway or bridge construc
tion. The work was carried out between the latter half of June and
early September, 1979. One site, HgOv 50, was located north of Ft.
McMurray, three sites, FjPq 9, FjPr 10 and FhPq 2, were west of
Wabamun Lake while the remaining four sites, EcPq 1, EcPq 23, DjPn 114,
and DiPo 1, were situated in the foothills southwest of Calgary.

GENERAL OBJECTIVES AND PROCEDURES

Since all of the sites were expected to be impacted by proposed
highway or bridge construction, the primary objective was to sample
the sites through test excavations, arrive at an evaluation of each
one, and suggest what further action, if any, is appropriate for
each one.

The eight sites were relatively shallow and lacked visible
stratification within the mineral soil horizon. Thi~ factor, com
bined with the salvage character of the archaeological work, were
the decisive elements which led to the adoption of the shovel and
fine screen method used in the excavations. Horizontal provenience
was recorded at a scale of a square meter while vertical distribution

was kept at five centimeter levels. No cultural features were en
countered which required the employment of more refined techniques.

The use of a find mesh screen meant that even small pressure flakes
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could be recovered; the assumption held was that even the secondary
working or retouching of tools was an activity significant in the
interpretation of an archaeological site as was the presence of flakes

of primary tool production. In fact, at times pressure flakes proved

to be the only artifacts recovered which demonstrated prehistoric use

of a certain part of a site.

The placement of the test units at each site was determined by

the specific instructions, by the local topography, and by the rela

tion of the site1s productive areas to the proposed right-of-way. A
program of intensive and extensive shovel testing of those sites situa

ted in the Foothills was necessary prior to, and during, the test ex
cavations because surface indications of prehistoric occupation were

scant and because the extent of occupation at each site had not yet
been adequately defined.

The quantity of cultural material recovered varied from site to

site. Only three sites, HgOv 50, EcPq 1 and OiPo 1, yielded a rela
tive abundance of material. More work will be recommended at the
latter site; the other two sites are now out of danger.

PROJECT SR 963 - HgOv 50

Site HgOv 50 is situated on the west bank of the Athabasca

River several kilometers south of Ft. McKay and about a kilometer
downstream from the mouth of Beaver Creek. The site lies directly

in the path of the approach to the new bridge being constructed over
the Athabasca River (Figure 13). In 1978 the limits of the site were

tentatively defined by shovel testing and confirmed through further
testing in 1979. Specific instructions called for sampling HgOv 50

by employing either four two by two, or sixteen one by one, meter
randomly chosen test un-ts. The decision to opt out for the larger

units was determined mainly by the densely treed aspect of the site
(Figure 14).
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Figure 13: View downstream along west bank of the Athabasca River.
Site HgOv-50 is situated in the forest directly left
of the pier.

Figure 14: The dense vegetation at HgOv-50. Nigel Moses in foreground
and Robert Hall in back working on randomly located test
units.
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All four test excavation units proved to contain a relative abundance
of cultural refuse. A Historic Period component was discovered in
the organic accumulation while at least two Prehistoric Period com
ponents, in mixed association, may be present in the mineral soil.
Although the cataloguing of the artifacts has not yet commenced only
some of the more significant articles found will be mentioned. These
include a metatarsal flesher (a tool still in common use by the resi
dents of Ft. McKay) and 44-40 calibre shell casings from the historic
layer and two corner-notched points, several bifaces and scrapers,
plus an abundance of lithic detritus, from the prehistoric levels.

The quality and quantity of material recovered from HgOv 50
suggests that this site may provide significant data for reconstruct
ing the prehistory of the region. The site, however, is no longer
endangered for a steel and concrete ramp, constructed from the terrace
just west of the site to the first pier, will cross high over the
site. The current plans for the bridge approach even allow the site
to remain forested.

PROJECT 16:12 - FjPq 9 and FjPr 10

Sites FjPq 9 and FjPq 10 were situated on high knolls that
bordered Highway 16 west of Wabamun Lake. It is expected the two
knolls would be back-sloped when their base is'removed during the
twinning of Highway 16. In 1978 shovel tests disclosed only a
sparce distribution of lithics and a few artifacts at the two sites.
Mitigative actions in 1979 entailed the excavation at each site of
four one by two meter test units selectively located along the long
axis of the knolls. In both cases this orientation ran perpendicular
to the long axis of the right-of-way.

The 1979 test excavations verified the limited nature of the
cultural material. Two bifaces, a utilized flake, several cores and
battered cobbles, and 67 flakes and flake fragments were recovered
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at FjPr 10 while a side-notched point, a crude biface, a unifacially
flaked tool, eight cores and worked cobbles, along with 158 flakes
and fragments comprised the rather unimpressive array of material
found at FjPq 9. At FjPq 9 it is likely that more abundant campsite
litter occurs to the north along the crest of the knoll closer to
Isle Lake. No further work will be recommended at these two sites.

PROJECT SR 759 - FhPq 2

This site, reported by Lifeways of Canada Ltd. in 1976, was lo
cated in a fi~ld within the North Saskatchewan River valley north of
the Berrymore Ferry Crossing. A realignment of SR 759 was expected
to impact the site area. The field was in crop but the right-of-way
remained fallow. A thorough search of it yielded negative results.
Shovel tests were placed in the more promising forested terraces 10-

"
cated between the field and the river. These tests yielded similar
negative results. Near the Saskatchewan River the terrain had been
largely disturbed by gravel pit operations.

On the basis of the the negative returns of the 1979 tests, and
the scant findings of the 1978 survey (one flake and a small quantity
of fire broken rock), it is recommended that FhPq 2 receive no further
archaeological attention.

PROJECT 10:08 - EcPq 1 and EcPq 23

These two sites, situated about a kilometer apart, were located
along the east side of the Highwood River v~lley west of Longview.
The widening of the Forestry Trunk Road, which at this spot, closely
follows the valley, was expected to impact the two sites. Specific
instructions called for acquiring controlled surface collections from
each site and test excavating the more productive areas. But a visual
inspection resulted in the finding of only a small number of flakes.
A rigorous shovel test program was therefore initiated proceeding,
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and coincident with, the test excavations.

Over thirty square meters were excavated at each site. At EcPq 23
the amount of cultural material discovered was very meagre while at
EcPq 1 the more productive area was discovered well outside the en
dangered zone. The only culturally diagnostic item recovered was a
small side-notched point which came from a local concentration of
burnt bone and waste flakes at EcPq 1 No further work is recommended

for either site.

PROJECT SR 507 - DjPn 114

Site DjPn 114 was ~escribed as an extensive campsite located on
a high terrace of the Castle River west of Pincher Creek. The realign
ment of SR 507 was expected to cut through the eastern end of the site.
Most of the site had already been disturbed by cultivation and gravel
pit activities. Intact areas were present around the peripheries of
the field. The mitigative instructions were similar to those speci
fied for the Highwood River sites discussed above. No unquestionable
cultural material was discovered on the surface. A line of stones
marked the former location of a fence along the section line.

Shovel testing of the lower terrace led to the discovery of a
small quantity of lithic detritus. Eight square meters opened up
here contained a disappointing amount of material. Altogether, 33
argillite, nine chert, four quartzite and one obsidian flakes as
well as a retouched flake and an argillite chopper were recovered
from DjPn 114. On the basis of these dismal returns it was decided
to shift the attention to DiPo 1 which was located about ten kilo
meters to the west. No further work is required at DjPn 114.

PROJECT CARBONDALE BRIDGE - DiPo 1

Site DiPo 1 was situated on a high pine covered terrace over-
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looking the south bank of the Carbondale River just above its conflu
ence with Lynx Creek south of Bellevue. Construction of a new approach
to the bridge would impact the site. In 1978 Heitzmann had found
flakes on an abandoned trail west of the right-of-way. In 1979 shovel
tests and excavations disclosed an extensive area of occupation, at
least 1350 square meters, centered along the middle of the right-of
way. Of this, only 67 square meters were excavated. Data analysis
has not been completed yet but there are a few interesting aspects of
the site worthy of mention. Small corner-notched points, reminiscent
of the P'elican Lake style, were recovered from DiPo 1 (Figure 15).
Obsidian and cherts were well represented in the detritus. A pecked
stone pestle and bison remains were other significant finds made.

The deposits are shallow and displayed considerable mixing. How
ever, on the basis of size, location relative to the right-of-way,
and the nature of the cultural material, additional work for DiPo 1

will be recommended.

SUMMARY

Only one site, DiPo 1, is recommended for further mitigative
action. This site may prove to contain data relevant to reconstruc
ting the movement of prehistoric groups between the Northern Plains
and the mountain interior.

Two other sites, HgOv 50 and EcPq 1, contain intact areas and,
particularly in the case of the former site, a relative abundance of
cultural material which may prove important in the reconstruction of
regional prehistories. These two sites are no longer endangered; a
causeway to the bridge will pass over HgOv 50 and at EcPq 1 the most
productive area lies well beyond the proposed alignment.
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o, 1, 234, , , 5, 6, 7 8 9 10
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Figure 15: Artifacts from DiPo-l. Upper row; siltstone and chert end scrapers
and three retouched obsidian flakes. Middle and bottom rows;
corner-notched points.
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ALBERTA HIGHWAYS NORTH SURVEY

HISTORICAL RESOURCES ASSESSMENT PROGRAMME 1979

Permit 79-67
Roderick J. Heitzmann, John Priegert

Sh i r1een Stlli th

INTRODUCTION

The Alberta Highways North Historical Resources Assessment Pro
gramme in 1979 examined 17 proposed Alberta Transportation projects
in central and northern Alberta (Figure 16). The purpose of the pro
ject was to examine areas of proposed construction to locate prehis
toric and historic sites in order to evaluate and assess their signi
ficance, and thereby avoid destruction of important historical re
sources.

THEORETICAL APPROACH

The primary goal of any historical resources impact assessment
project is to locate prehistoric and historic sites. Once located,
these sites can be recorded and their current condition and value
can be assessed. If they possess significant historic value~ re
commendations for further research can be formulated.

Beyond recording and assessing historical ~esources sites in
Alberta this project also seeks to acquire data on the locational
characteristics of historic resources sites. Such data are important
because they can provide (a) an indication of specific locational and
environmental preferences of people, (b) information on specific
characteristics of historical resources sites, and (c) data on loca

tions that can be used to assess and evaluate the potential of spe
cific areas for historic resources.
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Figure 16 Location of Surveyed Highway Projects in Northern Alberta.

-------------
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PROPOSED HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS IMPACT

The 17 proposed construction projects examined will have varying
degrees of impact (Table 2). 17:08 Meridian Bridge, AR: Esso
Resources Access Road, 32: campground and 64: campground are new
construction where roadways or improvements have not previously
existed. Considerable modification of the land surface will result
from these projects.

For other projects, the scale of construction will result in
lesser amounts of surface modification. Such projects include widen
ing of roadways, minor and major curve revisions and realignments of
bridges and their approaches.

Potentially all projects could have destroyed historical re
sources sites. That sites were or were not located on any particular
construction project is largely a reflection of a number of uncontrol
lable variables, such as choice in prehistoric or historic times, re
cent disturbance and right-of-way locations.

PROJECT DESCRIPTIONS

Each project examined is located in one of four physiographic
zones of Alberta (Anonymous 1976:8).

Eastern Alberta Plains
Eleven projects are located in this zone: 14:08, 16:14, 17:08,

22:08, 16:24,36:22,39:10,41:22,60:02, SR 992, and AR. These pro
jects consist of 24 km of new roadway and 97.9 km of upgrading exist
ing highways. Eight prehistoric sites had been previously recorded
near these rights of way. Fifteen additional prehistoric sites and
two historic sites were recorded along these routes.

Two of the sites located merit discussion. One site FhPl 5 ;s

---~-------------~-------------



Number of Previously Historic Prehistoric
Project Project Type of Si tes (A11; Recorded Sites Sites
Number Location Km Construction Categories) Sites. Located Located

64: 01e1s Lake 3.0 Campsite & 2 - - HbQx 1,2
Camp- Campground ·Access
ground

36:22 Duverney to 2.0 Upgrading 1 - - FkOw 1
Foisy Borrow pits

39: 10 Wof Calmar 7.0 Upgrading 6 FhP1 2,3, - FhP1 5,6,7
Borrow pits 4

16: 14 E of Stony 13.0 Upgrading 3 - - FjP1 3,4,5
Plain to E of Borrow pi ts .
Spruce Grove

58:08 High Level to 20.0 Upgrading 0 - - -
E of High Borrow pits
Level
Ponton R

Ar N of Ardmore 14.4 Upgrading and 1 - Rat Creek -
Esso New Road Church
Res. Construction
Access
Rd.

36:22 Fois'y to 8.0 Upgradi.ng 0 .. - -
St. Bri.des Borrow pits

186.9 32

TABLE. 2 (CONTINUED)



Number of Previously Historic Prehistoric
Project Project Type of Sites (All Recorded Sites Sites
Number Location Km Construction Categories) Sites Located Located

2:66 S of Fairview to 40.0 Upgrading 5 - 3 Historic HaQo 2,3
E of l~Ihitelaw Farm

Buildings

17.08 Meridian Bridge 9.6 New Bridge 4 - 1 Historic FjOm 1-3
Farm

16.24 E. of Lavoy 3.2 Upgrading 2 - - FiOx 9
FiOw 2

41:22 S of Elk Point 3.3 Bridge a - - -
Approaches

60:02 N. of Devon 19.2 Upgrading 2 FjPk 5 - FiPk 15

SR 992 N of Ardmore 14.2 . Upgrading 1 - - GcOo 3
Jct Hwy 28 - Borrow Pits
Jct Hwy 55

14:08 Amisk Creek 1.0 Bridge 1 - - FhPd 1
Crossing Upgrading

22:08 Nof Drayton 27.0 Upgrading 4 FhPr 4,6, - -
Valley 8 &15

49:08 Ksituan River 1.0 Upgrading - 0 ... ...
Bridge, W. of Bridge
Spirit River

32: Freeman R 1.0 Campground 0 - ....
Camp- Campground
ground

TABLE 2 • SUMMARY OF ALBERTA HIGHWAY·S NORTH: .SURVEY 1979
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located on the east side of Weed Creek, west of Calmar. A number of

cores and flakes were collected from a ploughed field and in the treed
margin or this area. This site is scheduled as a borrow pit location.
It is recommended that no construction activities occur in the treed
margins on the west or south sides of the ploughed field.

The second site, GcOo 3, north of Ardmore, west of Cold Lake, is

of interest because a single Eden projectile point tip and a small
amount of other stone tool material were collected from a ploughed

field. Unfortunately careful shovel testing revealed that this site
is confined to the disturbed plough zone. It is not recommended for

further work.

All the remaining sites along these rights of way are of insuf
ficient value to warrant further research.

Peace River Lowland
Three projects, 2:66, 49:08 and 64: campground, are located in

the Peace River Lowlands physiographic zone. These projects involve
construction of 3 km of new road associated with campground develop
ment at Ole Lake. Upgrading and bridge approaches account for an ad

ditional 41 km of rights of way. Four prehistoric and three historic
sites were located along these project routes.

Two sites are of special interest. HaQo 3 is located on the

south side of a tributary of Rings Creek, southwest of Fairview. It
consists of two scrapers from a cultivated field. Although west of
the proposed right of way, a treed margin on the south bank of the
creek valley may contain undisturbed cultural materials. Although
no materials were located in shovel tests in this area, it should be
avoided by borrow pit activities.

HbQx 2 is the isolated find of a single large Oxbow style spear
point or hafted biface. It was located along the proposed access
route to the campground at Ole Lake. Despite shovel testing, further
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materials were not located. Additional work is not recommended for

this site.

The other prehistoric and historic sites do not warrant further

research.

Fort Vermilion Lowland
A single project, 58:08, east of High Level is located in this

region. This project involved examination of 20 borrow pits associated
with upgrading of Highway 58. No historical resources sites were lo

cated along this project.

Swan Hills Uplands
One project was examined in this zone, a proposed campsite on

Highway 32 on the Freeman River, south of the town of Swan Hills. No
historical resources sites were located.

SITE LOCATION ANALYSIS

marsh/muskeg
unvegetated
urbanized

grasslands
domestic pasture
cultivated
fields
cropped field

Vegetation

treed
shrubs

1•
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

7.
8.
9.

alluvium

slope wash
bedrock
scree

g.
h.
i

f.

lake margin
flat valley bottom
low terraces
(1st & 2nd)
high terraces
(3rd & up)
valley scarp
rolling uplands
depression
ridge/hill
pass
slope

F.

C.
D.
E.

G.
H.
I .
J.
K.
L.

All mosaics and construction plans were categorized following
the bio-geographic zone system developed by Heitzmann and Priegert

(1979) which recorded all areas surveyed by three locally observable
factors: local geographic setting, surficial geology and vegetation.

The code used was as follows:
Geography Surficial Geology

A. river margin a. till
B. creek margin b. outwash sands and

gravels
c. aeolian
d. sand dunes
e. lacustrine
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The 186.9 kilometers surveyed crossed 43 different bio-geographic
zones, of which 9 possessed historical resources sites (Table 3).
The site densities are presented on the same table. Of course, some
areas crossed are very small which can bias 'site densities within
these areas. If the sample size were larger better data would be
available on site densities in specific zones.

The overall site density for the 186.9 km is 0.150 sites/km or
1 site per 6.67 km. As shown in Table 2 highest site densities were
located in Bf2 (creek margin, alluvium, shrubs), Cel (lake margin,
lacustrine, treed) and GaS (valley scarp, till, cultivated field).
Rolling till uplands used for agriculture (Ha4, HaS, and Ha6) were
crossed by 116.72 km of road rights of way. Twenty sites were re
corded in these three zones.

HIGHWAYS NORTH SURVEYS EFFICIENCIES

How does the site recovery rate for Highway North Survey Projects
for the last five years compare? Each of these projects examined a
wide variety of ecological zones located in different areas of Nor
thern Alberta. The results can be summarized:
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SITE DENSITIES.OF BIOGEOGRAPHIC ZONES
Site Site

Km Sites Density KIn Sites Density
Zone Surveyed Located (Per kril) Zone Surveyed' Located (Per kmJ

Ba 1 .24 Hd 1 2.24
Sa 2 .40 Hd 4 2.88
Sa 4 .16 Hd 5 .80
Sf 2 .32 Historic 3. 13 Hd 7 2.40

(1 ) He 1 .32
Sf 7 . 16 He 4 .40
Ce 1 .50 HbQx 1 2.0 He 5 4.48 FiPk 15 .22
Ea 5 .16 He 7 .64
Eb 1 .48 He 9 .64
Ef 1 1.10 Ia 7 .75
Ef 5 .40 Ja 1 . 16
Ef 8 .10 Jb 1 . 16
Eg 1 .26 La 1 .30
Fa 1 .10
Fa 5 .40 Total kilometreage surveyed= 186.9Fg 1 . 16
Ga 1 .48

*Sites FhPr 4,6,8,20 were notGa 4 .30
Ga 5 1.92 FiOm 2,3 1.56 locatable so are not included

Historic in this table.
(1 )

Ga 6 3.00
Ha 1 24.79 HbQx 2 .04
Ha 2 .40
Ha 3 .32
Ha 4 17. 18
Ha 5 58. 16 FhPl 2,3 .26

4,7
FjPk 5
HaQo 2,3
FjPl 4
FhPd 1
FkOw 1
FiOx 9
FiOw 2
FiOm 1
Historic

(2)
Ha 6 41.38 GcOo 3 .12

FhPl 5,6,
FjPl 3,5

Ha 7 4.28
Ha 9 2. 16
Hb 1 6.30 Historic . 16

(1 )
Hb 4 1.60
Hb 7 3.68

I
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Sites recorded Kilometers Site
Year or inspected surveyed densi ty

1979 28 186.9 km 0.150/km

1978 22 212.9 km 0.103/km

1977 9 210.5 1m 0.043/km

1977 54 257.6 O.210/km

1976 12 63.0 km 0.109/km

1976 101 313.9 km 0.322/km

1975
All

16
242

638.2 km
1884.0 km

0.025/km

0.128/km

Reference

present study

Gryba 1979
Wilson 1978a

(northwest)
McCullough & Reeves
1978 (northeast)
Sims 1977 (boreal)
McCullough &Reeves
1977 (transitional)
parkland &southern
boreal)

. Losey 1976

From the above it can be noted that the sites densities vary widely.
This is in sharp contrast to the data obtained for highway south pro
jects, which have been amazingly consistent for the last three years,
in the range of .272~ .009 sites per kilometer (Heitzmann and Priegert
1979) .

The variance in Highways North projects can perhaps be attributed
to the different a~eas examined or to differences in research strate
gies. The results of McCullough and Reeves (1977) are exceptionally
high perhaps because this also includes southern mountains and foot
hills areas. Results for Losey (1976) may be low because limited pre
survey screening of proposed projects was carried out in 1975 (S. Lobay,
pers comm. 1978).

All of these statistics are probably obscured by the fact that
different ecological and cultural sub zones are lumped together. For
example data on the extreme northwestern Alberta seem to indicate
that the area is archaeologically poor (Wood 1978). Both in this

study and in that of Gryba (1979) large sections of highway 58, east
of High Level were examined and neither study located sites in this
area. Perhaps if greater reference were made to ecological or cul-
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tural sub-zones, the patterns would become obvious.

CONCLUSIONS

The Alberta Highways North Survey Project 1979 has located and
assessed a number of historical resources sites to be affected by
highway construction projects. From the preliminary analysis here
it appears that historical resources data from northern Alberta have
been erratic and inconsistent. The challenge for the future is to
identify what factors are or were significant in site locations in
Alberta's north.
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HIGHWAY ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY
OF SOUTHERN ALBERTA, 1979

Permit 79-68
Eugene M. Gryba

INTRODUCTION

During the latter half of the 1979 field season the writer
carried out archaeological survey work along close to 115 kilometers
of highway rights-of-way, proposed river crossings, and campsite
developments throughout the southern part of the province, Nigel
Moses and Robert Hall assisted the writer in several of the projects.

The projects were dispersed from Coal Valley in the northwest
to Redcliff in the southeast. A total of 34 prehistoric archaeologi
cal sites was recorded (Table 4). Of these, only nine were recom
mended for further mitigative action.

METHODS AND PROCEDURES

The methods and procedures employed in this highway survey were
similar in many respects to those outlined by the writer for the
1978 survey (Gryba 1979). But there were two significant departures
in the 1979 survey programme. First of all, because all of the in
dividual projects could be easily reached by vehicle, the use of
fine meshed screens was introduced as part of the shovel testing
procedure.: Not only did this strategy hasten the actual shovel
testing, but it also guaranteed a more thorough recovery of cultural
material. Secondly, the largest projects located in the agricultural
region of the province were examined in September and October at a
time when harvesting was well under way or else completed. As a

consequence of this very few fields had to be avoided because of



TABLE 4 SUMMARY OF HIGHWAY ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY PROJECTS
(SOUTH) COVERED BY GRYBA, 1979

Highway K·lometers Sites Borden
Project Type of Project and General Location Covered Located Designation

SR 845 Oldman R. bridge southeast of Picture Butte 4,000 1 D1Pd 7
SR 585 Campground exp. on Red Deer R. southeast of 1,000

Red Deer
27: 10 Campground expansion on Red Deer R. south- 1,000

east of Red Deer
10:OH Red Deer R: bridge at East Coulee 3,10 1 EhPc 3
40:Coal Valley New campground north of Nordegg 1,00 1 FgQe 29
SR 554 Road widening, Foothills west of Calgary 11 ,50 13 EgPq 1, EgRq 4,to .........

EqPq 11 &EgPr 2 N

to EgPr 5
SR 553 Road widening, Foothills west of Bragg Creek 28,60 4 EfPq 2, EfPq 4,

EfPq 5 &EfPq 6
1:20 Highway interchange east of Redcliff 3,20 1 EaOq 15
Fa11ingtimber Campground expansion south of Sundre 1,00
Campground
27:06 Bridge over Little Red Deer R. at Westward Ho 2,70

1:18 Highway twinning &overpass at Brooks 10,46

956:08 New highway south of Drumheller 4,80 1 EiPd 4

23:04 Highway Widening Champion to Nob1eford 41 ,435 12 EaPg 4 to EaPg 12 &
D1Pg 1 to D1Pg 3
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standing crops.

RESULTS AND OBSERVATIONS

Thirty-four prehistoric archaeological sites were recorded.
These included a tipi ring ~ite, several isolated finds campsites
reflected degrees of disturbance ranging from very little in the
forested areas to considerable in the farm lands ..

Testing has been recommended of sites EhPc 3, EgPq 6, EgPq 7,
EgPq 11, EgPr 2, EfPq 2', EfPq 4, EfPq 5 and EfPq 6. All nine sites
are situated within either proposed new rights-of-way or else next
to existing highways which have been slated for improvement. Only
at site EhPc 3, situated along the south bank of the Red Deer River,
is there good potential for encountering stratified cultural deposits.
The remaining sites appear to reflect the shallow stratigraphy which
is common of many sites located in the forested environments throug-h
out the province.

The phenomenon observed during the 1978 field survey that sites
tended to occur in greater frequency where there was marked topo
graphic and environmental diversity (Gryba 1979:48-49) again manifest·
itself during the 1979 highway survey. The clearest expression of
this was along the 11.5 kilometer stretch of SR 554 situated in the
foothills west of Calgary. The proposed alignment, which ran from
the eastern boundary of the forest reserve to Sibbald Flat, followed,
in part, the north bank of Jumpingpound Creek, crossed several small
tributary streams and a broad meltwater channel, and cut through a
number of low knolls, south-facing benches and sheltered saddles,
and well-drained gravel ridges. The writer1s initial impressio~ that
this was an area of high archaeological potential was confirmed by

the discovery of 13 prehistoric sites along the 11.5 kilometer route.
In contrast, Highway Project SR 553, located along the Elbow River
10 kilometers to the south, displayed considerably less topographic
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variation at a local level. This may account for the fact that only
four prehistoric sites were discovered along the 28.6 kilometers
covered.

In testing intact forested areas for the presence of prehistoric
cultural remains the writer relied largely upon his personal intuition
and considerable experience, rather than upon a random sampling tech
nique. In general, sites were discovered where the writer expected
they would o.ccur. This same strategy was put to the test in Highway
Pr ject 23:04. Located entirely within cultivated land between

Nobleford and Champion, this project presented excellent ground visi
bility and, thus, ideal conditions for conducting an almost complete
coverage of both sides of the highway alignment. The sites discovered
here were located overwhelmingly near streams, sloughs, and on knolls;
pla es that one would suspect would harbour archaeological sites.

Since .processing of the field data is still at a rather elemen
tary stage, and in view of the limited sampling done at each site,
only general statements pertaining to the nature of the material re
trieved are presented. The f~w culturally diagnostic items recovered
during the survey comprised a number of Late or Middle Prehistoric
side-notched projectile points found at EgPr 2, EhPc 3, and EaPg 11.
Three sites discovered along SR 554, EgPq 4, EgPq 9 and EgPq 11
yielded flakes of obsidian. There is a strong possibility that other
sites in the area might also contain this exotic material. Finally,
the proportion of cherts seemed relatively higher in sites located
alon SR 554 than at any of the other sites recorded during the
enti e survey.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Nine sites have been recommended for test excavations. These in
clude sites EhPc 3, EgPq 6, EgPq 7, EgPq 11, EgPr 2, EfPq 2, EfPq 4,

EfPq 5, and EfPq 6. The remaining sites are either too disturbed, too
sparse in cultural remains, or too far removed from the zone of pro
posed development to warrant mitigative actions.

-~._----
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HISTORICAL RESOURCES IMPACT ASSESSMENT OF THE
CANAL AND WEIR, LESSER SLAVE LAKE, ALBERTA

Permit 79-90

Diana E. French
Archaeological Heritage Consultants Ltd.

DESCRIPTION .OF PROJECT AND STUDY AREA

The proposed canal and weir will be constructed at the eastern
end of Lesser 'Slave Lake, approximately four kilometers north of the
community of Lesser Slave Lake, and 249 kilometers north of Edmonton
(Figure 17)~

The survey area included a linear distance of 8.8 kilometers,
with a 200 meter right-of-way, and 12 cut-offs along the Lesser
Slave River comprising two systems of canal alternatives. All po
tential borrow pit locations, as well as areas which could be used
for construction areas close to the above areas were also assessed
for· archaeological potential.

The proposed canal will traverse flat sandy terrain which was
formerly the bottom of Lesser Slave Lake. Old beach ridges in this
area indicate considerable changes in the size of the lake. The
Lesser Slave River, which would be impacted by the selection of one
of the alternative cut-off systems has a wide meander belt, which is
characterized by numerous oxbows.

Vegetation is comprised of Boreal Mixedwood forest, with White
Spruce (Picea alba) and aspen (Populus balsamifera) the predominant
tree species (Rowe 1972). Black spruce/muskeg communities are found
throughout much of the survey area; mature willows and ilder are also
found close to the river. Major vegetation changes dating back
10,000 years have been documented for the region, and have been
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STUDY AREA

150 km

Figure'7: Map Showing Location of Study Area
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considered in the historical resources evaluation.

Previous archaeological investigations at Lesser Slave Lake have
been limited to the recording of three archaeological sites. Studies,
some distance from the study area, such as Calling Lake and Lac la
Biche indicate a potential range of occupation for 10,000 years.

Historically, the Lesser Slave Lake area h s been an important
centre. Posts were established here, and many important trails radiate
from the region. Lesser Slave Lake was also a major location for
Metis settlement in the 1870·s.

METHODOLOGY

Prior to field investigation, high potential areas for historic
resources were defined, on the basis of previous archaeological in
vestigations in north-central Alberta, ethnographic data relevant to
the area, archival research, as well as the use of aerial photographs.

High priority areas consist of well drained flat terrain, suit
able for camping or resource utilitzation activities. Low priority
areas, within the context of this project are those in poorly drained'
terrain, distant from main routes of travel, such as the river, lake
and trails, with low potential for exploitation of faunal and floral
resources, lacking in suitable soil deposition for archaeological
sites.

Field methodology consisted of foot survey of defined high pri
ority areas and extensive shovel testing to a depth of 80 centimeters
below surface. However, much of the study area is characterized by
muskeg and swamp, and extreme flooding this year resulted in adverse

survey conditions. Therefore, much of the low priority areas were
visually inspected from dry land, by driving as close as possible
by access roads, including Chevron pump stations, approaches, and by
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walking through water up cutlines in order to confirm low site po

tential.

RE ULTS OF SURVEY

Four prehistoric sites were located in the survey area. Three
wo ld be destroyed by excavation of the proposed canal alignment, while
the remaini~g site would possibly be impacted by improvement of access
to cut-off 2, or use by vehicular storage. These sites, including
type, size, deposit and condition are summarized in Table 5.

TABLE 5 SUMMARY OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES IN STUDY AREA

Site Number Site Type Deposit

GhPq 4 lithic scatter, probable sand
winter campsite

GhPq 5 isolated find; quartzite surficial
biface fragment

GhPq 6 isolated find, quartzite surficial
flake

GhP 7 lithic scatter sand-silt

RECOMMENDATIONS

Site Size

could not determine

n/a

n/a

15 m X 15 m

Prehistoric archaeological sites within the study area are ex
trem ly limited in both vertical and horizontal extent. Both iso
late finds, sites GhPq 5 (Figure 19) and GhPq 6, have been surface
collected, and testing indicates the absence of further cultural ma
teri 1 in these localities.
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Figure 18: GhPq 4, disturbed site in sand dune, from north

Figure 19: GhPq 5, showing ethnographic lean-to, from south
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GhPq 4 (Figure 18) and 7 are both small disturbed sites, lacking
in undisturbed subsurface deposits, and very limited in the amount

of cultural material recovered.

It is therefore recommended that none of the archaeological sites
loc ted within the study area require further mitigation if threatened
by construction of the canal.

CONCLUSION

The three small prehistoric sites GhPq 4 and 6 may possibly be

associated with winter hunting activity in prehistoric times. Exten
sive contemporary hunting activity was noted in the area. GhPq 7
may have been a more substantial site at one time, possibly associated
with fishing activities on the Lesser Slave River.

The paucity of historic resources within the study area is in
part attributable to the existence of highly favourable locations
imme iately outside the survey area. For example, the lakeshore and
the old beach ridges which would have been impacted by previously
proposed canal alignments A and B, are likely locations for signifi~

cant heritage resources. The mouth of the Lesser Slave River would
also have been an important location for a major archaeological site.

Survey of linear disturbance is Ita limiting factor" in an area
where the projected settlement pattern is based on the wanderings of
small nomadic groups. Poor drainage throughout most of the survey
area is a further criterion which affects the potential for locating
sites. Finally, previous land use, the construction of roads, and
drastic changes in the course of the Lesser Slave River all contri
bute to the absence of heritage resources in the area to be impacted
by the canal.
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SALVAGE EXCAVATIONS WITHI
CYPRESS HILLS PROVINCIAL PARK

Permit 79-91

John Brumley

INTRODUCTION

In late June 1979 the writer was contracted by the Archaeological
Survey of Alberta and queried as to whether he would be willing to
conduct archaeological salvage excavations at three previously identi
fied campsites, DjOn 8, DjOn 33 and DjOn 34, located within Cypress
Hills Provincial Park, Alberta. The three sites were contiguous and
were to be impacted to varying extents by construction of proposed
park developments. Construction activities were to be initiated in
the immediate future and archaeological salvage excavations were to
be conducted simultaneously and in coordination with it.

The writer agreed to undertake the work which was subsequently
carried out between June 25 and October 18, 1979 with a field crew
ranging in size from 1 to 19 individuals.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES

This project was intended to locate areas containing significant
amounts and/or kinds of heritage resource materials within the three
sites which would be destroyed by construction of the proposed develop
ments; and to conduct required salvage excavations in areas so iden
tified.

PROJECT LOCATION

The Cypress Hills are a flat topped plateau located in south-
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eastern Alberta and southwestern Saskatchewan. This plateau is from
85 to 100 miles in length (east-west) and up to 25 miles in width.
The hills are an average of 1500 feet higher than the surrounding
pralrle. The surface of the plateau is essentially level with its
north and west margins consisting of steep precipitous slopes while
on its south and east margins the hills tend to slowly slope down
ward blending or merging with the surrounding prairie. The Cypress
Hills are significantly cooler and moister than the surrounding
short grass prairie. Vegetation on the plateau surface consists
largely of grassland while the slopes and coulees on its margins
are overed by extensive stands of lodgepole pine, white spruce,
bals m poplar and aspen poplar (Bird and Halladay (1967). Sites
DjOn 8, 33 and 34 are all located adjacent to Elkwater Lake at the
northwest margin of the Cypress Hills.

DjOn 8

DjOn 8 extends along the south shore of Elkwater Lake near its
west end for a distance of approximately 900 meters and south of the
lake shore for up to 400 meters (Figure 20). Adjacent to the lake,
the ite consists of a level to gently rolling grassland area (Figure
21). Further south, the site covers the lower slope of the Cypress
Hills escarpment characterized by a moderately steep sloping and un
dulating surface clothed in mixed poplar/spruce forest. The south

boun ary of the site is defined as the base of an extremely steep
section of the slope approximately 20 meters in height.

At the beginning of the summer, the DjOn 8 site area contained
an existing campground and playground area and was transected by a
major park road. Developments constructed during 1979 or planned
for the near future include major upgrading and revision of the
existing camp and playground areas; construction of an additional
campground, a boat marina and a parking lot area.

The procedure employed at DjOn 8 and also at DjOn 33 and 34 to

--------~-------------- ----------------
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locate areas of potential .scientific and cultural significance in
volved excavating a series of closely spaced eight inch auger and/or
50 cm square test holes in all areas to be impacted by the proposed
developments. Deposits from these holes were screened and cultural
materials present were collected and their frequency recorded on
summary sheets. Cultural material consisted primarily of firecracked
rock and debitage along with occasional pieces of bone and tools.
These summary sheets were then examined to determine which areas
tested contained materials of sufficient quantity' or kind to warrant
subsequent excavation. A total of 230 auger and 8 shovel test holes
were excavated at DjOn 8. The average density of cultural material
recovered per auger or test hole was 142 pieces per square meter.

Utilizing this test data, 10 localities (Excavation Units 1 to
10) were identified which were felt to warrant from limited to exten
sive excavation. In all, 330 square meters of area were excavated
within DjOn 8 during 1979.

Tempo~ally and culturally diagnostic artifact forms recovered
from excavation areas in the wooded slope area of the site indicated
occupation primarily by groups using Pelican Lake projectile points.
Also represented to a lesser extent were occupation areas characterized
by Besant, McKean Lanceolate and Late Prehistoric sidenotched pro~

jectile point forms along with Saskatchewan Basin Complex (Byrne 1973)
ceramics (Figure 24). In the open grassland area of the site, occu
pations characterized by Avonlea and Besant projectile point forms
were most common with a much lesser representation of cultural material
in occupations containing Pelican Lake and Late Prehistoric side
notched projectile points, Saskatchewan Basin and Cluny Complex cera
mics (Byrne 1973).

Vertical stratigraphy of cultural items was not discernible in
the wooded slope area of DjOn 8 or throughout sites DjOn 33 and 34.
In these areas cultural materials were largely present from 5 to 30
cm below surface. However, at DjOn 8 and DjOn 33 based on diagnostic
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projectile point and ceramic forms, there appears to be good horizontal
separation of most areas containing materials representative of various
cultural complexes. On the open grassland area of DjOn 8, cultural

materials extend from ground surface to a maximum of 50 cm below sur
face with well developed cultural stratigraphy disrupted in part by
moderate to extensive rodent disturbance.

DjOn 33

DjOn 33 is situated on a high gently rolling open grassland south
of DjOn 8 (Figures 20, 22). The defined site area is approximately
150 meters long (north-south) by 100 meters wide. Prior to 1979, the
site area was undisturbed. During the summer of 1979, a major access
road as well as a borrow pit area were constructed within the site
area. Ten 50 cm square test holes were excavated within DjOn 33.
The average density of cultural materials recovered from test holes
was nine items per square meter. In addition to these test holes,
we monitored the stripping of topsoil in approximately five centimeter
levels by heavy equipment within the areas being impacted. Utilizing
these procedures, three localities (Excavation Units 1 to 3) were iden

tified which warranted subsequent excavation. A total of 152 square
meters of area was excavated at DjOn 33.

Excavation unit 1 contained a single surface hearth containing
and su~rounded by a moderate amount of firecracked rock, debitage
and a small assemblage of tools. Late Prehistoric projectile point
forms as well as a rolled brass pendant or bangle indicate a Late
Prehistoric-Protohistoric occupation (Figure 24).

Excavation unit 2 was situated in an area characterized by
three closely spaced surface hearths surrounded by a moderate amount
of cultural material. Associated projectile points are best charac
terized as Besant or Besant-like forms (Figure 24). Two of the pro
jectile points are made on non-local lithics visually identified as

--- --------~-~---
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Kootenai argillite and Top-of-the-World chert (B. Reeves, M. Quigg
Personal Communication) found in the Crowsnest Pass area of the prov
vince.

Excavation unit 3 was characterized by a single rather isolated
pit feature and a spatially separated area characterized by a moderate
quantity of cultural material. No diagnostic cultural items were re
covered from this excavation unit.

pjOn 34

DjOn 34 is situated immediately south of DjOn 33 and is separated
from that site by a small seasonal ,pond and a small but well demar
cated rise in elevation (Figures 20,23). The site surface is level
to gently rolling and, aside from a small grassland clearing at its
north end, is completely covered by mixed spruce/poplar forest. The
total extent of the site has not been determined. However, based on
work conducted~ the site area is at least 400 meters long (north-south)
by 300 meters wide.

Prior to construction in 1979, the only developments in the site
area consisted of a seldom used vehicle trail passing through the
site. Developments constructed during 1979 or proposed for the site
area include a portion of the major access road which passes through
DjOn 33: a water reservoir site and connecting pipeline; and a major
campground area adjacent to either side of the main roadway.

One hundred and twelve 50 cm square test holes were excavated
within various development areas of DjOn 34 during 1979 with the over
all average of cultural materials recovered being 28 items per square
meter. In contrast to DjOn 8 and DjOn 33, no easily discernible con
centrations of cultural material were observed at DjOn 34 in the course
of excavating test holes. Instead, cultural items seemed to be more'
uniformly distributed with only moderate fluctuations in intensity.

--- ~~--~-~~--
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Figure 20: Aerial view of sites DjOn 8, 33 and 34

Figure 21: View of excavations in grassland area of DjOn 8.

~--~-----------
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Figure 22: Excavation and construction in progress, DjOn 33.

Figure 23: View of DjOn 34, Xu-3.
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Four excavation units and eight individual test pits were excavated.
In all, 127 square meters were excavated at the site in 1979.

Although a fair number of stone tools were recovered in excava

tion at DjOn 34, we do not appear to have encountered any well demar
cated activity areas where cultural materials, in spite of poor ver
tical stratigraphy are clearly associated. Also, the number of cul
turally diagnostic artifact forms recovered from any of the excavation

units is small making it difficult to establish whether we are deal
ing with culturally discrete or overlapping areas of utilization.
Culturally diagnostic artifact forms recovered at DjOn 34 consist
primarily of Pelican Lake projectile points. Also present are Oxbow,
Duncan and Hanna projectile point forms (Figure 24).

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSIONS

The writer was particularly struck by the large area encompassed
by sites DjOn 8, 33 and 34 and the overall high density of cultural
materials present. To reiterate, the average density of cultural
items recovered in test and test hole excavations at DjOn 8, 33 and
34 were, respectively, 142, 9 and 28 cultural items per square meter.
These figures are particularly significant in view of the large number
of test and auger holes excavated and the large area over which they
are distributed.

Within the wooded areas of DjOn 8 and 34, the most extensive
period of utilization appears to be by Pelican Lake Phase groups
while the open grassland areas of DjOn 8 and 33 were primarily oc
cupied by Besant, Avonlea and Lake Prehistoric sidenotched projectile
point using groups. It is suggested that this distributional pattern
reflects a major difference in site utilization between the various

cultural groups. The open grassland areas are best suited for oc
cupation during the spring, summer or early fall while the wooded

areas are well sheltered and possibly served for winter occupation.
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Figure 24: Select Specimens: DjOn 8, Xu-l, DjOn 8, Xu-3, DjOn 33, Xu-l,
DjOn 33, X4-2, DjOn 34, Xu-l.
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Unfortunately, clear evidence to confirm or refute this hypothesis
is presently lacking.

The presence of a large quantity of Pelican Lake Phase materials
is particularly interesting and exciting since similar materials are
extremely rare from known sites throughout the plains of southeastern
Alberta. The Pelican Lake Phase materials from DjOn 8 and 34 will
provide an excellent sample for definition of this cultural complex
within the region. The Pelican Lake Phase occupations excavated were

observed to contain a relatively large amount of non-local lithics,
particularly brown chalcedony or Knife River Flint and yellow to
orange cherts usually containing dentrites. This material is common
to a number of quarry sources throughout central and southern

Montana.

All excavated areas in all three sites were characterized by
large quantities of firecracked rock and moderate to extensive amounts
of chipped stone debitage both made on quartzites and argillites
readily available in the general but not apparently the immediate
site area. It would appear much of this stone would have to be trans
ported a kilometer or more to the site area. In spite of the large
quantities of chipped stone debitage, very few cores were found in
excavation suggesting initial core reduction occurred elsewhere o~

that exhausted core nuclei were subsequently used in stone boiling
and ended up as firecracked rock fragments which we did not recog
nize in the field.

In spite of large quantities of firecracked rock recovered in
excavation, only a few definite hearth areas or other features such
as excavated pits were located and recorded in the course of excava
tions. Those hearths which were observed were small in size and did
not appear to represent extensive use. The writer has noted a similar
situation at other sites within southern Alberta. I can only suggest.

that many hearth areas leave behind no visually discernible evidence
of their presence.
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FORT CHIPEWYAN III AND IV

HISTORICAL RESOURCES ASSESSMENT PROGRAMME, 1979
'Permit 79-100

Roderick J. Heitzmann

In 1979, a six week archaeological assessment programme was carried
out at the site of historic Fort Chipewyan III and IV (Borden Number
IeOs 3, Historic Sites Service Number RllR). The project was under the
direction of the author assisted by John Priegert and Shirleen Smith.
Labour on the site was provided through a Young Canada Works Programme
of the Metis Local of Fort Chipewyan. This project was funded by the
Northeast Regional Commission and the Archaeological Survey of Alberta,
Alberta Culture.

BACKGROUND
Fort Chipewyan is located on the northwest shore of Lake Athabasca

in north eastern Alberta. Since 1803, Fort Chipewyan has been the major
commercial centre for the area and an important post of the distribution
of goods and the collection of furs.

The first buildings at the north shore site of Fort Chipewyan were
constructed by the North West Company in 1803. With coalition of the North
West Company and the Hudson's Bay Company in 1821, the fort continued as
the dominant depot for a very large part of the Canadian north. The fort
was entirely rebuilt in 1872 and only fell into disuse in the 1940's.

In 1978 an initial investigation of the site of historic Fort
Chipewyan located and recorded large numbers of historic features
(Heitzmann 1979a, 1979b).

OBJECTIVES

Since this project was essentially a continuation of the previous
year's work, the general objectives are identical (Heitzmann 1979a).

Specific objectives were outlined in the contract as
follows:
(a) To carry out test excavations for the purpose of

locating and mapping structural remains, including
buildings and palisade areas associated with the
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·historic Fort Chipewyan site; and to locate such
structures with reference to surficial features
and previously recorded historic resources and
excavations. Specific attention will be directed
towards the following areas:

i. The west half of the site should be examined
to locate evidence of a number of early
building features identifiable from Keith's
1823 sketch of Fort Chipewyan and including
the stores with ice cellars, the interpreter's
and guide's house and the west palisade and
gate.

~i. The area north of the fort should be in
vestigated to locate the nineteenth century
stables and possible midden area.

iii. The south fort area should be further in
vestigated to determine if the structure
location in Operation 133 is within or out
side the large fort palisades or if the
building is surrounded by its own palisades.

iv. The east fort area should be further in
vestigated to determine the location of the
east palisade which may be accomplished in
the vicinity of the Men's Houses and
Blacksmith Shop.

{b) To develop ground plans of the structures located,
to interpret their function; to describe structural
characteristics as exposed during excavations; to
provide lias found ll drawings and profiles; and to
photograph remains during excavation.

(c) To evaluate the structural remains and data to
determine their potential for obtaining structural
information and inferring social-cultural informa
tion about the inhabitants of the settlement.

RESULTS

General

In general, the results of the work in 1979 confirmed and refined the
results of the 1978 season. Virtually all major features can be identified
using Keith's 1823 diagram for the early structures (Fort Chipewyan III,
1803-1872) and George Bayne1s 1898 survey for Fort Chipewyan IV (1872-1964).

To date only feature R11R133 cannot be identified in the historic record.
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and only the Blacksmith shop of Fort Chipewyan III could not be located
on the north end of the building which has been assumed to be the Men1s
houses.

Limited deposition has occurred on the site. Excavations have
revealed that the surface levels have considerable mixing of cultural
materials. Only well buried horizons and subsurface features contain
small numbers of historic artifacts of the early nineteenth century.

Stores with Ice Cellars (RllR4)

The "Stores with Ice Cellars" are known from Keith1s (1823) sketch
of Fort Chipewyan. On the sketch they are shown as a large building along
the west side of the fort compound. Three doors along the front of the
building provide access to the interior. The building had two stories as
indicated by two rows of windows and an attic shown by a single dormer
window located above the central door. Access to the attic was provided
by an outside stairway and catwalk located on the south side of the
building. No chimneys are visible, indicating that the building is unheated.
It is possible that large numbers of frozen or dried fish were stored here.
In 1832, 17000 fish were stored at the fort (HBC Archives B39/a/22, in
Wuetherick n.d.).

Our excavations were directed at locating this building. It was
believed to be located immediately south of feature RllRlll, the office
of the post-1872 fort. In this area long trenches were extended in an east
to west direction, composed of units 4 m by 1 m. These trenches transected
three cellars aligned from north to south. These have been assigned numbers
RllR4A, RllR4B and RllR4C (Figure 25).

RllR4A No-th Cellar

This cellar is 310 x 260 cm. Part of this cellar was excavated to
its sand floor at a depth of 220 cm. This cellar was constructed in the
mortice and tenon style, with the corner posts being morticed or grooved
to accept the tenoned (tongued) cross logs. Loose spruce bark slabs were
used to line the outer wall surface. These may have been used to prevent
the fine surrounding sand from trickling into the cellar. A distinctive
feature is that the cellar is double walled. Each corner was constructed
to an identical fashion, one inside the other (Figures 26, 27). It is
not known if the inner wall was a repair measure or if it was constructed
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contemporaneously with the outer wall. To my knowledge a cellar of this
construction has never been recorded in Western Canada. A double cellar
was recorded for Fort Victoria but it was not built in the mortice and

. tenon style (losey 1977: 14). A morticed and tenoned cellar with a single
wall has been recorded for the clerk1s quarters at Fort Victoria (Newton
1979).

RllR48 Central Cellar

The central cellar is 355 x 210 cm and is 46 cm deep. This cellar
has a wooden floor constructed of planks 15 cm x 2.5 cm. The cellar was
originally bordered by 15 x 15 cm squared timbers on all sides. These
squared logs had mitred corners. The timbers on the west and north had
been removed (Figure 28).

Most remarkable about this cellar is its shallowness. It is unlikely
that this cellar was more than 60 cm below the main floor surface so that
it would be impossible to stand up in it. The wooden floor and shallow
ness suggest that this cellar may have had a specialized function.

RllR4C South Cellar

This cellar appears similar to the North cellar although it was not
excavated deeper than the uppermost remaining log.

Summary

The preserved remains of the "Stores with Ice Cellars" appear confined
to the three cellars themselves and perhaps some sill fragments of the
south end. Much of the upper surface of this area has been disturbed.
Test excavations of the north and centre cellars yielded very little
artifactual materials, primarily faunal remains and some pipe.stem fragments.
Along the west side of the fort it appears that recent activities have
destroyed considerable historic information.

The Interpreter and Guides Houses, West Palisade and Gate

No work was done on this area although a large post was located west
of the "Stores with Ice Cellars" which may be part of the palisade.

Stables

References in the historic literature indicate that there must have
been stables in use at the fort shortly after the fort was erected until
the early twentieth century. Robert Hood, a member of the Franklin
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expedition in 1820, noted "From the Lesser Slave Lake and Peace River they

(horses) have been taken to Fort Chipewyan, and a few of them are there
domesticated" (Houston 1974-75). The arrival of the first cow was
described by George Back:

On the 23rd of May (1835), some boats laden with furs,
Ec. arrived from the post on the Peace River, whence
they also brought a cow and calf, and thereby supplied
us with luxuries till then untasted at Chipewyan (Back
1836).

An 1898 survey plan of the fort shows a stable located on a lower area north
of the fort (Bayne 1898).

Our test excavations were intended to locate these structures. Al
though no stables were located, two fences and areas of gardens were found.
The gardens were fndicated by spade marks visible on trench floors and
profiles.

Feature RllR133

Feature RllR133 is an early building that was test excavated in 1978.
A stone hearth and complete morticed and tenoned sills were located.
Examination of the historic literature provided no clues as to the identi
fication of this structure. Several alternative interpretations of this
building include:

1. A building of the X.V. Company known to have
relocated near the North West Company Fort
Chipewyan shortly after its transfer to this
·location (Mathewson 1974:72)

2. An early temporary building erected before or
during the fortis construction.

3. A building auxiliary to the North West fort,
perhaps the home of an employee, or former
employee (Heitzmann 1979b:91).

Two trenches, one north of this feature and one east of the feature
were carefully excavated to identify any palisade or fence features. As
none were located it can be concluded that this building was not surrounded
by its own palisade. The north trench also shows that it was constructed
outside the south wall of the North West Company fort.
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East Palisade

A test trench on the north side of the Men's Houses of the 1803 fort
failed to locate either the east palisade or the Blacksmith Shop. It is
probable that the east palisade is further east of this area.

PRESERVATION STATUS

In 1978 (Heitzmann 1979a), it was reported that the site had suffered
from various agents of destruction and degradation. In particular con
siderable surface disturbance was noted, caused by automobile traffic,
surface erosion and r~lic collecting. The effects of these agents were
once again noted for historic Fort Chipewyan during this project. Continual
degradation can be expected unless constructive remedial steps are taken.

CONCLUSIONS

The results of the field work in 1978 and 1979 indicate that the site
of historic Fort Chipewyan III and IV contain some of the best preserved
archaeological remains of the early historic fur trade known from Alberta.
To date 79 historic features have been identified either on the ground or
from historic records (Heitzmann 1979b:18). These range in age from the
early 1800's to approximately 1940. The site has high potential to provide
structural information. It is also important for inferring social-cultural
information about the inhabitants of the settlement and for identifying
the unique historic pattern of area utilization by historic peoples. The
site must be considered to have high potential for use as a historic site
and interpretative locus.

RECOMMENDATIONS

This year's fieldwork emphasizes the recommendations of last year's
project, namely

1. No development of any kind can be undertaken on the
site until much more archaeological and historical
research is carried out ...

2. Steps should be taken to have the site declared a
"Provincial Historic Resource ll under the Alberta
Historical Resources Act (1973).

3. The site should become the responsibility of one of the
government agencies responsible for the protection
and proper management of historic resources.

-- -~~- -----~ ----------- -------------
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4. Immediate steps should be taken to protect the site
and the owner should be required to stop all vehicular
traffic on the site under Section 22, Subsection 2(c)
of the Alberta Historical Resources Act (1973)
(Heitzmann 1979a).

All of these recommendations are still pertinent. Work is proceeding on
the designation of the site (Michael Forsman, personal comm. 1979).
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Figure 25: Plan of excavations in the area of the IIStores wi·th ice
cel1ars" of Fort Chipewyan III (1803-1872).
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Limit of excavation

Reconstruction of south east corner
of RII R4A, perspective view.

Undisturbed

sand

Figure .26: Plan and reconst~uction of the southeast corner of the
north cellar, RllR4A.
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Figure 27: Southeast corner of the north cellar, RllR4A, of IIStores
with ice cel1ars ll of Fort Chipewyan III (1803-1872).

Figure 28: Part of the central cellar, RllR4B, of IIStores with ice
cellars" of Fort Chipewyan III (1803-1872).
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REPORT OF ACTIVITIES

NORTHWEST REGION:
PROVINCIAL PARKS SURVEYS, 1979

101
Permi t 79-1-9-9-

R. LeBlanc
Archaeological Survey of Alberta

During the first half of August, 1979 a two person crew from the

Archaeological Survey branch of Alberta Culture conducted surveys of
specific development areas in three Provincial Parks in Northwest
Alberta. These areas included day-use campground, and administration
maintenance areas in Hilliard's Bay Provincial Park; campgrounds in
Notikewin Provincial Park; and a boat launch facility in Moonshine
Lake Provincial Park. Only the first two parks producted evidence of
prehistoric activity in the particular areas which were examined.
These will be the subject of the following brief summary of prelimin
ary results.

Hilliard's Bay Provincial Park, which is located in the northwest
region of Lesser Slave Lake, approximately 16 km east of the town of
Grouard", is presently undergoing a development-expansion phase. "Three

areas within the park were identified for preliminary assessment and
were subjected to intensive inspection for archaeological resources.
Only one of these, an existing campground at the eastern end of the
park, yielded evidence of prehistoric remains. This consisted of
three sites (GjPx 1-3), one of which was virtually destroyed, and two
isolated finds (GjPx 4,5). The latter two were each comprised of a
single occurrence of a quartzite spall. The other sites produced vary
ing quantities of cores, flakes, and miscellaneous shatter, 95% of

which was of locally derived quartzites. The remaining raw materials
were of black chert, the source of which is unknown.
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For the most part the above materials were found on surface expo

sures artifica1ly created by campground construction and use and also
along an 80 meter section of what may have been the Grouard trail ad
jacent to the present lakeshore. A few specimens were, however, re
covered from test pits in undisturbed portions of the largest two
sites, GjPx 1 and 3.

All of the sites found in Hi1liard l s Bay were situated 3 to 4

meters above present lake level and were within 60 meters of the
existing shoreline. The two largest and most noteworthy sites
(GjPx 1,3) were immediately adjacent to the shore.

Notikewin Provincial Park is located on the left bank of the
Peace River in the general region of confluence of the Peace and
Notikewin Rivers. Our attention was directed towards an examination
of future campground areas in the north end of the Park. Unfortunately,
by the time we arrived at the park, construction of the camping grounds
was almost completed. However~ a deeply stratified site (HhQg 3) was
found just to the north of the newly established campground in an ex
posure located at the juncture of a small unnamed creek and the Peace
River, approximately one kilometer downstream from the mouth of the
Notikewin River. Very severe erosion caused by heavy spring run-off
and recent borrow pit activity, had combined to produce this exposure
which is roughly 3 m in height.

At least ten organic layers could be recognized, in this (Figure
29) exposed face, extending from the present ground surface to about
three meters below present ground surface. Several of these layers
could be traced for nearly 17 meters from the edge of the bank on the
Peace, west along the exposure which parallels the small creek. Pre-·
sumably these layers run north along the Peace, but as yet, the limit

of the site in this direction is unknown.

By and large, thes~ layers averaged about 5 cm in thickness,
but ranged from 2 cm to a maximum of 15 cm. One of these horizons,
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Figure 29: Exposure at H1Qg 3, Notikewin Provincial Park. Numerals indicate
metres below surface, Roman Numberals observed organic layers.
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sit.uated at 2.5 cm below surface, contained a lenticular shaped

hearth which produced firecracked rock, burned and calcined bone as
well as a fair amount of charcoal. All of this material was found
in a grey-white ashy matrix ca 7.5 cm thick and 50 cm long. Two
other layers above this hearth exhibited areas which appeared to be
hearth related; small (2-3 mm) pieces of calcined bone and pieces
of charcoal were observed in these features.

No artifacts were found in any of the layers in the exposure.
However, one unmodified quartzite flake was discovered in a bulldozed
area on the east end of the site near the Peace River embankment.

CONCLUSIONS

Although conducted from a strictly pragmatic assessment point of
view the scant results obtained during the short 1979 field season are
very promising in terms of future more elaborate research projects.
The sites in Hilliard's Bay are suggestive of considerably ~ntensive

prehistoric use in this area of Lesser Slave Lake and certainly indi
cate that problems of prehistoric settlement pattern and land use could
be fruitfully pursued in this general region. The single site in Noti
kewin Park is no less encouraging particularly in regard to the poten
tial contribution that testing excavation of this site could make- to
the understanding of problems of a chronological nature in this area
of Northwestern Alberta. Additionally, it is also intriguing to ob
serve that this particular site may be indicative of more extensive
occupation in this general region of the Peace and that future recon
naissance in the area may well furnish an impressive data base with
which to deal with problems of a less descriptive, more interpretive
nature.
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PADDLE RIVER BASIN

HISTORICAL RESOURCES IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Permit 79-111
Sheila J. Minni

INTRODUCTION

During August an historical resources impact assessment was con
ducted for an Alberta Environment project proposed for the Paddle River
area of Alberta (Figure 30). The purpose of the survey was to locate,
record, assess, etc., all historical resources which would be impacted
by the proposed development of a flood control dam on the river and
the subsequent reservoir in the river basin.

The survey area covered approximately 560 hectares and extended
from the river level (ca. 665 m ASL) to ca. 700 m ASL elevation. This
survey limit included all land up to 12 m above the upper limit of the
permanent reservoir pool (ca. 688 m ASL). The upper limit of the sur
vey area also included all land 5 m above the elevation to be utilized
by the spillway crest during flood conditions.

The survey area was dominated by cultivated (hay and grain) and
pasture land. The survey also covered areas forested with aspen,
spruce, willow and dense underbrush as well as low lying swamp in the
river valley. The Paddle River basin was generally characterized by
flat to rolling terrain at the bottom of the valley. This bottom
ended abruptly with the steep, almost perpendicular sides of the basin
rising to flat and rolling terrain at the upper edges of the basin.
Only the extreme eastern portion of the survey area was characterized
by moderate slopes and pronounced terraces from the upper edge to the
floor of the river valley.

The survey was conducted by foot and was supplemented by 100
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shoyel tests. These tests were carried out whenever an archDeological

site was located and in areas with potential for site location such
as terraces, knolls, ideal lookout spots, etc. Much of the surface of
the survey area had been disturbed and exposed by cultivation, access
roads, trails or erosion and shovel tests were not considered neces
sary if cultural remains were not surficially apparent. The soils
encountered during the shovel tests consisted on loose to hard packed
sand and gravel filled silt within the river basin. The soils at
the upper edges of the basin were characterized by hard packed clay
filled silt.

SURVEY RESULTS

The survey located 14 archaeological sites (12 prehistoric and 2
historic) and 4 separate groups of standing structures which were re
corded as historic sites (Figure 30).

Archaeological Sites
The archaeological sites could be divided into a number of groups

based on geographic location.

F1Ps 2, 7 to 12 and 14
These eight sites were all prehistoric. Cultural remains con

sisted of quartzite shatter and flakes with chert remains evident on
occasion. The sites were located from elevations of ca. 696 m to 700
m ASL and were generally situated at the upper edges of the Paddle
River basin. These sites will not be affected by the development of
the proposed dam and reservoir and do not require investigation prior
to the development. Only two sites, F1Ps 8 and 14, would require
further investigation if threatened by future development activity.

F1Ps 3 and 4
Each of these prehistoric sites consisted of surficially apparent

quartzite and chert shatter and flakes spread over three successive
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terraces. The terraces extended from the upper edges of the river
basin (ca. 695 - 700 m ASL) down into the basin (ca. 675 - 680 m ASL).
These sites will be partially inundated by the permanent pool of the
reservoir and will be affected during flood conditions. One site,
F1Ps 4, would require further investigation prior to the Paddle River
development (Figure 31).

F1Ps 6 and 13
These prehistoric sites were located on the floor of the river

basin. Cultural remains consisted of surficially apparent quartzite
shatter and flakes. Although both sites would be flooded by the reser
voir they were both too limited to warrant further investigation.

F1Ps 5 and 15
Two historic sites were located on the floor of. the river basin.

One site, F1Ps 5, consisted of a terrace on which two linear rock filled
mounds were apparent. The mounds appeared to define the limits of a
rectangular feature which was approximately 8 m x 20 m in size. Shovel
tests exposed a quartzite flake and a layer of charcoal filled loose
silt from 8 cm to 18 cm below the surface. A lid from a metal container
was located on the surface and a number of large mammal bones (possibly
cattle) were strewn about the area.

The second site, F1Ps 15, was located on a small knoll beside a
slough (Figure 32). The site consists of a log structure with a near
by depression indicating the location of at least one feature. A
shovel test on the knoll exposed a layer of decomposed wood and char
coal from 7 em to 17 em below the surface indicating the presence of an
additional unidentified feature.

Both historic sites were thought to date to the early 20th Cen
tury. As both sites will be flooded by the reservoir, further inves
tigation and complete recording should be carried out prior to the
Paddle River development.
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Figure 31: General view of F1Ps 4. Site is located along each of the
three terraces visible in the background. View to the
north-west.

Figure 32: View of F1Ps 15. Looking north-west.
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Historic Sites
Four groups of historic structures were located and recorded

during the survey (Figures 33, 34). Three groups consisted of houses
and associated outbuildings such as barns, pumphouses, outhouses, etc.
The fourth site consisted of a collapsed shed in a hayfield. All the
structures were in advanced stages of disrepair and decay. Associated
artifacts and debris along with construction styles indicated that all

dated to approximately the 1920's. The structures will be destroyed
by either construction for the dam or the development of the reservoir.
None of the structures are considered important enough to warrant
further recording.

CONCLUSIONS

The survey of the Paddle River Basin located 14 archaeological
sites as well as four groups of standing historic structures. The
12 prehistoric sites located were very limited in nature. Cultural
remains from these sites consisted of quartzite flakes and shatter
with chert remains recovered on rare occasions. No tools, faunal
remains or evidence of hearths were located at any of the prehistoric
sites. The sites were generally located in positions which over
looked the basin. The sites were well away from the river and had
no direct association with the river. These sites are considered to
be rarely utilized camps or lookouts used by limited numbers of
people during movement beside rather than through the Paddle River
Basin. The two historic archaeological sites and the four groups of
standing structures represent dwellings and multi-purpose outbuildings
associated with farming/ranching activities in the Paddle River Basin.
All sites and structures are thought to date to the early 20th Century.

PRELIMINARY RECOMMENDATIONS

The dam and reservoir proposed for the Paddle River basin will
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Figure 33: Historic structure which will be destroyed during construction
of the spillway at the northern end of the dam.

Figure 34: Historic structures located in the south-west which will be
destroyed by flooding of the reservoir. View to the north.
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flood Qr partially inundate six archaeol~gical sites and four groups
of standing historic structures. Three of the archaeological sites
should be investigated prior to the initial flooding and completion
of the reservoir pool. Excavations should be carried out at F1Ps 4
(minimum 30 m2), F1Ps 5 (minimum 10 m2) and F1Ps 15 (minimum 8 m2) to
determine the nature, purpose, dates, etc., of the prehistoric or his
toric occupations at these sites. None of the other sites which will
be affected by the Paddle River development will require additional
investigation.

All sites recorded during the Paddle River survey were sparse and
limited in nature. These limitations however, should not negate the
value that each site has in the understanding of occupation in this
area of Alberta. Little is known about the prehistoric and early
historic utilization of the Paddle River Basin. Investigations at
F1Ps 4, 5 and 15 are essential prior to destruction of these sites
by development.
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DICKSON DAM MITIGATION STUDY

Permit 79-114

Michael E. Kelly
Paleo-Sciences Integrated Ltd.

INTRODUCTION

Based on an Historical Resources Impact Assessment of the Dickson
Dam Project conducted by Fedirchuk (1978), the Archaeological Survey
of Alberta contracted in the summer of 1979 for additional archaeolo
gical investigations along the Red Deer River in an area approximately
50 km upstream of the City of Red Deer. According to Fedirchuk, al
most 60 sites are to be impacted by the dam construction and reservoir
resulting from this project. The present study is concerned with
test excavations of 11 of those sites. With one exception, all are
either located within 500 m of the main dam construction site or the
dykes, and are likely to suffer disturbances resulting directly from
building these structures. Survey for new sites was also made on
land not anticipated at an earlier time to be impacted by the project.

The Dickson Dam will be a 500 m long earth dam which will raise
the Red Deer River at the construction site some 36 m above its natural
elevation of 912 m above sea level. In addition to the main dam there
are to be built a control house, a service spillway and control struc
ture, and several diversion and drainage tunnels. Extending laterally

from the main dam and running upstream 4 to 5 km will be two rolled
earth dykes. These will contain the reservoir forebay and restrict
the flooding from finding the natural 948 km contour in the vicinity
of the main dam.

This section of the Red Deer River lies on the extreme north
western edge of the plains. There were noted during field work 3
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distinct habitat ~ones:

1. the Red Deer River valley floor

2. the valley slopes

3. tfie uplands

Almost all of the recorded historical resource sites occur on the up

lands, and, unfortunately, that particular zone has been intensively

cultivated for well over the past 50 years. All the sites investigated

during the present study have suffered extensive prior impacts attribu

table to this source.

STUDY OBJECTIVES

The objectives for this study were to make several determinations:

1. Conduct various data collection programs at each of the se

lected sites and interpret the results in reference to the current

culture-historical framework of southern Alberta.

2. Identify those sites from among those selected which would

merit more intensive excavations,'that·is,."f.ind sites where re

lational contexts are undisturbed and could be studied produc

tively.

3. Survey specified lands in order to locate and assess addi

tional historical resource sites which might be impacted by the

project.

FIELDWORK METHODS

The request for proposals issued by the Survey called for testing

of 6 of the 11 sites with a minimum of 4 1 x 1 m excavation units

and II shove1-testing ll of the other 5 sites. These two types of test

ing programs were executed. Placement of excavation units at each

---- -~-----------------
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site was discretionary and at two sites, more than 4 units were exca
vated. Units tended to be placed where it was thought there would be
chance of finding undisturbed archaeological despoits; at least one
unit at each site was placed to investigate the possibility of undis
turbed despoits existing below disturbed artifact bearing plow zones.
Spading, shovel scraping, and trowelling were the primary excavation
techniques employed.

Shovel-testing of the other 5 sites consisted of systematic place
ment of between 20 and 40 spade-holes across the sites. The holes
measured a blade1s breadth wide and a blade1s length deep, or approxi
mately 23 x 30 ·cm. If artifacts or other data were encountered,
further and more controlled excavation then took place.

In addition to the above site testing procedures, most of the
sites were systematically surface collected. This data collection
technique was employed where a site was in summer fallow o~ the grain
crop had been swathed.

Survey for additional historical resource sites took place on

the valley floor ,in the area of the main dam construction site and on
the cultivated uplands located in N~ 34 35 2 Wof 5. The crew people
were spaced 5 m apart for the survey of the valley floor and instructed
to conduct shovel tests at 10 m intervals as well as to visually in
spect the land surface. The valley floor was densely vegetated in most
places. The upland fields were surveyed by walking between harvested
grain swaths and conducting shovel tests at regular intervals.

RESULTS

Excavation

In general the results of the excavation program revealed just
how widespread and how intensive cultivation of the area has been.
Without exception a plow zone was discernable in the profiles of all
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units located in open fields, even where present land use of a field
was pasture ~ather than grain production. A typical sequence can be

seen in the profile recorded for Test - 1, FaPn 41:

1. A dark grey to black silty loam humus and plow zone (Ah) e~

tending from the surface to 15 cm.

2. A light grey silty loam (Al ) extending from 15 to 34 cm.

3. A yellow brown clayey loam (A2) extending from 34 to 40 cm.

4. A light brown silty/sandy loam (8) extending from 48 em to
the bottom of the unit at 67 cm.

A straight line and a highly -contrasting colour separation separated
the Ah from the Al zones. Of archaeological interest were the results
of excavations at FaPn 9 and FaPn 38 where flakes and several artifacts
were recovered.

FaPn 9
The concentration of artifacts from which this site was recog

nized was located on a 3 m high knoll at the edge of a terrace over
looking the river valley (Quigg 1974). Subsequently, materials have
been surface collected from around the knoll in the field to the north
and south. Fedirchuk (1978:32) reports recovery of flakes and, in
one case, a quartzite biface from her excavations at this site. The
knoll and, consequently, the site, are :n the centerline set for the
main dam structure in the recently revised construction plans.

Six 1 x 1 m excavation units were dug on top of the knoll and
the area to the north. Four of these were in undisturbed forest
fringing the field and the other two were spotted in the plowed

field. A buried and possibly burned humus horizon was observed at
approximately 20 to 25 cm below surface in the two units located at
the top of the knoll in the forest. One flake chopper was recovered

._- --- -------------- ----
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from each of these units along with flakes and unworked cobbles in
direct association with the buried humus horizon. The cultural materials
were located at the interface of the humus and the ynderlying loam.
On the northern slope of the knoll this buried humus horizon was ob
served 28 to 30 cm below the surface, somewhat deeper and more com
pacted. Further north, completely off the knoll, the humus horizon
was not found, nor was it found in the two units placed in the field
not more than 5 m away from the forest.

Fedirchuk (1978:33) suggests this site has two discrete compon
ents, one on the present ground surface, and another at 30 - 40 cm
below the surface. However, as the results of this study it appears
that burial of an original single component ground surface by plow
spoil along the edge of the field is equally possible. In the field
itself, repeated plowing and erosion may have obliterated the original
ground surface with which the artifacts that are now surface collected
were associated. Thus, although artifacts are found on the surface
and with a buried humus some 25 - 40 cm below the present ground sur
face which supports the multicomponent contention because the recovery
situations are displaced horizontally where differential disturbances
have occurred, the case for superimposed dual occupational strata is
not conclusive.

FaPn 38

In one of the four test units dug at this site, a concentration of
flakes was recovered at the interface of the plow zone and the under
lying light brown silty loam at about 15 cm below ground surface.

Surface Tests

Shovel testing of the five sites for which the technique was
specified added no new information to that available from previous
investigations. Most of the sites at which 1 X 1 m excavations were
conducted were also shovel tested with 20 to 25 holes, and again no
new information was obtained.
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Systematic Surface Collection
All of the 11 sites were systematically surface collected in areas

that were either in summer fallow or in crop that had been swathed
preparatory to combining. As described before, the usual procedure
was to walk the field in 5 m intervals or in between the swaths. This
procedure frequently was combined with the shovel-testing. This made
it possible to sample not only at regular intervals, but also at loca
tions where surface materials were encountered. A number of tools in
cluding five projectile points, some biface and uniface flake choppers,
and several end scrapers, along with numerous unworked cores and flakes
were collected. One of the points has been tentatively identified as

Hell Gap, and therefore indicates Paleo-Indian occupation of the area.

Survey
Two sites were inventoried as a result of the survey efforts.

Both sites were located on a high terrace along the right bank of the
Red Deer River (NW~ 34 35 2 Wof 5), in a location where they will be
affected by main dam or spillway construction. Both sites were shovel
tested and excavated with two 1 x 1 m units. No buried archaeological
deposits were found, only surface recoveries of projectile points,
flake choppers, and unworked flakes were made.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The major conclusion to be drawn from the study at this point in
time is that with the exception of FaPn 9, none of the sites investi
gated appears will merit further excavation work. Test excavations

failed to reveal, with the one exception noted, any buried archaeolo
gical deposits. The preponderance of material collected during field
work are surface recoveries from plowed fields.

At FaPn 9 the relationship between the surface recoveries and the
buried deposit is not completely clear. Excavation of several trenches

in the order of 1 x 6 m perpendicular to the forest/field boundary
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near units in which the buried humus horizon was observed should be
made to resolve this problem. In addition, periodic monitoring of
FaPn 9 and the two sites inventoried as part of this study during the

clearing and earth moving phases of main dam construction should be

made. Observation situations such as large terrace exposures which
were beyond the research means open to this study, might become avail
able and allow for collection of other useful data.
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PRELIMINARY REPORT

1979 ARCHAEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION

ON HIGHWAY PROJECT NO. 963

Permit 79-124

Oscar L. Mallory
Paleo-Sciences Integrated Ltd.

INTRODUCTION

The Fort McKay Highway Project was the testing and excavation to
mitigate those historical resources known as HhOv 4, and Cluster A
consisting of sites HhOv 13, 14, 15, 16, 23 and 24 within the proposed
right-of-way S.R. 963 so as to determine site sizes, identify areas of
activity or concentration, obtain information pertinent to horizontal
and vertical relationships, to place occupations in cultural and chrono
logical perspective and to obtain more representative data from each
site.

During the period August 31,1979 to September 12,1979,700 man/

hours of investigations by a crew of seven were performed in meeting'
the above objectives.

Investigation techniques employed were:

1. A close examination of cultural remains exposed along the
bulldozer cut lines to determine site size and internal
site composition. In accumulating this data, evidence from
paleo-environmental historic resource units was considered
as well. This examination extended from the southern edge
of HhOv 3 to the northern edge of Cluster A (Figure 35).

2. A block excavation of 28 m2 on site HhOv 4 to collect data
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on feature types and:disttibution.

3. Shovel testing for horizontal and vertical distribution of
cultural remains on sites HhOv 13, 14, 15, 16, 23 and 24.

INVESTIGATIONS

The investigations were carried out in two interlocked phases.
Phase one was an examination of exposures on each side of the winter
road through the locality. On the level ground this provided a 10-20
cm high study profile while at the edges of the fossil stream channels
the road cut was 50 - 150 cm high. This utilization of pre-existing
exposures established there was a continuous distribution of lithic
debitage that extended from the southern edge of the zone site HhOv 3
to the northern edge of the adjacent site HhOv 4. From site HhOv 4
to the southern edge of HhOv 7 a distance of about 1.5 m, no lithic
remains were found on the roadway. This area is low-lying and marshy.
The impression was much of this distance was across the bed or beds
of a large former stream.

From the southern edge of HhOv 7 to the northern edge of Cluster
A, lithic.debitage of the same kind as noted in the southerly grouping

was observed. The evidence indicated there were two major activity
areas separated by the largest former stream channels. The site de
signations mark areas of greatest concentration.

While the distribution of debitage was continuous, the density
varied appreciably. As reported by Lifeways (Head, 1979) the archaeo
logical evidence were distributed from the tops of the ridges separat
ing the various former and current stream down the slopes into the
IIstream" bottoms and up the slopes on the other side. The zones of
greatest density were the margins of the ridges between "stream ll

channels. The zone of second greatest density was the slopes leading

from the ridges to the stream beds. This strong positive correlation
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indicated the activities were stream related.

With a single exception of a yellowish-brown quartzite flake, all
lithic remains observed were a light grey to lightbrownish-grey colour
with yellow and dark grey mottlings. Flake texture ranged from coarse.
grained quartzite to chert. Predominant texture was fine grained quart
zite. The observed lithics were all production debitage, no complete
tools and only three small biface fragments were found. Likewise, no
features such as fire pits, ash lenses, fire cracked rock, bone frag
ments or other commonly expected living debris were found. These
observations support the Lifeways interpretation that the sites re
sulted from IIquarryingll operations rather than habitation.

The road cut observations also indicated the sandstone blocks
forming the top member of the McMurray tarsand formation was the lithic
raw material resource.

In spots where the bulldozer had pushed through the sandstones, it
was observed that the exterior of the blocks were a reddish-brown
coloured disintegrating sandstone, while the interior was a grey
coloured concretion ranging in texture from very grainy, granular
quartzites to fine glascine chert. These interior nodules were iden
tical to the lithic debitage found in both site loci.

While the physical appearance seems to be quite similar, this
would indicate the raw materials are not Beaver Creek Quartzite, which
reportedly derives from the top of the Devonian Formation WhlCh under
lies·the McMurray Formation. The study area quartzites are from the
top of .the McMurray formation.

The depositional history of the study locality is a complex inter
bedding of glacial till and outwash deposits overlying the McMurray
formation. The field observations made on this study identified five
salient deposits which from most recent to earliest are:
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a) Reddish-brown, medium to fine, sands with sufficient silt
and clay to produce moderate cohesion when wet. The deposit

can be penetrated with a firm push on a trowel, thus showing
moderate compaction. The particle size and the low inclusion

of clays and silts indicate deposition was quite likely over

the-bank flooding by a fast flowing stream. The deposit is
continuous throughout the study locality and undoubtedly is
derived from erosion of the disintegrated sandstone cap on
the McMurray Formation. On slopes just north of Cluster A
such materials were seen eroding from the exposed sandstone.

Lithic debitage was found distributed throughout the 20 - 40
cm vertical profile, indicating the stone quarrying actlvi
ties occurred contemporaneously with deposition of this
layer. Assuming over-the-bank flooding to be the deposition
al agency and stream bed boulders the raw material source,
the most likely season of site use would have been late
summer of early fall after flood waters had receded and
before snow-fall.

b) Underlying the reddish-brown sands was a 10 - 15 cm, thick
layer of till which had a high inclusion of tar sand pebbles
and cobbles. A few fragments of what appear to be lignite

were also noted. This deposit appears to be continuous
throughout the study locality.

There was no visible organic soil horizon on this deposit,
but the cobbles had a thick carbonate crust on their bottom
surface indicating the deposit had been exposed to xerophytic
conditions prior to deposition of the reddish-brown sands.

Two of the three features identified in excavation were as

sociated with the surface of this deposit, establishing ini
tial site use preceded deposition of the surface layer.
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c) A layer of alluvial, medium to fine, sands with no discernable
amount of silt or clay. It is uncertain if this deposit is
continuous throughout the study locality or exists as discon
tinuous blocks. Some of the observed deposits had the char
acteristics of washed beach sand, others were more general
stream sediments. Cohesion is slight with substantial slum
page from vertical exposures. Compaction is slight to me
derate. The deposit is easily penetrated with a trowel point.
Observed thickness ranged from 50 - 100 cm. The surfaces
of these depo~its may have some possibility of containing

archaeological materials, however, post-depositional dis
turbances of this deposit by glacial action has been severe.

d) In excavation a compacted and "cementedll till layer was
found underlying the IIbeach" sands. The extent of this de
posit in the study locality was not determined. The general
topographic setting suggests it probably exists in discon
tinuous blocks. In a gravel test north of Cluster A the
tills lay at approximately 3.0 - 3.5 m below the surface.

e) Bedrock in the study locality is a 'layer of reddish-brown
oxidized sandstone that caps the tar sands of the McMurray
Formation. This layer is divided into blocks that range in
size from cobbles and boulders a meter or more across. The

exterior of these blocks are reddish-brown, soft sandstone
while the interior has been metamorphasized into grey quart
zites and cherts. Comparison of these interior nodes to
the lithic debitage established the nodes were the resource
bei ng qua rri ed ..

As mentioned previously, the disintegrating cortex is the
most likely source of the reddish-brown surface sand layer.

f) Interrlated with the depositional history of the locality
are the fossil stream channels and the terraces on the mar-
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gins of the larger channels. Relative elevations of the

channels suggest following deposition of the last till, much
of the locality was periodically inundated depositing the
reddish-brown sands. The terraces noted suggest even after
the definite channels were established, stream flow was
much greater initially resulting in the terraces.

From the terrace level, stream flow dropped to the lower
level forming broad beds in which the current, mostly ephe
meral, streams now meander. The concentration of lithic de

bitage on the margins of these fossil streams indicate
quarrying occurred along the exposed stream banks and/or

the stream bed.

The second phase of the investigation was a block excavation placed
near the centre of the southern archaeological locus, in the zone pre
viously labelled HhOv 4. After initial road cut examination of the
entire locality, this phase was carried out synchronously with phase
one. A number of factors entered into the selection of the excavation
area. The first was simple logistics, since the designated excavation
areas were not accessible by truck the shortest walk for carrying equip
ment was important. For this reason HhOv 4 was selected over sites in

Cluster A of the northern locus.

The second factor was identification of an area of maximum depth

of reddish-brown sands and substantial concentration of lithic re
mains. The selected areas with these charactristics was on the crest
of a slope down to a large fossil stream bed.

The third factor in excavation block placement was finding an
open area that could be dug without cutting trees which would have re
quired a cutting permit from the local conservation officer, who was

gone for the Labour Day weekend. The cutting permit requirement is a
small, but important point that should be mentioned in future terms
of reference for work in forested areas of Alberta.
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The excavation block was laid out as a 2 meter grid, 4 meters wide
east-west and 10 meters north-south so the western edge of the grid
was contiguous with the eastern edge of the road cut.

The organic cover of brush and leaf mold was removed with sharp

shovels. The top 10 cm of reddish-brown sand was excavated with
trowel and paint brush with the fill being passed through 5 mm mesh

screen to ensure recovery of the numerous small specimens. Cultural
remains were collected and mapped in 2 cm levels. The bottom 10 -20

cm of fill was excavated by skimming with shovels and screening and
specimens were collected in 5 cm levels.

The variation in depths across the excavation reflects the undu
lating nature of the underlying till.

The focus of attention was upon the identification of features

and internal stratigraphy of the reddish-brown sands rather than the
collection of specimens consequently the use of trowel and paint brush
to the extent time per~itted.

Given the care and attention the most notable aspect of the exca
vation was the dearth of features, only three conical pits were identi-
fied. The pits were all close to 30 cm in diameter and 30 cm deep.
In form, "the pits are analogous to those reported in the Plains as

stone boiling pits (Milne-Brumley 1978). Other than a slight darkening
of the fill, there was no ash, charcoal or other signs of fire associa
ted with any of them. In fact there was no sign of fire found anywhere
in the excavations other than charred roots attributable to the last
forest fire.

There was a slight stratigraphic variation associated with the
pits. The lowest one was clearly associated with the top of the till

layer and as expected was filled with darkened till materials. The
top of the second pit was identified in the bottom 5 cm of reddish
brown sands, but unexpectedly was filled with till materials rather
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than sand. The third pit was at the same level as the second and like
wise extended down into the till, but it was filled with reddish-brown
sands. In terms of relative chronology' this indicates the si,te was
first occupied on the till surface or before any significant amount of

reddish-brown sand had accumulated. The distribution of lithic debi

tage throughout the reddish-brown sands suggest recurrent use through
out the period of deposition. Interestingly, there was no discernable

concentration of lithics at the surface which would be expected had
site use continued any significant time after deposition had ceased.

The only readily identifiable tool recovered was a single end
scraper, that was of generalized, non-horizon marker, characteristics.
The other "artifactual ll recoveries were of two kinds: fist-sized,
rounded, quartzite cobbles with no signs of use on their surfaces
and grey lithic debitage with a size continuum from fist-sized, angular,
fragments to tiny flakes a millimeter to a side.

CONCLUSIONS

Based upon the field observations this sequence of events is po
stulated:

1. A glacial advance that scoured the landscape exposing the
McMurray Formation and leaving the cemented till deposit.
It is conceivable the surface of this historic resource
unit could hold archaeological remains, but subsequent
events make it highly unlikely such would be found intact.

However, the till may have consequence for the placement of
post-glacial habitation sites in the district. If it exists
in large blocks overlying the McMurray Formation, its
impermiable nature will protect the ground water from tar
sand contamination which make the small streams and springs
in the study area unpalatable. Freshwater springs would be

----------- - - -----~ --- ----
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a valuable asset for habitation sites on the plateaus be
tween·rivers. The identification of the McMurray Sand
stones as the lithic raw material source indicates these are
not Beaver Creek Quartzites as mentioned by Lifeways (Head
1979), since, it was concluded the Beaver Creek Quartzite
came from the underlying Devonian Formation. This does pose

a rather stimulating quandry on how to distinguish the grey
quartzites of the McMurray Formation from the grey quartzites
of the Devonian Formation; especially since both are readily
accessible on the same district.

2. A period of alluviation which spread sands and gravels over
the st~dy area. As with the underlying cemented till there
is a low possibility archaeological resources may be found
on its surface. The exposures seen suggest the deposit is

far more important as paleo-environmental historic resource
type than as an archaeological resource type. The lack of
visible soil horizons on the exposures examined suggest
there was little time delay between the cessation of deposit
and the next event.

3. A minor glacial readvance into the locality depositing the
thin till with the high Tar Sands inclusion.

4. Local Xerophytic conditions, perhaps drought, that resulted
in the carbonate accumulation on the undersurface of the

cobbles at the top of the till. The one conical pit exca
vated into the till suggests man may have begun using sites
in the locality during this period. No visual indication of
an A soil horizon was found.

5. A shift to much moister conditions with stream cutti~g. Lo

cally, this appears to have been a deltaic situation with

much channel migration. Relative elevations of channels
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suggests initially much of the locality was periodically in
undated depositing the reddish-brown sands, silt and clay.
The terraces noted suggest even after definite channels were
established, stream flow was much greater initially resulting
in the terraces. From the terrace level, stream flow dropped

to the lower level forming broad beds in which the current,

mostly ephemeral, streams now meander.

The inclusion of lithic detritus in the reddish-brown sands
indicates man was active in the area throughout the period

of deposition. The absence of finished tools or tool frag
ments in the recoveries from the excavations or the road

cuts indicates the extraction and preparation processes were
stopped at the core or preform blank stage. More detailed

analysis of recoveries, which will be done~ for the final re
port, is expected to provide data on the production tech
niques used.

The two dozen small cobbles and large pebbles exposed in ex
cavation, though associated with lithic debitage, had no sign
of use as either hammerstones or anvils. It is thought they
may have been covered with hide or other substances for use
as padded anvils.

The absence of projectile points or other recognized horizon
markers prevent any quick, easy identification of the cultural
group using the quarries.

The stratigraphic evidence taken at face value places the
quarrying operations in terminal glacial or Paleo-Indian
times. As with the raw material source, this is at variance
with the evidence reported from the Beaver Creek Site which

is placed in the Archaic Period (Syncrude Canada Ltd: 1974).

At this point in the study the possibility of the reddish
brown sands being deposited during Oxbow times by overflowing

-- ---~~~~~-~---~-~
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of the Muskeg River is not entirely ruled out. Evidence,
continent-wide, of much greater stream volumes during the
3-5000 year ago period preclude snap judgements on the
antiquity.

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT EVALUATIONS

In making the following recommendations, historic resources manage
ment is seen'as an ongoing process which does not necessarily require
all mitigative action be completed prior to project construction. In

advancing this view mitigation is seen as a public compensation for

the public resources consumed. To explain what is meant by consump
tion, historic resources are conceptualized as spatial relationships
between earthbound objects, features and remai s rather than simply
the entities themselves. Historic resources consumption then is any

activity or occurrence which alters the spatial relationships between
constituents of a historic resource unit, such as an archaeological
site, a paleontological site or paleo-environmental features. Scien

tific measurements and documentation is the process that converts the
earthbound spacial relationships to transportable products which in
turn can be used to develop products fulfilling public educational,
recreational and civic requirements. Scientific excavation is itself
a consumptive process.

"A measure of management success, vis-a-vis, a construction project
is the percentage of scientific excavation as contrasted to the con
struction consumption.

Quantification of physical impact upon the archaeological resource
was obtained by measuring the cut line across the southern locus (sites
HhOv 3 and HhOv 4) a distance of 1450 meters. The width of the locus
perpendicular to the cut line was determined to exceed 100 meters, i.e.,
search only extended 50 meters on each side of the road. Thus, mini
mally, the locus area is 145,000 m2. Using a si,milar approach, the
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area of the northern locus was estimated to be 300,000 m2 for a mini

mum archaeological resources surface of 445,000 m2. Airphoto study

suggests the actual archaeological resource surface may be 30-40%
larger than estimated from the ground reconnaissance.

The bulldozer cut line which is 5 meters wide has consumed the

scientific value of 7250 m2 and 15,000 m2 respectively from these loci.
This calculates to 5% of the known archaeological surface. Assuming

the completed highway will be 30 m wide, the archaeological resource
consumption will be roughly 133,500 m2 or 30%. This is not to say the
remaining 70% is all in pristine condition. There has been consum
tion from it in the form of cut lines, gravel tests, and other mining
exploration activities. The completion of the road will add other
consumptive stresses to the sites, such as uncontrolled specimen col
lecting and chemical contaminants.

Including the test pits reported by Lifeways, 83 m2 has been con

sumed in scientific excavation. This is 0.019% of the total archaeo
logical surface and 0.062% of the area to be impacted by highway con
struction. These calculations show project cost in lost historic re
sources scientific value will be very high. As with any statistic the
generously rounded 1% figure needs to be approached with caution.

On the positive side, the 1% has added to knowledge on the utili
zation of the locality by prehistoric Albertans~ has narrowed the time
periods when the quarrying operations occurred and has given initial

insight into the resource acquisition and conversion processes~ This

occurred in incremental stages from initial assessment of the sites as
small, surface camps (Simms 1973) to the determination the sites were
lithic workshops with stratigraphic depth rather than habitation sites
by Lifeway's researchers (Head 1979) to identification of the raw ma-

terial deposits and their relationship to bygone glacial and stream
activity during the current study.

These advances still leave many of the fundamental archaeological
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.questions unanswered. Which specific cultural group of groups utilized

the lithic resource can now only be glimpsed in the haziest of outlines.
This is interrelated with the question when was the quarrying done?
Certainly a great deal remains to be learned about the resource acqui
sition procedures and development technology these ancient Albertans
used. Answers to this latter question in particular will require the
excavation of large blocks of undisturbed resource surface.

While the statistic shows the scientific values cost will be high,
the investigations also indicate there will be substantial residual
values for further increments in knowledge providing enhanced educa
tional, recreational and civic benefits.

The large excavations needed to achieve these enhancements can be
done on a better cost-efficient basis with the increased accessibility
provided by the completed road.
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PRELIMINARY REPORT

HISTORICAL RESOURCES IMPACT ASSESSMENT

KANANASKIS COUNTRY DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS

Permit 79-125

Edward J. McCullough and Michael Wilson
McCullough Consulting Ltd.

INTRODUCTION

McCullough Consulting Ltd., under the general superV1Slon of the
Archaeological Survey of Alberta, Alberta Culture, and on behalf of
Alberta Recreation and Parks, conducted an Historical Resources Impact

Assessment (HRIA) of eight recreational areas scheduled for develop
ment in Kananaskis Country, west of Calgary. Three of the proposed

projects, Boulton Fan Day Use Area, Elkwood Campground Expansion, and
Spray Lakes Campground, are situated within the front range of the
Canadian Rockies. The remaining five projects, Bow Valley Jamboree
Camp, Bragg Creek Campground, Moose Mountain Interpretive Centre,
McLean Creek Recreational Area, and Ford Creek Recreation Area, are
located.within the Rocky Mountain Foothills Belt (Figure 36).

STUDY OBJECTIVES

The primary objectives of the Historical Resources Impact Assess

ment of the proposed Kananaskis Country recreation areas were:

1) to inventory the historical resources within each of the
proposed development zones;

2) to evaluate the significance of individual sites identified;
3) to forecast the nature and magnitude of site-specific impacts;

and
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4) to recommend site-specific mitigative measures congruent
with the sites' assigned values.

RESULTS

Boulton Fan Day Use Area
The Boulton Fan Day Use Area is situated in Kananaskis Provincial

Park. The campground is located on Lower Kananaskis Lake, along the
lower reaches of Boulton Creek. During the summer of 1976, ARESCO Ltd.
(Head et al 1977) conducted an historical resources impact assessment
of all major areas in the park considered to be of high archaeological
potential. Boulton Creek and Lower Kananaskis Lake were subje~ted to
an intensive survey at this time. Ten sites (N = 10) identified by
ARESCO Ltd. along Boulton Creek and Lower Kananaskis Lake occur with
in the Boulton Fan Day Use Area. These include one historic site
(EdPs 37) and nine prehistoric sites (EdPs 12, EdPs 13, EdPs 18,
EdPs 19, EdPs 30, EdPs 31, EdPs 33, EdPs 34 and EdPs 38).

The sites were evaluated and judged to be of limited value (Head

et al 1977; Wilson 1978b). No further study was recommended, and con-
struction of the Boulton Fan Day Use Area proceeded as scheduled.

The present study was conducted in November 1979, at a time when
construction of the project was near completion. A "post audit" of the
area did not yield any new sites,nor did it reveal any cultural depo
sits in any of the previously recorded site locales, even though sur
face visibility within the site areas had been greatly enhanced by
construction activities. Further conservation studies of the Boulton
Fan Day Use Area are therefore not recommended. Brief inspection,
however, of a previously recorded campsite (EdPs 20) and workshop
(EdPs 21) (Head et al 1977; Wilson 1978b)indicates that these sites
will require mitigative action if park development expands west of
the main park road.
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Elkwood Campground Expansion
The proposed Elkwood Campground Expansion is situated in Kananas

kis Park, between Marl Lake and a north-south oriented glacial melt

water channel. The area under study was not included in ARES CO Ltd.'s

assessment (Head et al 1977) of high potential areas within the Park,
and no previously recorded sites occur within the development zone.

Surface visibility was virtually non-existent because of the

dense vegetative cover. The project area was systematically traversed

and extensively tested for concealed sites. One site, EdPs 81, an iso
lated find consisting of a silicious siltstone flake, was recorded along
the edge of IIprairie level ll above the meltwater channel. This site

does not warrant further study.

Spray Lake Campground

The proposed Spray Lake Campground is situated along the east

shore of Spray Lake, immediately north of Smuts Creek. The lake is

be~ng managed for hydro-electric power generation by Calgary Power Ltd.
The size of the lake was increased by Calgary Power Ltd. in 1951 by

building a dam on Spray River (Robert Keys 1979: pers. comm.).

Prior to the construction of the dam, Spray Lake did not extend

into the area of study. The south shore of the lake was situated ap

proximately 300 meters north of the north boundary of the planned camp

ground. Spray River and Spray Creek flowed along the base of the Sun

dance and Goat Ranges, approximately 400 to 1000 meters west of the
present east shoreline of the reservoir. Spray River flowed northeast
ward; Spray Creek, originating from Spray Lake, flowed southwestward.
The two rivers met directly opposite the study area and continued

northwest between Mount Turbulent and the Goat Range to join the Bow
River near Banff.

Subsequent flooding of: the area, followed by wave action along

the artificially created shoreline has eroded the original landscape,
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exposing extensiye tracts of ground along the entire west edge of the

study area. These exposures were inspected for historical resource
sites. The results were negative.

Subsurface testing was conducted in the forested uplands above
the present lake, particularly along Smuts Creek and Buller Creek
which dissect the area. The results were also negative.

McLean Creek Campground
The proposed McLean Creek Campground is situated in the Bow-Crow

Forest Reserve above McLean Creek. McLean Creek enters Elbow River
1300 meters downstream from the study area. The area is well wooded
with mixed deciduous and coniferous timber and characterized by level
topography. Numerous SSW-NNE oriented cutlines mark the area as a re
sult of an experimental forest thinning program. Sandy outwash depo
sits occur immediately below the litter mat. The handicap of low
ground surface visibility, typical of forested regions, was overcome
by seeking out areas of disturbance (usually along the cutlines) and
implementing a subsurface probing programme. No historical resource
sites were identified.

Moose Mountain Interpretive Centre
The planned Moose Mountain Interpretive Centre is situated along

the right bank of Elbow River, immediately south of the Bow-Crow Forest
Ranger Station. The interpretive centre is located on the outside of
a meander bend, and undercutting has created a steep slope which des
cends rapidly to the river some 40 meters below "prairie level".

Most of the area along the edge of IIprairie level ll had been dis
turbed by past development. Inspection of these exposures and exten
sive shovel testing of areas lacking exposures revealed no evidence
for historical resources sites.

Ford Creek Campground
Three alternate areas have been selected for the proposed Ford
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Creek Campground (Figure 36). Alternate One is situated along the left
bank of Little Elbow River, approximately one kilometer west of the con
fluence of the Little Elbow and Elbow Rivers. Alternates Two and Three
are located four kilometers downstream. Alternate Two is situated
along the Elbow River flood plain, whereas Alternate Three is located
directly above Alternate Two, along the edge of Powder Face Ridge.
The areas are well wooded with few ground surface exposures. No his
torical resource sites were identified.

Bragg Creek Campground
The planned Bragg Creek Campground is situated within Bragg Creek

Provincial Park. The campground is located above Bragg Creek, a small
meandering tributary of Elbow River. A series of small remnant ter
races are evident along the left bank of the river which constitutes
the south boundary of the proposed development. A number of cutlines
transect the area, exposing considerable tracts of ground surface
which would otherwise have been obscured by the dense vegetative cover
characteristic of the area.

Inspection of the exposures along the cutlines combined with sub
surface testing throughout the area resulted in the identification of
one site, EfPp 5, an isolated fjnd consisting of a polyhedral quart~

zite core. Subsurface testing was intensified in the area of the find;
however, no other cultural material was discovered. This site does
not merit further study.

Bow Valley Jamboree Camp
The planned Bow Valley Jamboree Camp is situated south of Highway

No. 1 near Seebe. Kananaskis River flows along the east border of the
proposed development area. The direct impact zone is restricted to a
series of natural meadows which are surrounded by dense forests of
lodgepole pine, spruce and aspen. The generally level terrain is well
eroded, with thin black soil overlying medium to coarse outwash cobble
gravels. Portions of the study area were previously inspected during
an archaeological site inventory of the Canmore Corridor (Reeves and
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Malmberg 1978). No sites were recorded in the study area at that time.
The present study revealed the presence of nine historical resources
sites: EgPs 35 to EgPs 43.

Site EgPs 35
EgPs 35 is a sundance lodge of considerable interest. The lodge

is built entirely of aspen (Populus tremuloides) trunks and branches.
Basically, the lodge consists of a centre pole (8.4 m high) and ten
outer posts which are forked and support a series of rafters that en
circle the lodge. Four prime rafters run from a fork in the centre
pole to positions on the outer rafters, forming a conical roof frame.
An outer wall of aspen saplings is laid in at about a 450 to 500 angle
against the outer rafters. An opening facing S 670 E (Magnetic) has
been left. A small opening seems to have been left on the southwest
side of the lodge as well. Outer-wall saplings have been laid or
blown back from the wall along the northeast side (Figures 37 - 39).

Inside the lodge there is a surface hearth area immediately be
tween the central po~t and the lodge opening. Occurring also, inside
the lodge, is an lIinner circle ll of low posts which support a woven
wall constructed of horizontally placed branches. A small gap in the
woven fence is present, opposite the main opening which is marked by
a much larger interruption. The small gap is hidden by a short
IIbaffle ll also constructed of woven branches (Figure 37).

Suspended from the centre pole ;s a globular bundle 40 to 50 centi
meters across, made up of Inatted twigs and leaves bound with twine.
The upper branches of the centre pole are draped with colourful banners
of red, blue, green, yellow, and white (Figure 40).

Camping areas, sweat lodge pits, stone cairns, and sweat lodge

features lie in association with the main lodge. The camping area is
clearly marked by garbage, rocklined hearths or charcoal stains, fire
wood piles, and wooden tent pegs. No structural remains of the sweat
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Figure 39: Sun dance lodge. General view southwest. Cairn in
foreground.

Figure 40: Center pole, sun dance lodge. Note bundle and banners.
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lodges are evident; however, pits filled with fire-cracked rock are
present. Six cairns ranging in size from 68 centimeters and 280 centi
meters lie in close proximity to the lodge. Four of the cairns are
arranged in a line along the southeast corner of the lodge. The re
maining two cairns are located north of the lodge (Figure 38).

The site is largely the product of Stoney Indians of the Eden

Band, whose reserve is situated in the Pekisko Creek area south of
Longview. There is however, evidence of a possible prehistoric com
ponent. The presence of a large polyhedral quartzite core incorporated
into one of the recently constructed cairns was noted. The amount of
lichen growth on stones comprising two of the cairns indicates that
they are much older than the sun dance lodge and perhaps are of pre
historic origin.

The sun dance site may have religious, mythological, or social
importance to the Stoney Indians. The ceremonies conducted at the site
were apparently directed by Don Ride~, Stoney Indian leader and promin
ent member of the American Indian Movement (AIM). Unfortunately, Mr.
Rider, who was described as Ita storyteller who passed on many customs
and legends to the Stoney tribe ll (Calgary Herald Dec. 7, 1979) died in
early December 1979, prior to being contacted regarding the significance
of this site to the tribe. Efforts are presently being made to contact
other tribal elders who participated in the ceremony.

In addition to the probable ethnic significance, the site is of
considerable scientific import. There are numerous lines linking sun
dance symbology and structures with medicine wheels (Eddy 1974; Kehoe
and Kehoe 1977; Wilson 1978). The study of modern traditional sun dance
sites may serve to elucidate this poorly understood phenomenon. Also,
the site could function as an lIexperimental vehicle ll for testing the
validity of the lIintuitive analytic approach ll to archaeological sites
(cf. Bonnichsen 1973).

Because the site may be particularly sensitive for the Stoney
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Indians, it is recommended that no work proceed on the site without
consultation with the Eden Band and Stoney Tribal Councils.

Site EgPs 40
EgPs 40 consists of a series of nine northeast-southwest oriented

cairns. The cairns are constructed of well sorted cobbles and boulders
and appear to be relatively recent, perhaps relating to native activi
ties. Alternatively, the fact that they parallel Highway No.1 sug
gests they may represent a by-product of road construction. The cairns
lie outside the direct impact zone and require no further study rela
tive to the proposed project. Informant interviews, possibly combined
with minor exploratory excavations, are required to determine the site's
significance.

Sites EgPs 36, EgPs 37, EgPs 38 and EgPs 39
Four other stone feature sites, EgPs 36, EgPs 37, EgPs 38 and

EgPs 39, were recorded within the direct impact zone. EgPs 39 con
sists of a rocklined hearth in association with a small cairn. EgPs 36,
37 and 38 are cairns. While the features appear to be modern, evalua
tive excavations are recommended.

Sites EgPs 41, EgPs 42 and EgPs 43
The remaining sites consist of two isolated finds (EgPs 41 and

EgPs 42) and an occurrence of butchered bone and firebroken rock EgPs 43).
EgPs 41 and EgPs 42 require no further study. EgPs 43 lies outside
the development zone and does not require mitigative action relative to
the proposed project. The site, situated on the first terrace above
Kananaskis River, is buried and will require test excavations to assess
its value.

DISCUSSION

The results of the study are presently being evaluated. The seven
proposed project areas represent a minor portion of the Rocky Mountain
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and Foothills Belt physiographic regions. The projects are situated
in a variety of environmental settings, each characterized by internal
variability. As a result, the survey was not biased or restricted to
any particular ecological zone, but sampled a wide variety of areas.
The variability in the distribution of sites between project areas and
within the general area ;s being investigated. The data are being
structured into a framework which will permit comparison for the pur
pose of evaluating the relative success of this study.
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ALBERTA TRANSPORTATION

BORROW PITS: PROJECT SR 956:16

Permit 79-127

Edward J. McCullough
McCullough Consulting Ltd.

INTRODUCTION

McCullough Consulting Ltd. under contract to Alberta Culture, con
ducted an Historical Resources Inventory and Assessment (HRIA) of four
teen proposed borrow pit areas, scheduled for development by Alberta
Transportation, along existing Secondary Road 956, between the junction
of Secondary Road 609 and the junction of Highway 13, east of Camrose,
Alberta (Figure 41).

The primary objective of this study was to determine the effects
of the planned development project on prehistoric, historic, and pa
laeontological sites, and to design an acceptable mitigation program
which would significantly reduce or eliminate adverse impacts to
identified sites prior to construction. The area assessed included
the fourteen borrow pit areas, a 100 meter zone surrounding the desig
nated borrow pit locale, as well as the area between the planned borrow
area and Secondary Road 956, for a total area of approximately 10 hec
tares per unit.

The planned development is situated in the Parkland phytogeogra
phic region, the transition zone between the northern mixedwood Boreal
Forest and the southern Plains grassland. The Parkland consists of
prairie tracts interspersed with aspen groves in the moist and shel
tered areas. Four of the proposed borrow areas are situated adjacent
to ephemeral creeks, five are situated adjacent to intermittent

sloughs, and five are located in basically nondescript areas, charac
terized by level to undulating topography.
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PREVIOUS STUDIES

In 1976, ARESCO Ltd. conducted an historical resources inventory
and assessment along Secondary Road 956, to determine the effects
planned widening and upgrading of the highway would: have on historical

resource sites (Anderson and Poole 1975). This assessment extended
north from the junction of SR 956 and SR 953 to the junction of SR 956
and Highway 13 and was restricted to a 45.72 meter right-of-way. At
this time, no borrow pit areas were investigated as the locations were
unknown.

The study identified a total of nine historical resource sites:
eight prehistoric sites and one historic site. Six of the prehistoric
sites were classified as campsites (FdPe 5, FdPe 6, FePe 3, FePe 4,
FfPe 4, and FfPe 5), one as a campsite/lookout (FePe 2) and one as a
workshop (FePe 1). The historic site (FfPe 3) consisted of a two
storey farmhouse and associated outbuildings.

One of the prehi~toric sites, FfPe 5, assessed as significant, was
to be disturbed by the proposed right-of-way expansion and was recom
mended for further study. The historic site (FfPe 3) was also to be
impacted, and mapping, a title search, and recording was recommended.
To the author1s knowledge, FfPe 3 has not been subject to more inten
sive studies; however, FfPe 5 was subsequently investigated by John
Brumley and judged to be 1I ••• of minimal scientific and cultural im
portance ll (Brumley 1976:11). No further archaeological studies were
recommended for the site.

PRESENT STUDIES

Surface visibility within the fourteen investigative units was
extremely high as all had been ploughed in the recent past. Systema
tic shovel testing within each of the study units revealed shallow
Holocene deposits (0 em to 40 em) overlaying deposits of glacial
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origin, indicating that significant archaeol.ogical remains were not likely
to occur below the plough zone. Each of the fourteen study units was
systematically traversed on foot, usi~g the linear transect method. The
transects maintained a 1800 east-west bea~ing and were spaced approxi
mately 50 meters apart. Shovel testing was conducted to periodically
confirm the depth of Holocene deposits.

One of the -planned borrow pit areas, Pit 12 (Figure 41), lay im
mediately east of Site FfPe 3 which had been previously studied. No
cultural remains were observed, despite the excellent exposure. The
present study concurs with John Brumley·s (1976) recommendation that
no further archaeological conservation measures are necessary at this
locality.

No historical resource sites were identified within the remaining
thirteen proposed borrow areas, indicating that the planned development
will be adversely affect historical resource sites.

RECOMMENDATIONS

This study identified no conflicts between the planned development
proposed by Alberta Transportation and historical resource sites. Based
on these results, it is recommended that Alberta Transportation be
granted historical clearance by the Archaeological Survey of Alberta,
Alberta Culture.
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HISTORICAL RESOURCES IMPACT ASSESSMENT
BLACKFOOT GRAZING RESERVE

Penni t 79 - 139

Gloria J. Fedirchuk
Archaeological Heritage Consultants Ltd.

INTRODUCTION

Archaeological investigations were undertaken on behalf of
Alberta Energy and Natural Resources by Archaeological Heritage Con
sultants Ltd. on the Blackfoot Grazing Reserve, which is located im
mediately south of Elk Island Park, approximately 25 kilometers east
of Edmonton, Alberta (Figure 42). Approximately 3,174 hectares of
this grazing lease have been identified for possible pasture develop
ment (Energy and Natural Resources Report 129, August 1979) on the
basis of ecological characteristics and pasture development capability.
Areas representing significant difficulty for pasture development con
sisted of gently to strongly rolling terrain associated with thirty
per cent wetland and imperfectly to moderately well-drained lands.
All remaining areas represent little difficulty for pasture develop
ment. The area requiring historical resources impact assessment con
sisted of lands in which little difficulty for pasture development
would be encountered.

PROJECT AREA

The Blackfoot Grazing Reserve is located within the central part
of the Alberta Plain underlain by Belly River Cretaceous sediments.
Hummocky moraine of till composed of mixed clay, silt and sand, inter
mixed with pebbles and occasionally boulders, is characteristic. Topo
graphy is notably' rolling with a myriad of water-filled kettles, well-
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drained knobs and intermittent streams. Five large lakes and numerous
small lakes exist in the area. An estimated eighty-five per cent of
this landscape is associated with forest cover.

This area falls within the Parkland ecotone, supporting plant and
animal species characteristic of both prairie and boreal forest types.
Poplar and black and white spruce are characteristic; willow and birch
are less numerous. The associated landscape is inhabited by thirty
animal species. Bison (bison and athabascae), elk, deer, moose and bear
(brown and grizzly) are the largest animals known to have occupied this
area. Migratory birds frequent the numerous lakes and ponds to rest
and feed. A study of the neighbouring Elk Island Park (Alberta Tech
nical Task Force, Fish and Wildlife Subcommittee 1975) indicates that
the park area has the highest carrying capacity for wildlife in the
Edmonton region and ranks highly in Alberta as a whole. A similar
carrying capacity and subsistence potential can be projected to the
study area.

HISTORICAL RESOURCE BACKGROUND

No investigations concerning historical resources have previously
been conducted in the Blackfoot Grazing Reserve. Historical resources
impact assessments have, however, been carried out in the general vi
cinity by ARESCO Limited (n.d.) in Elk Island Park, along a pipeline
route passing north and east of the park area tFedirchuk n.d.}. and a
number of subdivisions (Losey n.d.; French n.d.; Wood n.d.). All of
the sites located by these archaeological surveys consisted of rela
tively small amounts of lithic material suggesting relatively short
term occupations.

Henday, the first white man to visit the Edmonton region in 1755,
reported that the natives occupying this area were possibly Blackfoot.
However, by 1810-11, he indicated that the Sarcee, who had formerly
lived north of the Saskatchewan River, had moved south to occupy the
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Beaver Hills, just southeast of Edmonton in the vicinity of Elk Island
Park. By the time of the Palliser Expedition in 1859-60, the Sarcee
had been replaced by the Cree, called the Beaver Hills Cree, whose ter
ritory extended along the North Saskatchewan to the vicinity of
Edmonton, and south to the Battle River (Mandelbaum 1979:11). Raiding
between Beaver Hills Cree and Blackfoot was common and Blackfoot Lake
in the northeastern portion of the study area commemorates a major war
between the two groups (Holmgren and Holmgren 1976).

METHODOLOGY

Prior to field investigations, sources relevant to the ethnogra
phic period of this area and its resources were researched to provide
a predictive framework for a priority classification and to provide a
set of testable hypotheses concerning site location, site size and
site use. Further, the size of the proposed project area and the
existing variety of terrain types offered an unique opportunity to
test the validity and results of previously used methodological pro
cedures. These included: 1) linear samples, particularly relevant
to linear surveys associated with highways and pipelines, 2) system
atic complete areal surveys, comparable to those conducted on subdi
visions and 3) systematic stratified samples as carried out pre
viously on the Elk Island Park area. Additionally, three sets of
ten per cent random samples were selected prior to field commitment
of complete quarter sections existing in the grazing lease. These
were to be used to compare results of the methodologies outlined
above with random sampling and to provide a reliable comparative
base for future surveys.

Field methodology consisted of linear foot traverses of the entire
Blackfoot Grazing Reserve area in association with extensive subsur
face testing. More intensive testing was conducted in medium and
high potential areas, particularly those associated with lakes and
sloughs. Visual inspection was possible in many areas of previous
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Figure 43: View of FiPe 12, Northwest, in Terrain Representing Little
Difficulty to Pasture Development.

Figure 44: View of FiPj 36 on Far High Knoll, West, in Terrain
Representing Significant Difficulty to Pasture Development.
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disturbance and during on-going pipeline construction. Once a site
was located, eight shovel holes, approximately one-half meter square,
were excavated to sufficient depth to determine whether or not undis
turbed cultural materials were present and to assess the amounts of
material associated with each site and their potential value to the
discipline of archaeology.

RESULTS

Thirty archaeological sites were discovered by the archaeological
survey. One was located in Elk Island Park; the remainder were sit
uated in the Blackfoot Grazing Reserve. Table 6 provides a prelimi
nary summarized analysis of the results relating to the programme de
sign as described above. Table 7 indicates the current status of the
sites relative to pasture development rating and planned recreational
use. Twenty prehistoric archaeological sites occur in the land sys
tem classed as representing significant difficulty to pasture develop
ment. Of these, however, seven were located in the area identified
for ·pasture development. Of these seven, three sites were either com
pletely undisturbed or had partially undisturbed lands associated.
Five of the twenty sites were found in areas for which concentrated
recreation is planned and all of these five sites have at least par
tially undisturbed areas associated with them. The remaining eight
of the twenty sites discovered in lands of significant difficulty were
located in areas' proposed for dispersed recreation; three of these
are completely undisturbed. Nine sites were found in areas rated as
little difficulty in terms of pasture development and all will be
impacted by development. However, only one of these sites has been
previously undisturbed and consists of an isolated find (Figures 43,
44).

Fifty per cent of the sites located by this survey are represented
by isolated finds lTable 8). Forty per cent contained finished tools
and twenty-three per cent of the isolated finds were comprised of



TABLE 6 PRELIMINARY RESULTS, ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF BLACKFOOT GRAZING RESERVE

SITE TERRAIN PRIORITY SITE SIZE SETTLEMENT MODEL RANDOM SAMPLE STATUS
High Medium Low Large Medium Small Large Small Knobs/ Streams Isolated 1st 2nd 3rd **

Lakes Lakes Knolls Finds 10% . 10% 10%

FiPe 8 x x x D
FiPe 9 x x x x D
FiPe 10 x x x x D
FiPe 11 x x x x D
FiPe 12* x x x D
FiPe 13 x x x x D
FiPf 33 x x x x x D
FiPf 34 x x x PD
FiPf 35 x x x x x D
FiPf 36 x x x 0
FiPf 37 x x x x x PO .....

(J'1

FiPf 38 x x x x 0 '-J

FiPf 39 x x x x 0
FiPf 40 x x x x U
FiPf 41 x x x x U
FjPe 15 x x x x U
FjPe 16 x x x x PO
FjPe 17 x x x x PD
FjPe 18 x x x x D
FjPe 19 x x x x U
FjPe 20 x x x x x U
FjPf 22* x x 0
FjPf 23* x x x 0
FjPf 24 x x x D
FjPf 25 x x x x 0
FjPf 26 x x x 0
FjPf 27 x x x 0
FjPf 28 x x x x PD
FjPf 29 x x x PD
FjPf 30 x x x 0

* Does not fit predictive models ** D- disturbed; PD- partially disturbed; u- undisturbed



TABLE 7 SITE STATUS RELATIVE TO FUTURE PLANNED LAND USE

SITE STATUS PASTURE DEVELOPMENT RATING PROPOSED LAND USE

FiPe 8
FiPe 9
FiPe 10
FiPe 11
FiPe 12
FiPe 13
FiPf 33
FiPf 34
FiPf 35
FiPf 36
FiPf 37
FiPf 38
FiPf 39
FiPf 40
FiPf 41
FjPe 15
FjPe 16
FjPe 17
FjPe 18
FjPe 19
FjPe 20
FjPf 22
FjPf 23
FjPf 24
FjPf 25
FjPf 26
FjPf 27
FjPf 28
FjPf 29
FjPf 30

disturbed
disturbed
partially disturbed
disturbed
disturbed
disturbed
disturbed
partially disturbed
undisturbed
disturbed
undisturbed
disturbed
disturbed
undisturbed
undisturbed
undisturbed
partially disturbed
partially disturbed
disturbed
undisturbed
undisturbed
disturbed
disturbed
disturbed
disturbed
disturbed
undisturbed
undisturbed
disturbed
disturbed

little difficulty pasture development
little difficulty pasture development
significant difficulty pasture development
little difficulty pasture development
little difficulty pasture development
little difficulty pasture development
significant difficulty pasture development
significant difficulty pasture development
significant difficulty pasture development
significant difficulty pasture development
little difficulty pasture development
significant difficulty pasture development
significant difficulty pasture development
significant difficulty dispersed recreation
significant difficulty dispersed recreation
significant difficulty concentrated recreation
significant difficulty concentrated recreation
significant difficulty concentrated recreation

NOT IN BLACKFOOT GRAZING RESERVE AREA
significant difficulty concentrated recreation
significant difficulty concentrated recreation
little difficulty pasture development
little difficulty pasture development
significant difficulty dispersed recreation
significant difficulty dispersed recreation
little difficulty pasture development
significant difficulty dispersed recreation
significant difficulty dispersed recreation
significant difficulty dispersed recreation
significant difficulty dispersed recreation



TABLE 8 PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS - LITHIC COLLECTIONS
SITE # OF ARTIFACTS FINISHED TOOLS CORES FLAKES DESCRIPTION OF FINISHED TOOLS

FiPe 8 1 1
FiPe 9 2 1 1 unilaterally retouched flake
FiPe 10 2 2
FiPe 11 1 1
FiPe 12 3 3
FiPf 33 1 1 chopper
FiPf 34 2 2 biface; scraper
FiPf 35 1 1 pecked pebble
FiPf 36 19 1 18 unilaterally retouched flake
FiPf 37 1 1
FiPf 38 1 1
FiPf 39 2 2
FiPf 40 4 4 ......
FiPf 41 6 1 5 distally retouched flake 01

~

FjPe 15 1 1
FjPe 168 2 1 1 lenticular pebble, end removed
FjPe 17 2 1 1 unilaterally flaked and split cobble
FjPe 18 1 1
FjPe 19 1 1 proximally and distally retouched flake
FjPe 20 1 1
FjPf 22 2 2
FjPf 23 1 1
FjPf 24 2 2
FjPf 25 1 1 unilaterally retouched flake
FjPf 26 1 1 biface
FjPf 27 10 1 9 bilaterally retouched flake
FjPf 28 1 1
FjPf 29 4 4
FjPf 30 1 1
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either finished tools or cores. At only two sites were ten or more
artifacts collected. Finished tool types were limited to bifaces, re
touched flakes, a scraper and coarse lithic tools suitable for heavy
chopping or pounding; cores might also be regarded as a finished tool
category. In general, variety in finished tool types is notably
lacking and by far the most predominant finished tool type is a uni
laterally retouched flake such as might be suitable for cutting.
Only one tool type, the scraper, is indicative of a relatively long
term occupation; ~ll others might well be associated with transitory
kill and/or butchering activities. The lack of relatively large amounts
of cultural material would support an interpretation of transitory
hunting camps.

RECOMMENDATIONS

In terms of archaeological potential relative to destruction pro
bability, only one site, FiPf 34, can be seen as offering even the
most remote possibility for recovery of significant information. This
site has already been partially disturbed by pipeline construction. A
scraper was recovered from a test unit excavated in an adjacent undis
turbed area. Seven additional test pits were excavated over a large
area between the positive test unit and Wanisan Lake, a distance of
fifteen meters. Although this site lies in lands rated as signifi
cant difficulty it does also lie within the area identified for pas
ture development. Provided that no further disturbance will affect
this site, no further work is recommended.

SUMMARY

Thirty archaeological sites were located in the Blackfoot Grazing

Reserve. Half of these sites are comprised of isolated finds. Six
teen sites were located in lands which will be affected by pasture de
velopment; eight of these sites are currently undisturbed. However, on
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the basis of the paucity of materials collected and excavated in un
disturbed associations, none of these sites are recommended for further
investigation.
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SALVAGE ARCHAEOLOGY ALONG JUMPING POUND CREEK

Permit 79-148

Eugene M. Gryba

INTRODUCTION

Salvage excavations were carried out by the writer at four pre
historic sites in the Jumpingpound Creek drainage areas situated in
the foothills west of Calgary. The four sites tested, EgPq 6, EgPq 7,
EgPq 11 and EgPr 2, had been located by shovel testing by the writer
and Robert Hall during a survey of SR 554 in August, 1979.

Test excavations on these sites were conducted inclusively from
the 2nd to the 19th of November, 1979. Throughout much of the time
the temperatures hovered well above their normal readings. Gideon
Smith provided mos~ of the assistance. In addition, University of
Calgary students, Nigel Moses, Donald Barnett, and Ken Hardy, sacri
ficed valuable study time to see the project through.

THE ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING

The sites are located along the north side of the valley of
Jumpingpound Creek just east of the front range. The more conspicuous
topographic features are represented by isolated knolls, meltwater
channels and outwash gravel terraces. The region is dominated by
Mixed Forests with pine forests predominating. Locally, the valley
bottoms are covered with willows and grasses. Sibbald Flat, a broad
ening of the valley at the confluence of Sibbald and Jumpingpound
creeks, had formerly been cultivated. Currently, the entire area lies
within a provincial forest reserve.
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EXCAVATION RESULTS

EgPq 6 - This site was situated on the west bank of a small tri
b~tary to Jumpingpound Creek. Shovel tests had disclosed the presence
of firebroken rocks, burnt bone scraps and a small number of pressure
flakes. The eight square meters excavated only added to the results
obtained in the shovel tests. No tools or points were recovered. But,
one of the pressure flakes found in the excavations was of obsidian.
No further work will be recommended for this site.

EgPq 7 - Shovel testing in August had disclosed workshop detritus
on a low stoney knoll located several hundred meters west of EgPq 6.
Sixteen square meters were exposed along the southern margin of the
proposed alignment where the terrain appeared more promising and where
the shovel tests had been more productive. Throughout, a very stoney
glacial till occurred within a decimeter of the surface. A local con
centration of workshop refuse, several retouched flakes and three
points (a corner-notched, a Duncan and the base of a square-based un
notched one) were re~overed. Toward the centre of the alignment there
was a marked decrease in the quantity of cultural material; some of
the units here registered no cultural material at all. No futher
work will be recommended for this site.

EgPq 11 - This site was located along the valley rim of Jumping
pound Creek. The August shovel tests revealed that campsite debris was
present near and away from the valley rim. One of these local concen
trations, discovered adjacent to the existing highway, was test exca
vated. A small quantity of obsidian and white chert pressure flakes,
larger quartzite and grey siltstone flakes, and a broken biface came
from the 12 square meters exposed. A pile of fire-broken rocks simi
lar to the ones reported by Calder, et al (1977:89) from DjPo 46 was
discovered. The rock piles they described occurred both within and
without a ca. 3000 year old tipi ring. At EgPq 11 the area uncovered
was too small to determine whether the pile of fire-broken rocks was
associated with, or independent of, any habitation structure.
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Much of the terrain in the immediate vicinity of the test exca
vations had been disturbed by the present highway and a side trail.
However, shovel tests had disclosed undisturbed area of the site
near the rim of the valley well beyond the proposed endangered zone.
In view of these factors, and the relatively low return of material
from the test excavations, no additional work will be recommended for
EgPq 11.

EgPr 2 - EgPr 2 represented the most productive, and one of the more
intriguing, of the four sites tested in this mitigation project. The
site had originally been reported by Brink in 1978 who, on the basis
of some shovel tests at the eastern end, dismissed it as insignificant.
But, the 1979 shovel tests and test excavations showed EgPr 2 to be
much more extensive and with an archaeological potential far exceeding
that given it in the initial assessment.

The site is situated on a narrow remnant of a gravel outwash ter
race nested against the side of a high hill. EgPr 2 lies roughly
paralled to, but just outside, the north boundary of the proposed high
way alignment (Figure 45). At this point SR 554 ascends from the
valley of Jumpingpound and Sibbald Flat. The proposed widening of
SR 554 would certainly entail some degree of back-sloping and at least
partial destruction of the site.

The objectives of the November test excavations were to obtain a
better idea of the horizontal and vertical distributions of the cul
tural remains, as well as some suggestion of what components might be
present. The placement of the test excavation units (Figures 45,46)
was determined by the location of the productive August, 1979 shovel
tests, the present day local topography and tree cover, existence of
frozen ground, and by the productivity of the meter square test units.
Although only 17 square meters were exposed, the sample of material
retrieved confirmed the fact that EgPr 2 was archaeologically important.
The culture bearing deposits varied in depth from
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less than a decimeter near the terrace rim to more than 40 centimeters

midway between the rim and the base of the knoll. Even deeper de
posits are a possibility at the base of the knoll where one would ex
pect the increment of slopewash to be greater. One unfortunate aspect
of the deposits was that the matrix did not display any visible signs
of stratification.

Detailed analyses of the data recovered have not yet begun. How
ever, a number of general observations could be presented at this stage
of analysis. To begin, EgPr 2 had been occupied by people of several
different cultural traditions as suggested by the occurrence of various
projectile point styles (Figure 46). At least two varieties of obsidian,
one dark and opaque and the other lighter and somewhat semi.-translucent,
were brought to the site. The debitage reflects the fact that the pre
historic artisans relied overwhelmingly upon local cherts and silt
stones from which to manufacture their tools. Finally, the finding of
a glass trade bead, blobs of lead and scraps of metal indicates that a
Historic Period component is present at EgPr 2.

Further salvage excavation of site EgPr 2 is strongly recommended.
This recommendation is based on the quantity and diversity of cultural
material recovered and on the position of the site relative to the
proposed highway alignment. It should be pointed out that the 17·
square meters sampled in November were located in an area that the
August shovel tests had identified as being possibly the most produc
tive. It is known from surface indications and earlier shovel tests
that the site extends at least 50 meters west, and perhaps the same
distance east, of the excavations.

The alternatives to excavating include keeping the area that
might be affected by back-sloping to a minimum, or re-zoning the
proposed right-of-way to a lower level.
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Figure 46: Late and middle prehistoric projectile points recovered
from EgPr 2.
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Salvage excavations at four endangered prehistoric sites located
along SR 554 demonstrated that one of the sites, EgPr 2 has significant
archaeological importance. Further mitigative action is strongly re
commended for it. The remaining three sites, EgPq 6, EgPq 7 and EgPq
11, are of such a nature that additional work is not considered ne
cessary_
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COLD LAKE PROVINCIAL PARK

HISTORICAL RESOURCES INVENTORY

Permit 79-189
W. J. Wood
ARESCO Ltd.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this end-of-season report is to briefly summarize
the nature of the inventory and the results of the project.

TERMS OF REFERENCE

The terms of reference for this project, which were established
by the Archaeological Survey of Alberta, call for an historical re
source inventory of sites within specified development areas rather
than an historical resource impact assessment. Based on minimal shovel
testing the physical site boundaries were to be defined.

PROJECT LOCATION/DESCRIPTION

Cold Lake Provincial Park is located on a peninsula on the south
shore of Cold Lake approximately 1.5 km east of the Cold Lake Settle
ment. The park is within Sections 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 28 and 29,
Township 63, Range 1, West of the 4th Meridian (Figure 4'7).

Cold Lake, straddling the Alberta/Saskatchewan boundary is one
of the largest of the numerous lakes comprising the Churchill River
basin headwaters.
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The park lies near the northern edge of the Eastern Alberta
Plains. Surficial deposits of ground moraine and hummocky moraine
give a level to moderately rolling aspect to the regional topography.
(~atural vegetation within the park is a mixed wood forest dominated
by aspen, white birch, and spruce.

DEVELOPMENT DESCRIPTIONS

Developments within the park which were identified for field
inventory include major campground facilities, residence and mainten
ance areas, group activity sites, boat launching and parking facili
ties, interpretation facilities, trail networks, etc.

While some of these facilities had already been or were under
construction (boat launch and parking lot, maintenance yard, etc.)
others were not identified in the field. Although there was little
that could be done with constructed facilities, a survey procedure
was employed which minimized the loss of precision for areas not
IIflagged li

•

SURVEY PROCEDURES

The inventory procedures varied to accommodate the various classes
of development, e.g., linear vs. blocks. Generally, however, the
survey relied almost exclusively on shovel test procedures as for
tuitous exposures were absent.

Using airphoto mosaics, topographic maps, and park" development
plans, development areas were identified and flagged bt ARESCO Ltd.

personnel. Within an area a series of linear transects were defined
and shovel tests were then systematically placed at set intervals
along each transect line. If during this process an artifact was
located in a shovel test, then a form of intense transect interval
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sampling was conducted to define the site boundaries. By this means
four prehistoric sites were identified; one previously recorded pre
historic site was found to extend over an area greater than earlier
known, and three historic sites were identified within development
areas.

In total, approximately 400 shovel hole tests were placed during
the course of the survey of the development areas.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES

Seven new sites were located during this project and one pre
viously recorded site was re-evaluated.

New Sites

GcOm 10 - SE/SW/20/63/1/W4M - 12UWR570348
In the vicinity of Lund's Point Residence and Maintenance Area,

GcOm 10 is represented by the presence of jasper and quartzite flakes
on a knoll in a plowed field. The developments in the park, as de
signed, will not impact this site.

GcOm 11 - SW/SE/20/63/l/W4M - 12UWR575346
This site, located within the area to be developed as a play field

in the Lund's Point Group Area, is represented by a thin distribution
of lithic debris over a 100 m2 area.

GcOm 12 - NW/NE/17/63/1/W4M - 12UWR572.5345
This site, located within the area to be developed as a campsite

in the northern sector of the Lund's Point Group Area, is represented
by two quartzite flakes.
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GcOm 13 - NE/NW/17/63/l/W4M - 12UWR571341
A quartzite cobble spall and siltstone flake represent this site

which is located in the northern sector of the Lund's Point Group Area.

GcOm 14 - NW/NW/20/63/l/W4M - l2UWR564359
This historic site occurs coincident with the amphitheatre and

fire circle development in the Lund1s Point Campground complex.
Recorded here were the remains of two structure foundations and cellar

depressions.

GcOm 15 - NE/SE/20/63/l/W4M - l2UWR576.535l
This historic site is represented by a cellar and scattered

household debris and farm equipment. This site is on the site of the
proposed Interpretive Platform.

GcOm 16 - SE/SE/29/63/1/W4M - 12UWR577365
This historic site is represented by three log structure founda

tions which may be indirectly impacted by use of a trail to be developed
through this site.

Previously Recorded Sites
GcOm 6/7 are two sites very close together and may be considered

as a single site. Testing of the picnic area in the Lund1s Point

Boat Launch development resulted in the boundaries of GcOm 6/7 being
redefined to occur within the context of this development. Portions
of this site may already have been destroyed y boat trailer parking
lot construction.

GcOm 3 will also be impacted by Park development.

SUMMARY

During the course of the Cold Lake Provincial Park inventory over
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400 shovel hole tests were made along systematic transect grids. Seven
archaeologi'cal sites were recorded and one previously recorded site was
redefined.
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MITIGATION ARCHAEOLOGY AT HISTORIC
PASSBURG AND FRANK IN THE CROWSNEST PASS

Permit Numbers 78-51, 52

Michael R.A. Forsman

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEy'OF ALBERTA

SUMMARY STATEMENT

During the 1978 field season, mitigative excavations were under
taken at the townsite of Passburg, Alberta. This investigation was
undertaken in response to proposed highway widening and realignment.
Shovel tests and excavations both within and near the right-of-way
limits provided information on historic resource material plus sub
stantive new data. Most of the historic resource area within the
right-of-way does not offer much or particularly valuable archaeolo
gical data that cannot be obtained elsewhere. Many of the original
commercial and residential sites within the right-of-way had already
been badly disturbed by earlier developments. Because no previous
archaeological data was available for early twentieth century town
sites in Alberta, some perspective to the relative importance, and
potential, of the information from Passburg was also sought. This
was done by undertaking a few test excavations at the old Frank town
site. This townsite is also threatened with destruction by industrial
development and eventual highway and railway relocation.

PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The Department of Highways and Transportation has proposed that
Highway 3 through the Crowsnest Pass be substantially altered and mo
dernized. Of particular concern, in 1978, was the section between
Burmis and the Frank Slide. A segment of the present highway passes
through the old townsite of Passburg (Figures48 ,49 ,50). Modifica-
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Figure 49: Aerial Photo, Passburg and Highway 3, 1978 Scale - 1.8,230.
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tion and realignment of this portion of the highway threatened to im

pact on present historical resources. These included several commer
cial and residential building site locations. Many of the locations
had previously been recommended for extensive mitigative archaeologi
cal action (Lifeways 1974:25, 48, 61, 62, 68-75, 90, 91, 198, 199,202
215, 2l9~222). Construction of proposed highway changes was scheduled

to begin in the fall of 1978.

DEVELOPMENT PROJECT/HISTORICAL RESOURCE INTERACTIONS

Direct physical land disturbance activities were anticipated to
be the major threat to historical resources. Planned construction in
cluded the use of heavy machinery to provide a major new highway road

bed, and to modify the landscape to the limits of the right-of-way.
This was confirmed through a visit to Mr. Ken Lapierre, Project Engineer
and Highways· representative at Blairmore. Indirect land surface dis
turbance, resulting from unregulated vehicular and operator activity
outside the designated construction zone, was not anticipated. The
mitigative measures which had previously been proposed were extensive
but lacked sufficient supporting evidence to independently suggest the
justification for such measures.

PROPONENT COMMITMENT TO MITIGATIVE MEASURES

Alberta Transportation has actively supported and funded archaeo
logical mitigative activity in the Crowsnest Pass over several years.
Due to a lack of on-staff expertise, within A.S.A. at the time Highway
3 survey work was initiated, we were unable to satisfactorily evaluate,
independently, the archaeological potential of the historic sites in
the area and to support, unequivocally, the consultant recommendations

for mitigative action. Subsequent to coming on staff, however, the
historic site archaeologist made the assessment that important histori
cal resources could, in fact, be impacted by immediate and projected
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plans for highway realignment. B.ecause of prior assurance to the De
partment of Transportation that the archaeolpgical salvage projects
in the area had essentially been completed, the A.S.A. was willing,
in this instance, to undertake certain mitigattve measures under my

direction.

HISTORICAL RESOURCE EVALUATION CRITERIA

The recommendation for specific mitigation measures must be made
with respect to the nature, quality and integrity of the historical
resource, and its potential importance relative to the present and

available data base. Furthermore, total ~. partial destruction of
the historical resource is another complicating factor in determining
relative site values and appropriate mitigative measures. In a situa
tion where mitigative activity cannot recover all of the endangered
historical resource values, the judgement must be made that some
historical resources have a greater value than others. Such a judge
ment, of course, can only be made on the basis of the observable re
mains, and by considering them in relation to the value of the current
data base elsewhere. The criteria used in evaluating relative site
values were several. Among them were: building site size, quantity
and quality of cultural material, age, cultural relationships,
physical condition and history.

If destruction of historical resources is inevitable, and miti
gative opportunities and measures limited, the judgement of historical
resource significance can only be made on an either/or basis in rela
tion to the available archaeological mitigative capabilities. Either
a site warrants some mitigation or it does not, with the amoynt of
mitigation proportional to the relative importance of the site and
present archaeological resources. The assessment process is specifi
cally intended to facilitate the making of these judgements. Limited
mitigative capabilities and the threat of total destruction gives rise
to an historical resource management situation so compelling that af-
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firmatiYe mttigatiYe policies cannot be formulated on behalf. of sites
of 'lunknown" value. Consequently, a research strategy was formulated

which would culminate i.n excavations at sites. of significant value,
while other sites of lesser value had to be ab~~doned to the forces
of Ilprogress".

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The Crowsnest Pass area of Alberta, since 1898, has witnessed
continuous activity focused on the search, extraction, processing
and shipment of coal. In the early days, small towns were frequently

associated directly with the mine locations. When the mines stopped
producing the towns also went into decline, with few physical remains
still standing to mark their location. The acceleration of modern
development in the area is effectively destroying large portions of
many of these early townsites. The purposes of this project, there
fore, were:

1. to undertake some mitigative work in those historic areas in
imminent or projected danger resulting from Highway 3 re
alignment proposals and,

2. to provide an evaluation of the historical resource poten-
tial of these sites, from an archaeological point of view.

There were important points qf concern considering the facts that
little archaeological information exists on early coal mining communi
ties in the west, and that there is an increasing public and profes
sional concern over the decreas.ing availability of these historical
resources for the benefit of present and future generations. This
concern resulted, first of all, in one of the earliest historical
resources impact assessment reports for the area (Lifeways 1974).

The Lifeways report attributed significant resource values to
the historic sites of the Crowsnest Pass:

liThe historic sites of the Pass ... with the exception of the Old
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Frank Townsite, are sites of different character from the Great
. Themes and Personages characteristic of much historical inter

pretation. They represent the commonplace; the places where the
ordinary working man in the Pass, the coal miner, lived, worked
and spent his leisure time, and the various businesses and public
institutions which met his everyday needs ... it is these communi
ties upon which the social, economic and political history of the
Crowsnest Pass is built ... " (Lifeways 1974:90)/

and

IIIn larger regional perspective the historic sites in the Crows
nest Pass are the visible reminders of the early settlement in
and the economic development of the east slope of the Rocky
Mountains. The Crowsnest Pass was the area of the first major

economic development and settlement in the Alberta Rocky Moun
tains. 1I (Lifeways 1974:91).

An argument could be made that the early historic sites of the
Pass, indeed, do fit a IIGreat Themes" concept in regard to the impor
tant eras of Alberta history. The importance of this early period
has also been recognized elsewhere.

IICoal mining was the first exploitation of Albertals mineral
wealth ... The demands of the railways created a new market and
at the same time provided an economic means of transporting
coal. The discovery of coal deposits in the Crowsnest Pass
and the construction of the Crowsnest Branch of the C.P.R.
opened up what was then the largest coal field known ... 11

(P.M.A.A. 1978:1).

The discovery of new coal seams and a flourish of mining activity
was accompanied by the rapid growth of associated communities. Each

of the towns had ambitious plans for expansion. For example, Frank
envisioned a population of 2,000 by the end of 1903, while Hillcrest

------_._-- ---
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touted itself as uThe Pittsburg of Canada'·' and, likewise, Passburg
also aspired to become lIanother Pittsburg ll (Cousins 1952:68; Fraser

1963:2).

PASSBURG

Passburg dates to the discovery of coal on Police Flats in 1906.

The town of Passburg grew up nearby. The 1910, the Leitch Collieries
Company took over the mine site, but by 1916 the enterprise had died.
Passburg quickly faded into obscurity (Fraser 1963:203).

As a part of the demise of Passburg and Frank, many of the ori
ginal structures were moved to other communities which were still
prospering, such as Bellevue, Blairmore and Coleman (Cousins 1952:61).

Consequently, it was assumed that few superstructure remains and re
lated architectural fastenings would be located archaeologically.

FRAr~K

The townsite of Frank was officially opened in 1901 (Cousins 1952:

67). The great 1903 landslide checked the growth of the community,
although little actual damage occurred to the town itself (Cousins
1952:68). By 1913 the mining company was in difficulty and the de
clining town fortunes were capped by the mine closure in 1917 (Cousins
1952:140).

RESEARCH DESI.GN

OBJECTIVES

Prior to mobilizing in the field a few very general project-spe
cific objectives were formulated. These were derived from the need
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to obtain data on the existence, condition, diversity and frequency of

the two major classes of archaeological information, including struc
tural remains material culture. For example, we could ask if deposits
of artifactual debris were still intact at these sites and whether
or not they contained much information which could contribute to an
interpretation of community life in mining towns dating to just after
the turn of the century. Also, what is the detectability, quality, and
range of site features, and what is their role in contributing to our
understanding of each settlement? The answers to such questions will
be instrumental in determining the value we should place on protecting
these particular historical resources.

In order to effectively evaluate the data forthcoming from Pass
burg, it is necessary to have a comparative data base. At the time
the investigations were proposed, there was no such comparative entity.
Consequently, it was recommended that additional information be ob
tained from another contemporary townsite, Frank. Frank was chosen
because it was nearby and had a fairly similar history. Both were
established and grew rapidly when nearby mines were opened. Both of
them died when their mines closed and today little evidence of their
location exists except for surface mounds and depressions. The two
sites also appeared fairly undisturbed on the surface.

METHODOLOGY

The research design, as initially formulated, called for a ba
lanced recovery of both structural and artifactual data. A reconnais
sance survey, archival research and some early testing in the field
quickly determined that detailed structural evidence was generally
lacking. Beyond the need for some general mapping, building data can
be better supplied through other documentary techniques, particularly

as several buildings were moved to other towns and are still standing.
The material culture aspect, consequently, gained priority of importance.

A series of material culture questions were then formed reflecting
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a variety of general and specific objectives on the artifactual content

and diveristy to be found between activity areas around buildings, be
tween different building sites and two different site locations. A
few examples of the types of questions that were asked include: What
was the material culture of mining communities in the Crowsnest Pass
between 1901 and 1915? Did the material culture of contemporaneous
mining communities differ significantly? Are there assemblage profile
differences between private dwelling middens, what is the nature of
these differences and how can they be interpreted? And, what are the
implications of this kind of data for future research and resource
evaluation? Some more specific problems of a temporal order were also
recognized, but the solutions to these questions may require additional
data.

In order to attempt to obtain an adequate sample of information
from Passburg and Frank, "i twas deci ded that the maj or part of our
activity would be conducted in those regions which may ultimately be
impacted. But by following this guideline, however, we recognized
that most of the area within the R.O.W. consisted of old commercial
districts, and that our excavations would not be truly representative
of the communities as a whole Even by limiting our activity primarily
to the R.O.W. projections, the extent of the problem area, over
120,000 m2, was immense considering the resources available to us.
Rather than establishing a hypothetical grid and excavating a statis
tical sample of those regions under consideration, never mind the
total site areas, a judgemental approach was taken for choosing the
excavation site locations. We wanted to obtain some information of
comparable value within the sites themselves, and also some data for
comparison between sites, so we selected specific structure areas of
each site for these purposes. The test excavations included the
sampling of hotel, other commercial and private dwelling sites. The
most comparable between-site samples are from the Passburg Hotel site,
Passburg, and the Imperial Hotel site in Frank.

Preliminary exploration of the old townsites of Passburg and
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Frank was. undertaken by examlnlng surface exposures, local topographic

anomalies and the results of shovel tests. Selected areas within each

townsite were then subjected to a more .intensive testing programme.

Surface Traverses
The sites of Passburg and Frank were walked over in their entirety,

although particularly close scrutiny was made of the area within the
right-of-way. Reported building locations were examined for founda
tion and other feature outlines, scattered artifactual debris and signs

of disturbance. In areas of low site visibility, shovel hole tests
were employed to determine disturbance factors, and the quality and
age of buried structures, features and material culture remains. Fol
lowing this initial investigation, plans were laid for more selective
test excavations to recover more substantial, and more qualitative,
data.

Excavation Programme
The resources that could be applied towards achieving the objec

tives were limited, as they usually are, in regard to time, manpower
and present technology. The field season extended from July 4 to
August 4, 1978. Under the direction of the author, there were two
field assistants and eight locally hired excavators. The lab duties
were handled by another field assistant and four cataloguers. In the
field, up to ten wheelbarrows and four mechanical screens were in use
at the same time. Artifacts from completed units were then removed
to the lab for processing. Special catalogue forms listing selected
attributes, and a reference collection were used to ensure a uniform
standard of recording by cataloguers not familiar with the material.
The system also provided a fairly rapid means of recording those at
tributes.

HISTORICAL RESOURCE,DATA

Some differences in site characteristics and excavations can be
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easily distinguished. The Passburg townsite was more dispersed than

Frank. The most clearly identifiable area of commercial enterprise

pertained to the Passburg Hotel. The least disturbed, and most easily

definable residential area was at the east end of Passburg. Here se
lected test excavations were undertaken at the Presbyterian Church and

Manse site, and at the Nickel House site.

The old townsite of Frank was most evident in the east half of
Block 21 lFigure 5.1). There were several major surface depressions
representing the cellars of commercial enterprises fronting Dominion

Avenue. The largest cellar depression, and most clearly defined lot,

was the Imperial Hotel building site. The rear of the lot was small

enough for us .to carry out a five per cent stratified random sample

in the time available for a small archaeological investigation.

Some surface disturbance was evident at both sites. Soil build

up over occupational debris was les5 pronounced at Passburg than at
Frank, but artifacts occurred in the sad layer at both sites. Wooden
foundation supports or elements were not encountered at either site.
A characteristic of commercial building sites in Passburg was that
cellar features were infrequent, while the opposite was true at Frank.
The soils and gravel.s removed by the excavation of cellars at Frank
were deposited to the rear and sides of building sites. Artifact
frequently within these deposits, which were sometimes over a meter
in depth and a matrix difficult to excavate, was sparse. These de
posits, together with other ash and refuse debris, form a complex
stratigraphy on the site which, nevertheless, does provide clues to
the evolution of the commercial site district. Residential areas
were still more cursorily examined and generalizations on their
character and differences is premature at this time.

The artifact content of the sites is enormous, and an extremely
diversified range of artifacts is represented, although their state
of preservation is highly variable. From approximately 100 m2

(53 m
3
), over 64,000 artifacts including bone have been recovered
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and catalogued. Data from the artifact catalogues has been synthe

sized into assemblage profiles to facilitate comparisons between ex
cavation units, areas and sites. The data is capable of analytical
manipulations and preliminary indications are that these sites, par
ticularly Frank, do contain information which can contribute to our
understanding of early historic lifestyles i·n the Crowsnest Pass. By
providing answers to the type of questions referred to in the summary
on research design, archaeology can also demonstrate its ability to
elucidate aspects of those cultural processes which ultimately re
sulted in the character of our contemporary society.

PASSBURG

Test Units
Units DjPo 2l-lA to D were excavated through a section of midden

which had been deposited over the edge of a very large depression

(Figures 5~, 53, 54). Local informants had indicated the position of
the Passburg Hotel and units 2A and 2E were placed to cross the west
wall foundation of this structures (Figure 55). At the east end of
Passburg (DjPo 23), units lA to lC probed features of the Nickel house
site (Figure 56). The Passburg Presbyterian Church and Manse site
were tested with the excavation of units 2A to 2C (Figure 5.7). A
total of 75 m2 (35,2 m3) were excavated at Passburg.

Stratigraphy

Surface scatters of artifact fragments were present at most site
locations. Most disturbance had resulted from building removal, high
way development and modification to road allowances. There was some
evidence of pot-hunting at the dump near the Passburg Hotel. In un
disturbed test units and shovel holes near building sites, no strati
graphy was apparent and the sterile subsurface base was reached at
approximately 8 cm below surface. Several small surface deposits of
refuse and ash were also tested. None of these exhibited any inter-
nal stratigraphy (Figure 58). Three subsurface features were excavated.
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Figure 53: Large Depression West of Passburg Hotel Site, View to Northwest.
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Figure. 54: Excavation Trench Through Midden Deposit, View to Southwest.
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Figure 55: Test Trench on Passburg Hotel Lot, View to Northeast.
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Figure 58: Presbyterian Church Site, Surface Deposit, West
Elevation View.
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Only the privy south of the Passburg Hotel evidenced any stratigraphy,
and this consisted of an ash layer which capped the deposit (Figure-59).
The major surface deposit tested, the dump, was evident from a large
quantity of ash mixed with discarded and broken artifacts. No in
ternally definable strata were present. The maximum depth of cul-

tural deposit in this midden was 75 cm.

Artifacts
There were 39,509 historic objects recovered from the excavations

at Passburg. The categorization of material remains from the two
building sites is given in Appendix I (Table 17).

FRANK

Test Units
Units designated lA, 2A and 3A were first excavated (Figure 60).

These tests provided information on stratigrap y and surface disturbance.
lA and 3A are on the Union Bank site. All of the one meter square units
represent test locations determined by a stratified random sampling
technique. A total of 28 m2 ~7.8 m3) were excavated.

Stratigraphy
Some surface disturbance was evident in many of the test units.

This disturbance, however, was sporadic and generally limited to the
top 30 cm of the site. Little modern refuse was apparent and the
disturbance activity may have resulted from depredations by souvenir
hunters. The effect of these activities did not appear significant
as the sterile site base commonly occurred at a depth greater than
50 cm below surface (Figure 6J). The cultural deposits above this base
were variously due to occupational debris, cellar excavation and re
fuse disposal (Figure 62). At times, the depositional sequence was
clearly defined.
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Figure 62: Frank, Union Bank Site, 3A, East Elevation View.
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Artifacts
There were 24,023 historic objects (including 1,182 bones) re

covered from the test excavations at Frank. The categorizations of
material remains from the two building sites is shown in Appendix II,
(Table 18). A complete description of all the artifacts was not pos
sible for this report. However, a more limited description of some

ceramic and glassware attributes is later presented in a section on

comparisons between building sites.

ARTIFACT DESCRIPTIONS AND COMPARISONS

A complete description of all the artifacts was not pos~ible for
this report. However, a more limited description and comparison can
be presented on some of the ceramic and glassware attributes from the
different building sites.

Ceramics
A total of 5,508 identifiable ceramic kitchware objects were re

covered. The most common ware type at each building site was earthen
ware (Table 9). Porcelain wares occurred more frequently at the two
Passburg residential sites, and at the Frank Union Bank site than at
either of the hotel sites (Figure 6,3). The hostelries, in turn, showed
a higher percentage of stoneware than at any of the other three build
ing sites.

The frequencies of ceramic forms showed several differences be
tween the bu·lding sites (Jable 10). Plate and saucer forms were more
common at the Nickel House site and the Presbyterian church and manse
than at"the Passburg Hotel or Imperial Hotel lFigure 6·~. In con
trast, bowls and stoneware crocks occurred more frequently at the two
hotel sites than the residential sites. No ceramic tea or coffee pot

vesse s were recovered from the hostelries, although these forms were
pre ent at the house sites.
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Figure 63: Fragment of Porcelain Cup, Union Bank Site. Height - 40 mm.

Figure 64: Cups and Saucer, Passburg Presbyterian Church and Manse
Site. Diameter of Saucer - 142 mm.



TABLE 9. FRANK, PASSBURG CERAMIC WARE TYPES

Site

Passburg Hotel Imperial Hotel Union Bank Nickel House Presbyterian
Church &Manse

Ceramics N % N % N % N % N %

Earthenware 1886 82.32 585 79.16 1169 60.82 314 76.03 100 69.93

Stoneware 284 12.40 65 8.80 134 6.97 15 3.63 4 2.8

Porcelain 78 3.40 67 9.07 598 31 . 11 53 12.83 39 27.27

Semi-Porcelain 0 a 7 .95 0 0 0 0 0 a

Redware 43 1.88 15 2.03 6 .31 31 7.51 0 0

Yellowware 0 0 0 0 15 .78 0 0 0 a

TOTAL 2291 100 739 100 1922 lOa 413 100 143 100

N
o
+::a



TABLE 1n FRANK, PASSBURG CERAMIC FORMS

Site

Presbyterian
Passburg Hotel Imperi al Hotel Union Bank Nickel House Church &Manse

Form N % N % N % N % N %

Plate 309 30.84 34 17.00 77 18.20 55 40.44 32 58.18

Bowl 202 20.16 34 17.00 12 2.84 18 13.24 4 7.27

Cup, Mug 112 11 . 17 45 22.50 98 23.17 11 8.09 12 21.82

Saucer 65 6.49 9 4.50 69 16.31 21 15.44 5 9.09

Tea,Coffee Pot 0 0 0 0 1 .24 1 .74 1 1.82

Tureen,Pitcher 18 1.80 1 .50 41 '9.69 3 2.21 0 0
I

Crock, Storage 294 29.34 71 35.50 89 21.04 13 9.55 1 1.82

Small Container 2 .20 1 .50 36 8.51 1 .74 0 0

Flower Pot 0 0 5 2.50 0 0 13 9.55 0 0

TOTAL 1002 100 200 100 423 100 136 100 55 100

N
o
U1
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Most of the ceramic historic objects were imported from England,
and consisted mainly of earthenwares (Figure ~5). Porcelain wares
were uncommon but those which were present had been manufactured in
Prussia, Germany, Holland, China and Japan. The stoneware pickle jars
and crocks were predominantly of Canadian manufacture.

At the Passburg Hotel site, a variety of kitchenwares were pre
sent, but these were manufactured mainly by George Jones and Sons Ltd.,

and the Grindley Hotel Ware Co. Ltd. LTable 11). The most commonly
occurring kitchenwares on the Imperial Hotel site was also made for
hot~l use, but manufactured mostly by John Maddock and Sons Ltd.
Johnson Brothers Ltd. made a large percentage of the identifiable cera
mics recovered from the Union Bank site. Although the total sample
of ceramics from the two residential sites was small, there was an in
crease in the percentage of ceramics manufactured in Canada and for
eign countries other than England. No ceramic products could be at
tributed to United States manufacture.

Glasswares
There were a total of 788 identifiable glass Kitchen group arti

facts recovered. Of these, 391 were fragments of tumblers and stem
ware drinking vessels. In an analysis of glassware containers (Table
12), the majority of containers at the two hotel sites consisted of
various liquor bottles (Figure '60). These were far less common at the
two residential sites. In contrast, the most frequently occurring
glasswares at the church and house sites were the varieties of kitchen
bottles. including milk bottles, ketchup bottles, food jars, etc. At
the Union Bank site, the most common containers were pharmaceutical
bottles.

EXTRA-SITE COMPARISONS

Brief comparisons were made to data recovered from Silcott,
Washington, U.S.A. This was a small, rural agricultural community

-------------------- ----~ ----.~--
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Figure 65: Earthenware Pitcher and Mug, Passburg Hotel Site.
Height of Pitcher - 185 mm. Empire Porcelain Company
(Godden 1964:238)

- -----

Figure 66: Liquor Bottle Finish, "GLENLIVET" Scotch, Passburg Hotel
Site. Exterior Diameter of Mouth - 27 mm.



TABLE 11 FRANK, PASSBURG CERAMIC MANUFACTURERS

Site

Passburg Hotel Imperial Hotel Union Bank Nickel House Church & Manse
Mark N % N % N % N % N %

ellor & Taylor 11 13.10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
George Jones 31 36.90 1 4.35 0 0 0 0 0 0
Grindley 28 33.33 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Deans 1 1. 19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
W.Kee (China) 1 1. 19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Johnson Bros. 3 3.57 2 8.70 7 46.67 2 16.67 0 0
J & G Meakin 3 3.57 2 8.70 0 0 0 0 0 0
Bishop & Stoner 1 1. 19 0 0 a 0 a 0 0 0
E. P. Co. 1 1. 19 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0
A. Meakin 1 1. 19 0 a a 0 2 16.67 0 0
J. Maddock 0 0 10 43.48 1 6.67 0 0 0 0
F.Winkle 0 0 0 0 1 6.67 0 0 0 0
Clyde 0 0 0 0 1 6.67 0 0 0 a
Dudson 0 0 0 0 1 6.67 0 0 0 0
We i rnar (Ger. ) 0 0 0 0 1 6.67 0 0 0 0
R.S. (Ger.) 0 0 0 0 1 6.67 0 0 0 0
(Other Gennan) 0 0 1 4.35 0 0 0 0 0 0
S.Ford 0 a 1 4.35 0 a 0 0 0 0
C.Meakin 0 a 0 0 1 6.67 0 0 0 0
Wedgewood 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 8.33 0 0
H. & K. 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 8.33 0 0
W.Adams 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 1 33.33
Meda1ta (Can.) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 33.33
(Other Cdn.) 3 3.57 3 13.05 0 0 0 0 0 0
(Holland) 0 0 0 0 0 '0 0 0 1 33.33
(Japan) 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 25.00 0 0
(Other England) 0 0 3 13.05 1 6.67 3 25.00 0 0

TOTAL 84 99.99 23 100.03 15 100.03 12 100.00 3 99.99

N
a
00



TABLE 12 FRANK, PASSBURG GLASSWARE CLASSES - CONTAINERS

Site

Passburg Hotel Imperial Hotel Union Bank Nickel House Church &Manse
Glasswares N % N % N % N % N %

Liquor (in-
cluding beer
and wine) 185 85.25 24 68.57 29 40.28 8 21.05 11 31.43

Pharmaceutical 23 10.60 5 14.29 32 44.44 7 18.42 11 31.43

Kitchen Bottles
(including milk
bottles and 9 4.15 6 17. 14 11 15.28 23 60.53 13 37.49
jars)

TOTAL 217 100.00 35 100.00 72 100.00 38 100.00 35 100.00

N
a
~
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which was at its peak ~etween 1890 and 1920 lAdams, Gaw, and Leonhardy
1975:11. As such, it was contemporary to the occupations at Frank and
Passburg, although the economic base was different. The excavations
at Silcott recovered artifact samples from a store, 1I ••• domiciles,
special purpose buildings, and dumpsll (Adams, Gaw and Leonhardy 1975:11).
NO,::ch~.rch, bank, or hotel sites were i.nvestigated. Excayation techni-
ques were similar, i.e., usually arbitrary-and judgemental.

Given this brief sketch of the Silcott archaeology project, more
specific comparisons can now be made in regard to the ceramics from
both sites. At Silcott, the ceramics were .classed.into earthenwares,
stonewares, and porcelains. Earthenwares were clearly predominant at
all sites (Table 13). Stonewares occurred more frequently at three
of the five sites, the exceptions being Bill Wilson's Store and Trapper
Wilson's House. In order to compare the frequencies of ceramic ware
types from Frank and Passburg, the earthenware category was expanded
to include the semi.-procelains, redwares and yellowwares (Table 14).
A comparison of the composite ceramic ware profiles is offered in
Table 15. The table shows that there is a close similarity in the per
centage frequencies of earthenwares, but a near reversal between stone
wares and porcelains. As the total site population includes samples
from structural areas of different function, it was decided to compare
the ceramic wares from residential building sites only (Table 16).
Analysis of these results indicates, again, a close similarity_ in the
proportions of earthenwares, but an even greater dichotomy in the per
centage frequencies of stonewares and procelains.

A comparison of ceramic forms, ceramic manufacturers and glass
wares could similarly be undertaken but was outside the limitations of
the present report.

CONCLUSIONS

A cursory comparison of the material culture remains from struc-



TABLE T3 SILCOTT CERAMIC WARE TYPES*

Site
I

Bill Wilson's Trapper ~~i 1son I s Ireland \~ei ss Ranch Ferry Tender
Store House Place Dumps Dump

Cerami cs N % N % N % N % N %

Earthenware 89 76.73 34 75.56 58 89.23 38 74.52 22 64.71

Stoneware 11 9.48 4 8.89 6 9.23 12 25.52 8 23.53

Porcelain 16 13.97 7 15.55 1 1.54 1 1.96 4 11.76

TOTAL 116 100.00 45 100.00 65 100.00 51 100.00 34 100.00

* Data obtained from Adams, Gaw and Leonhardy 1975:46, 51, 64, 72-74, 84.

N
---I

---I



TABLE 14 FRANK, PASSBURG EARTHENWARE, STONEWARE AND PORCELAIN

Site

Passburg Hotel Imperial Hotel Union Bank Nickel House Church &Manse

Ceramics N % N % N % N % N %

Earthenware 1929 84.20 607 82.14 1190 61.92 345 83.54 100 69.93

Stoneware 284 12.40 65 8.79 134 6.97 15 3.63 4 2.80

Porcelain 78 3.40 67 9.07 598 31 . 11 53 12.83 39 27.27

TOTAL 2291 100.00 739 100.00 1922 100.00 413 100.00 143 100.00

N
--'
N
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TABLE l5 SILCOTT AND FRANK/PASSBURG CERAMIC WARES

Site

Ceramics Silcott Frank/Passburg

N % N %

Earthenware .241 77.49 4171 75.73

Stoneware 41 13.18 502 9.11

Porcelain 29 9.33 835 15. 16

,TOTAL 311 100.00 5508 100.00

TABLE 16 SILCOTT AND FRANK/PASSBURG RESIDENTIAL CERAMIC WARES

Site

Silcott Residential Frank/Passburg Residential
(Weiss Ranch, Trapper (Nickel House and Church,
Wilson1s House and Manse)
Ireland Place)

Ceramics N % N %

Earthenware 130 80.74 445 80.03

Stonewares 22 13.66 19 3.42

Porcelains 9 5.60 92 16.65

TOTAL 161 100.00 556 100.00
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tura1 areas of two townsites in thE Crowsnest Pass indicated that there

is a potential for such studies to proyide information contributing to

a clearer definition of the content and character of early communities.
This is further illustrated by comparing the available data to that
der.ived from a neighbouring rural agricultural community on the American

side of the border.

Archaeological activity at two townsites in the Crowsnest Pass re
corded a number of structural remains and associated features, and ob
tained a sample of the material culture. Although excavations were not
extensive, the remains at Passburg were generally fewer, less complex,
and in a poorer state of preservation than those at Frank. Further

mitigative effort at the site of Passburg is not recommended.

The old townsite of Frank, however, presents a rather different and
more complex situation. Portions of this townsite have also been des
troyed, but important sections of the commercial and residential dis
tricts are still well preserved. Their research potential is signifi
cant, and it is imperative that some site data be available for major
research problems concerning community and 'industrial development in
the Alberta Rockies. Such studies cannot be undertaken without a re
source base. No archaeologist would permit himself to generalize about
anyone period of culture history on the basis of excavations at only
one site and, similarly, we cannot be reduced to having research capa
bility at only one western coal mining community, for example, Lille.
The data so far recovered from Passburg and Frank is in no way repre
sentative of those entire communities, and still less sufficient for
generalizing about material culture and lifestyles in communities
throughout the Pass& Impact avoidance of historical resources is not
always possible, and mitigative excavations are not always warranted,
but where the presence of significant historical resources does exist,
such as at Frank, then further research. efforts will be required.
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TABLE 17

APPENDIX 1

HISTORIC OBJECTS RECOVERED FROM PASSBURG

Site Site Site
Passburg Nickel Church &
Hotel House Manse

Artifact Group and Class N % N % N %

KITCHEN GROUP
1. Ceramics 2286 413 144
2. W;.ne, champagne 34 1 0
3. Other liquor,beer,

case, ·etc. 72 0 15
4. Food &other beverages:

milk, jars, etc. 38 24 8
5. Parmaceutical,spices 17 3 8
6. Tumblers, stemware, etc. 107 98 25
7. Unidentified fragments 12218 1693 663
8. Tin cans 7826 2426 586
9. Tableware 0 4 2
10. Kitchenware 5 5 0

TOTAL KITCHEN 22603 80.64 4667 69.41 1451 38.21

11 . Bone 568 * 284 * 106 *

ARCHITECTURE GROUP
12. Window glass 1538 405 1502
13. Nails &spikes 2484 969 459
14. Construction hardware,

hinges,screws,stap1es,
etc. 38 74 30

15. Door lock parts 1 2 1
TOTAL ARCHITECTURE 406" 14.49 1450 21.56 1992 52.46

FURNITURE GROUP
16. Lighting 630 322 49
17. Hardware 13 3 0

TOTAL FURNITURE 643 2.29 325 4.83 49 1.29

ARMS GROUP
18. Projectiles 0 0 0
19. Cartridge cases 28 4 2
20. Hardware 0 0 0

TOTAL ARMS 28 0.10 4 0.06 2 0.06

* Bone not included in percent calculations
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APPENDIX 1 (Continued) Site Site Site
Passburg· Nickel Church &
Hotel House Manse

Artifact Group and Class N % N % N %

CLOTHING GROUP
21. Buttons 73 16 9
22. Buckles 13 1 7
23. Other fasteners 31 5 76
24. Fabric 97 17 21
25. Footwear 80 2 41
26. Beads 1 2 6
27. Hardware, sci s-sors, etc. 2 1 8

TOTAL CLOTHING 294 1.05 44 0.65 168 4.42

PERSONAL GROUP
28. Coins 1 8 0
29. Keys 0 3 0
30. Other:jewels,brushes,

etc. 126 13 7

TOTAL PERSONAL 127 0.45 24 0.36 7 0.19

TOBACCO GROUP
31 . Clay pipes 13 a a
32. Other material 1 1 0
33. Cans, hardware 1 4 0

TOTAL TOBACCO 15 0.06 5 0.08 0 a
ACTIVITIES GROUPS
34. Construction tools a 3 5
35. Fann tools a a 0
36. Machinery 0 11 13
37. Toys 35 17 8
38. Fishing,trapping gear 2 0 0
39. Colona-Indian 1 0 a
40. Storage 1 a a
41. Ethnobotanical 6 21 2
42. Stable and barn 1 3 2
43. Miscellaneous 213 150 98
44. Specialized activity

debris 0 0 a
45. Military 0 0 a

TOTAL ACTIVITIES 259 0.92 205 3.05 128 3.37

TOTAL 28,598 100.00 7,008 100 . 00 3, 903
(28,030 (6,724) (3,797 100.00)
less bone)
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TABLE 18

APPENDIX II

HISTORIC OBJECTS RECOVERED FROM FRANK

Site Site
Union Bank Imperial Hotel

Artifact Group and Class N % N %

KITCHEN GROUP
1. Ceramics 1923 749
2. Wine, champagne 10 2
3. Other liquor 12 40
4. Food jars,milk bottles

etc. 9 13
5. Pharmaceutical, spices 3 2
6. Tumblers, stemware,etc. 104 57
7. Unidentified fragments 7296 3574
8. Tin cans 775 905
9. Tableware 1 0
10. Kitchenware 6 2

TOTAL KITCHEN 10139 70.42 5344 55.52

11 • Bone 475 * 707 *

ARCHITECTURE GROUP
12. Window glass 1817 1681
13. Nails & spikes 1612 1747
14. Architectural hard-

ware 36 97
15. Door lock parts 0 3

TOTAL ARCHITECTURE 3465 24.07 3528 36.65

FURNITURE GROUP
16. Lighting 390 346
17. Hardware 4 4

TOTAL FURNITURE 394 2.74 346 3.59

ARMS GROUP
18. Projectiles 0 6
19. Cartridge cases 2 3
20. Hardware 0 0

TOTAL ARMS 2 0.01 9 0.10

* Bone not included in percent calculations.
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APPENDIX II (Continued)
Site Site

Union Bank Imperial Hotel
Artifact Group and Class N % N %

CLOTHING GROUP
21 . Buttons 30 12
22. Buckles 1 1
23. Other fasteners 14 15
24 Fabri c . 15 31
25. Footwear 13 12
26. Beads 1 a
27. Scissors, etc. 1 a

TOTAL CLOTHING 75 0.52 71 0.74

PERSONAL GROUP
28. Coins 0 0
29. Keys 1 0
30. Jewelery,brushes,etc. 19 11

TOTAL PERSONAL 20 0.14 11 0.11

TOBACCO GROUP
31. Clay pipes 4 3
32. Other pipes 0 a
33. Cans, hardware 1 a

TOTAL TOBACCO 5 0.03 3 0.04

ACTIVITIES GROUP
34. Construction tools 0 2
35. Fann tools 0 0
36. Machinery 5 5
37. Toys 22 3
38. Fishing,trapping gear 0 1
39. Native manufacture 0 a
40. Storage 1 9
41. Ethnobotanical 33 3
42. Stable and barn 0 a
43. Miscellaneous 239 290

TOTAL ACTIVITIES 298 2.07 313 3.25

TOTAL 14,873 10,332
(14,398 100.00) (9,625 100.00)
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